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Executive Summary

The Wallace Center for Sustainable Agriculture provided Value Chain Partnerships (VCP) 
with $531,000 for the period September 2006 through February, 2010. This was matched 
by more than $518,500 (which includes cash of $192,389 and recovery of indirect costs of 
$326,180) from the Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture and $103,600 (in cash) from 
the ISU Colleges of Agriculture and Business (for assistantships). This report summarizes 
results from all project objectives on a yearly basis and responds to all final report questions 
posed by the Wallace Center. Key results for this project are as follows.

The VCP working groups were able to achieve most of the yearly objectives for the project, 
including documentation of increased business profitability, sales of local foods by farmers or 
local purchases by institutions, and development and implementation of a plan to continue 
the work of Value Chain Partnerships beyond Wallace Center funding. Business profitability 
proved to be an unreliable indicator of project success, as input costs and market prices may 
decrease profitability for even the most efficient companies and producers.

The Pork Niche Market Working Group (PNMWG) was not able to collect sales data from 
niche pork companies in the final year of the project because of a severe economic downturn. 
However, PNMWG has evolved to the point that the niche pork companies have begun 
to provide limited financial support for the operation of the group. These companies have 
developed a high degree of respect and trust for each other that have resulted in collaborative 
arrangements in product distribution and marketing between specific companies and sharing 
of basic market intelligence. PNMWG will develop and begin to implement a business plan 
in 2010 which will further define its core functions, governance, and financing strategy.

The Regional Food Systems Working Group (RFSWG) successfully transitioned to a net-
work of local food networks and has become the “meta-group” for Value Chain Partnerships 
by providing local and community perspectives on critical food value chain issues. During the 
life of the Wallace Center grant this group grew from one to six local food networks that have 
documented sufficient increases in sales across four different geographic regions of Iowa. Lo-
cal governments in four Iowa counties have made investments in local food as an economic 
development tool, a social network Ning site has been launched and has 90 active members, 
and the first RFSWG local group in northeast Iowa has become a success story for the W.K. 
Kellogg Foundation’s Food and Fitness Initiative. RFSWG is poised to expand to include at 
least seven and perhaps as many as ten local groups in 2010, with continued funding from the 
Leopold Center and potentially from Iowa’s USDA Rural Development agency.

The Small Meat Processors Working Group (SMPWG) has filled a major gap in providing key 
information and technical assistance to Iowa’s small meat processors. A resource guide, meat 
buying guide, and manual for building a small red meat processing plant have been developed co-
operatively across organizations and workshops. These tools have helped processors with product 
costing, and open houses conducted to enhance marketing have helped increase profitability for 
at least seven Iowa meat processors. SMPWG group work is feeding into a national eXtension 
CoP – the Niche Meat Processor Assistance Network (www.nichemeatprocessing.org). And most 
importantly, the work of SMPWG has been formally recognized by the Iowa Meat Processors 
Association, which is now holding quarterly and annual meetings in conjunction with the group.
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The Fruit and Vegetable Working Group (FVWG) has succeeded in building relationships 
with the Iowa Fruit and Vegetable Growers Association and other governmental and non-
profit organizations that work with Iowa’s fruit and vegetable growers. Recent evaluation 
data from group members point to a high degree of satisfaction among grower participants in 
addressing key challenges facing Iowa fruit and vegetable growers in various market channels. 
The group is poised to seek additional funding for project work from various grant sources 
and will focus on food safety, efficient transplant production, and post-harvest handling in 
2010–2011.

The Grass-Based Livestock Working Group (GBLWG) was funded by the Leopold Center 
in May 2008 for two years and has participated fully in VCP (although it has not received 
any funds from Wallace) through working group leader meetings, web site development, and 
workshops on developing communities of practice. Many of the processes used by this new 
group were informed by the learning of the other working groups, particularly PNMWG and 
RFSWG. Eight projects have been funded and a comprehensive evaluation will be adminis-
tered this spring. The group is currently developing a strategic plan to identify and brand its 
core competencies and determine the appropriate form and governance structure and funding 
base to continue beyond 2010.

The VCP experience in initiating, managing, funding, and branding communities of practice 
(i.e., working groups) has provided a unique opportunity to share learning through workshops 
for other food system professionals and businesses in Iowa and across the Midwest. A 2009 
community of practice workshop funded by North Central SARE’s Professional Develop-
ment Program and held by VCP attracted more than 60 participants from 17 states. Survey 
feedback indicated that the workshop overwhelmingly met or exceeded expectations. A 
community of practice resource guide has been developed and a social network site on com-
munities of practice launched. Rich Pirog, the VCP project director, has given more than 15 
presentations from 2008 through 2010 about VCP’s learnings in conferences and workshops 
across the United States and in France.

VCP’s learnings and experience with Performance Leadership in the first year of Wallace 
Center funding influenced the hiring of a colleague to help VCP develop a sustainability plan 
in summer 2008. In addition, VCP hired a marketing and branding specialist in fall 2008 to 
help VCP develop a positioning statement, brand identity, and “elevator speech” to convey 
what VCP is and does and market its value proposition to a wide range of stakeholders. This 
work resulted in a redesign of the VCP web page, new logos for VCP and each working 
group, new marketing brochures, and a positioning statement that has already been used in 
several grant applications and more than 15 presentations in Iowa and across the U.S.

Evaluation of the VCP working group leaders indicated a number of significant accomplish-
ments and important lessons learned through the project. A conversation with the working 
group leaders in January 2010 yielded the following critical insights:

• The leadership capacity of CoP facilitators is greatly improved by the presence of the 
VCP Core Team. 

• The Core Team meetings function for VCP much like each working group functions 
within VCP in that the work each is doing is additive and creates a space for individ-
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uals and represented organizations to build on, rather than duplicate or compete with 
the work of others. 

• Planning working group meetings and serving as a convener and catalyst is extremely 
labor- and time-intensive, and involves critical skills in understanding and managing 
people and relationships. 

• Although not intentionally opaque, most CoP management is orchestrated behind 
the scenes. 

• Working group facilitators learn methods and techniques for accomplishing the day-
to-day tasks of managing working groups from each other, thereby reducing the time 
they spend on these tasks and allowing them to be more effective.

• The VCP Core Team not only is a support network but a problem solving body, com-
bining the collective wisdom of all of the working group facilitators to address issues 
arising in one particular working group. 

• New working groups are able to launch more quickly by picking and choosing spe-
cific strategies implemented by working group facilitators who came before them. 

• Market forces are the primary reasons why product-based CoPs have taken root in 
Iowa. Networking and research are important but secondary reasons. 

• Three main factors make it possible to initiate a CoP: 1) a source of funding, 2) 
people passionate about the issues, and 3) shared experiences that lend coherence to 
common goals. Additional factors that contribute to a successful CoP initiation are a 
local grassroots focus, formation of a dedicated steering team, and early commitment 
to deep(er) collaboration.

• An early source of funding for covering the administrative costs of initiating and 
managing a CoP is critical for their startup. As one CoP facilitator put it: “Do good 
work, build credibility, then ask for money.”

• One crucial element necessary for effectively managing CoPs is the adoption of a cre-
ative servant leadership model where participants are asked to organize and lead com-
ponents of quarterly meetings. This increases ownership of participants in the group, 
builds the leadership capacity of individuals and represented organizations, alleviates 
some of the administrative burdens on the facilitator, more evenly distributes the work, 
allows people an opportunity to self actualize by contributing their skills and talents to 
the good of the group, and better prepares the CoP for leadership transitions.

• The process of developing a CoP brand at the right time helps CoPs clarify goals, 
position statements, and points of differentiation, thereby providing a more focused 
strategic direction for the group.

• Individual working group evaluations inform and are informed by the evaluations of 
other working groups, thereby reducing the overall transaction costs of doing evalu-
ation. Furthermore, this enables the development of common evaluation measures 
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that can be aggregated across groups to communicate potentially greater impact than 
isolated single group impacts.

• Both quantitative and qualitative data collection methods are important for provid-
ing a balanced evaluation. Evaluation also must be flexible and responsive enough to 
modify measures of success over time to better reflect influences beyond the control 
of the project. 

REPORT

Annual Food-related objectives (whether that is moving good food,  
increasing food access, etc.)

YEAR ONE ANNUAL OBJECTIVES: SEPTEMBER 1, 2006–AUGUST 31, 2007

Objective 1. Increase purchases from farmers by at least four participating busi-
nesses by an average of 10 percent per year as a direct or ancillary result of VCPSA 
activities and programs. Total increase in gross purchases will be at least $225,000.

Pork Niche Market Working Group 
The Pork Niche Market Working Group’s (PNMWG) commitments to this objective were 
to increase purchases from farmers by at least three participating businesses by an average 
of 10 percent per year as a direct or ancillary result of VCPSA activities and programs. Total 
increase in gross purchases would be at least $150,000. Results from the three businesses re-
sponding show an average increase in purchases of 16 percent and a sales total of nearly $2.73 
million (Table 1). The PNMWG will increase its target for this objective to $3 million, or 10 
percent above last year. The PNMWG also will continue a strong focus on production sup-
port for farmers raising the types of niche hogs desired to help increase the number of hogs 
available for these markets. 

Table 1: Purchases from Farmers

Sept. 05 through 
July 06 (11 months)

Sept. 06 through 
July 07 (11 months)

Dollar 
change

Percent 
change

Company 1 $ 192,511 $ 260,277 $ 67,766 35 %
Company 2 $ 894,988 $ 1,431,353 $ 536,365 60 %
Company 3 $ 16,559,807 $ 18,684,198 $ 2,124,391 13 %
Total $ 17,647,306 $ 20,375,828 $ 2,728,522 16 %
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Flax Working Group
The Flax Working Group’s (FWG) commitment to this objective was to increase purchases 
from farmers by at least one participating business by an average of 10 percent per year as a 
direct or ancillary result of VCPSA activities and programs. Total increase in gross purchases 
would be at least $75,000. Purchases from farmers by Spectrum in 2006 were $100,800, so 
there was a REDUCTION in sales between the two years of $67,910 ($100,800–$32,890). 
This is a decrease of roughly two-thirds of the 2006 purchases. In 2007, flax from only two 
farms was accepted and purchased by Spectrum for a total of $32,890. The development and 
production of flax in Iowa has not progressed as anticipated. Iowa farmers are not able to 
raise flax with the quality needed by Spectrum Organics, Inc. and operate at a profit. 

Objective 2. Increase sales for at least five participating businesses by an average  
of 10 percent per year as a direct or ancillary result of VCP activities and programs.  
Total increase in gross sales will be at least $1,000,000.

Pork Niche Market Working Group 
The PNMWG commitment to this objective was to increase sales by five businesses by an 
average of 10 percent and a total of $750,000. Results from three businesses show an aver-
age increase in gross sales of 129 percent and a total of nearly $4.4 million (Table 2). The 
PNMWG increased its target for this objective to $4.8 million, or 10 percent above last year. 
Given that demand for niche pork remains strong, the PNMWG will continue to focus on 
challenges facing companies as they work to increase sales. 

Table 2: Gross Sales

Sept. 2005  
through July 2006 

(11 months)

Sept. 2006 
through July 2007 

(11 months)
Dollar 

change
Percent 
change

Company 1 $ 212,272 $ 422,876 $ 210,604 99 %
Company 2 $ 1,314,692 $ 2,240,952 $ 926,260 71 %
Company 4 $ 1,868,400 $ 5,097,600 $ 3,229,200 173 %
 Total $ 3,395,364 $ 7,761,428 $ 4,366,064 129 %

Objective 3. Document improved profitability, market access, operational efficien-
cy, crop/livestock diversity, environmental stewardship, and/or business relation-
ships for 90 farmers and five companies participating in VCPSA 

Pork Niche Market Working Group 
The PNMWG’s commitment to this objective was to improve the profitability of 50 niche 
pork farmers. Data were solicited from nearly 80 farmers enrolled in a project to keep records 
in 2006. Usable records were obtained from 49 farms, with 41 of which were farrow-to-finish 
operations. The following data summarize results from the top and bottom 15 farrow-to-
finish farms sorted by return to capital, unpaid labor, and management. The right column 
contains data for the best 15 farrow-to-finish farms for each category, which is needed to 
benchmark potential achievements (Table 3).
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Table 3: Return to Capital, Unpaid Labor, and Management

Top 15 farms
Bottom  

15 farms

Best 15 
farms  

by line
1. Return to Capital, Unpaid Labor, 

and Management ($/cwt) $ 17.43 $ 2.17 NA
2. Return to Capital, Unpaid  

Labor, and Management ($/farm) $ 29,875 $ 5,886 NA
3. Average Price of All  

Animals Sold ($/cwt) $ 49.88 $ 47.32 $ 51.90
4. Total Cost ($/cwt) $ 46.05 $ 57.21 $ 41.27

a. Feed Costs ($/cwt) $ 23.59 $ 28.08 $ 21.55
b. Other Operating Costs  

(Except Hired Labor) ($/cwt) $ 6.75 $ 13.01 $ 4.19
c. Fixed Costs ($/cwt) $ 3.12 $ 4.07 NA
d. Labor Costs ($/cwt) $ 12.59 $ 12.06 NA

5. Average Female Breeding Herd 
Inventory 58 130 NA

6. CWT of Pork Produced 1,667 3,114 4,104
7. Pigs Per Sow Per Year 11.8 9.4 13.8
8. Death Loss, Birth to Weaning (% 

of farrowed live) 25 % 28 % NA
9. Death Loss, Feeder to Market (% 

of pigs weaned) 5.8 % 11.5 % 2.3 %
10. Hours of Labor per cwt of Pork 

Produced 0.87 0.83 0.47
11. Pounds of Feed per lb of Pork 

Produced 3.74 4.25 3.44

The cost of production data in Table 4 from four of these farms below indicate that they 
all lowered their costs of production over time. While these data do not show that overall 
profitability increased, lowering costs is the main strategy available to farmers to impact profit 
levels. We were unable to document improved profits. Thus, these numbers represent the 
baseline data needed to determine if PNMWG is helping increase profits.
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Table 4

Farm 1 2005 2006 Farm 2 2004 2006
Feed Costs  
($/cwt) $33.77 $21.47

Feed Costs  
($/cwt) $44.15 $39.87

Non-Feed 
Costs ($/cwt) $39.00 $28.31

Non-Feed 
Costs ($/cwt) $25.75 $24.05

Total Costs 
($/cwt $72.77 $49.78

Total Costs 
($/cwt $69.90 $63.92

Farm 3 2003 2004 Farm 4 2004 2005
Feed Costs  
($/cwt) $25.81 $23.97

Feed Costs  
($/cwt) $32.09 $26.83

Non-Feed 
Costs ($/cwt) $25.80 $24.76

Non-Feed 
Costs ($/cwt) $20.36 $13.43

Total Costs 
($/cwt) $51.51 $48.73

Total Costs 
($/cwt $52.45 $40.25

Flax Working Group 
The Flax Working Group (FWG) commitment to this objective was improved profitability 
for three businesses and 30 farmers. Twenty-six Iowa farmers (both organic and conventional) 
grew flax in 2005, 16 in 2006 and seven growers planted organic flax in 2007. In 2007, Spec-
trum accepted and purchased flax from only two farms. Given the weed pressures in growing 
flax, the relatively high price for oats, and the difficulty in producing a crop of adequate qual-
ity for a market premium, farmers have become reluctant to grow flax. This led to the closing 
of the Flax Working Group in 2007. 

BioEconomy Working Group 
The BioEconomy Working Group’s (BEWG) commitments to this objective were to improve 
profitability, market access, operational efficiency, crop/livestock diversity, environmental 
stewardship, and/or business relationships for 10 farmers and two businesses. BEWG did not 
improve profitability, market access, operational efficiency, crop/livestock diversity, environ-
mental stewardship, and/or business relationships for 10 farmers and two businesses. Given 
increases in commodity prices and uncertainty as to whether growers could profitably pro-
duce kenaf of the quality needed for local industrial markets, the group closed in 2007.

Objective 4. Document the increase in purchases of healthy, fresh, and community-
based foods in two Iowa communities or counties totaling at least $100,000.

Regional Food Systems Working Group
RFSWG’s commitment was to an increase in purchases of healthy, fresh, and community-
based foods in two Iowa communities or counties totaling at least $100,000. RFSWG worked 
with three groups – the Northeast Iowa Food and Farming Coalition, the Southwest Iowa 
Cultivators, and the Southeast Iowa local food network. Each group used RFSWG resources 
to provide seed grants to farmers and entrepreneurs and to collect important data regarding 
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interest in local food purchases as well as sales of local foods. The three groups collected gross 
sales data from a variety of farmers and businesses across a 13-county area (ee Table 5). 

Table 5

Area Gross sales 
Northeast $146,736
Southwest  $36,748
Southeast  $1,450
Total $185,000

The Northeast Iowa Food and Farming Coalition members were able to document increased 
sales of $22,389 from a retail establishment and a farm business for the period 2006–2007. 
In addition to measuring gross sales, the three RFSWG groups were successful in tracking 
additional changes in the food systems linked to their efforts. The Northeast Iowa Food and 
Farming Coalition used RFSWG resources to award mini-grants to producers and entrepre-
neurs in their five-county area. A total of $2,940 in grants was used as capital to help leverage 
an additional $135,000 as producers modified greenhouses, purchased fruit trees and hoop 
houses, and developed marketing signage. In addition, two new restaurants, five existing 
restaurants, and two new institutions that had not been offering local food began serving it 
in 2007. In southeast Iowa seven new restaurants began serving local food in 2007, and two 
events focused on local foods and food businesses. Plans are to begin tracking sales of local 
food at more locations in each area.

Year One: Building your Network

Value Chain Partnerships closed the Flax and Bioeconomy Working Groups in 2007 and un-
derwent a research and assessment process that led to developing two new working groups—
Small Meat Processors and Fruit and Vegetables.

Year One: Organizational and Financial Sustainability

Objective 1. The Value Chain Partnerships for a Sustainable Agriculture (VCPSA) 
objective was to obtain or direct at least $60,000 in funds from the Core Partners 
(Leopold Center, Practical Farmers of Iowa, ISU Colleges of Agriculture and Life 
Sciences and Business, ISU Extension) to support the work of VCPSA. 

The ISU Colleges of Agriculture and Life Sciences and Business have provided $31,572 
toward two one-year assistantships for the 2006–2007 project years. The Leopold Center 
provided $7,788 toward a half-year assistantship. All students were working toward MBA 
degrees; two of the three received MBAs with a minor in sustainable agriculture. The Leop-
old Center provided $28,249 toward support of VCPSA through funding of RFSWG groups, 
the VCPSA evaluation led by Corry Breghendahl, and through 11 percent of program assis-
tant Beth Larabee’s time, and 3.6 percent of project director Rich Pirog’s time. We exceeded 
this objective by almost $8,000.
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Objective 2. Leverage Wallace resources to obtain significant external resources to 
support the work of VCPSA.

An overview of the success in achieving this objective can be found in Table 6.

Table 6

Working Group Proposed
New Grant 

Dollars
New Grant Dollars 

for VCPSA Partners 
PNWWG $ 25,000 $ 23,953
FVWG $ 30,000 $ 53,469
BEWG $ 25,000 $ 0
RFSWG $ 10,000 $ 9,000 $ 520,000

YEAR TWO ANNUAL OBJECTIVES: SEPTEMBER 1, 2007–AUGUST 31, 2008

Objective 1. Increase purchases from farmers by at least three participating  
businesses by an average of ten percent above year one as a direct or ancillary  
result of VCP activities and programs. Total increase in gross purchases will be  
at least $3,000,000.

Pork Niche Market Working Group ($3,000,000)
Data were solicited from five businesses. Results were secured from two of the three compa-
nies that previously provided this information, plus a company that had not provided data 
in the past. The total increase in purchases was $931,469, which for these companies was 
an increase of 32 percent over the previous year (Table 7). The total was less than $3 mil-
lion because the company that did not provide data was a large company. However, it should 
be noted that the average percentage increase was higher than the target of 10 percent. The 
PNMWG will increase its target for growth in purchases from farmers to 20 percent over the 
previous year, but drop its total growth in purchases to $1.1 million.

Table 7: Purchases from Farmers

Sept. 2006  
through Aug. 2007

Sept. 2007  
through Aug. 2008 Dollar change Percent change

Company 1 $ 279,813 $ 599,308 $ 319,495 114.2 %
Company 2 $ 1,555,477 $ 1,657,931 $ 102,454 6.6 %
Company 3 $ 1,059,540 $ 1,569,060 $ 509,520 48.1 %
Total $ 2,894,830 $ 3,826,299 $ 931,469 32.2 %
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Objective 2. Increase sales for at least seven participating businesses by an aver-
age of 10 percent above year one as a direct or ancillary result of VCP activities or 
programs. Total increase of gross sales will be at least $5,200,000. 

Pork Niche Market Working Group ($4,800,000)
Data were solicited from four companies. Results from three businesses showed an average 
change in sales for these companies of -9.5 percent compared to the previous year, with the 
total change in gross sales being -$818,190 (Table 8). The decline in gross sales was due to 
the experiences of one company, with the other two experiencing growth rates above the 10 
percent target. The comment from the company with the loss in gross sales was “We have 
‘discovered’ that volume does not help if the margins are not appropriate.” PNMWG will 
reduce its target for this objective to 5 percent average growth above the previous year and a 
gross increase of $390,000 in sales. 

Table 8: Gross Sales 

Sept. 2006  
through Aug. 2007

Sept. 2007  
through Aug. 2008

Dollar 
change

Percent 
change

Company 1 $ 461,546 $ 998,680 $ 537,134 116.4 %
Company 2 $ 2,499,961 $ 2,784,537 $ 284,576 11.4 %
Company 4 $ 5,680,800 $ 4,040,900  - $ 1,639,900 -28.9 %

$ 8,642,307 $ 7,824,117 - $ 818,890 -9.5 %

Small Meat Processors Working Group ($400,000)
Based on evaluations with lockers that have implemented the product costing system, the 
Center for Industrial Research and Service (CIRAS) found that these businesses have been 
able to positively affect their bottom lines by at least 10 percent. Most small processors are in 
the $750,000 gross annual income range. Eleven firms attended the costing workshops in the 
summer of 2008 and assuming a 33 percent adoption rate (based on previous CIRAS evalu-
ations), that means about four firms could be expected to adopt this system. Additionally, we 
know of three firms that did not attend the summer 2008, costing workshops but worked 
with SMPWG to adopt the system. (($750,000 x.10) =$75,000 x 7 firms = $525,000). So, our 
estimate is $525,000. This metric may be misleading, as there are many confounding variables 
such as rising commodity prices that have affected livestock and meat costs, in addition to 
the way people shop, making more purchases for home cooking rather than eating out, which 
helps small processors. Tracking of pure gross income is probably not the best indicator of 
success for this group. 

Objective 3. Document improved profitability for 50 farmers and up to 10 meat  
processing businesses participating in VCP. 

Pork Niche Market Working Group (50 Farmers)
Usable 2006 records were collected from 41 farrow-to-finish niche pork farms, and usable 
2007 records were collected from 27 farms. Table 9 summarizes average numbers for both 
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years on some key variables. The results show that niche pork farms did not see improvements 
in profits from 2006 to 2007. For example, average production costs per cwt increased by just 
over $15, which in large part is due to corn prices increasing from an average of $2.19/bushel 
in 2006 to an average of $3.35/bushel in 2007. Results from 2006 represent baseline data for 
our attempts to document improved profits. The results from 2007 showed that we were not 
successful, in large part because of increased input costs, especially for feed. We will con-
tinue to support the development of production skills among niche pork farmers, but we will 
change our goal from helping 50 farmers increase profits to helping 50 farmers stay in busi-
ness in a time of hardship because of significantly higher input costs.

Table 9: Return to Capital Unpaid Labor and Management 

Return to Capital, Unpaid Labor 
and Management

2006 
Average 

2007 
Average

Number of Producers 41 27
Return to Capital, Unpaid  
Labor and Management ($/farm) $ 17,740 - $ 209.00
Return to Capital, Unpaid  
Labor and Management ($/cwt) $ 10.08 - $ 0.11
Return per Hour for All Hours  
of Labor and Management $ 13.17 $ 0.24

 a. Feed Costs ($/cwt) $ 26.28 $ 37.98
 b. Other Operating Costs  

(Except Hired Labor) ($/cwt) $ 9.51 $ 10.22
 c. Fixed Costs ($/cwt) $ 3.54 $ 3.24
 d. Labor Costs ($/cwt) $ 12.72 $ 14.51

Total Cost ($/cwt) $ 52.05 $ 67.15
Average Price Received for  
Market Hogs Sold ($/cwt) $ 49.97 $ 51.40
Average Female Breeding  
Herd Inventory 91 81
CWT of Pork Produced 2,191 1,810
Pigs Per Sow Per Year 10.1 9.3
Death Loss, Birth to Weaning  
(% of farrowed live) 26.4 26.0
Hours of Labor per CWT  
of Pork Produced 0.87 1.01
Pounds of Feed per Pound  
of Pork Produced 4.13 4.42

Small Meat Processors Working Group (10 meat processors)
Drawing from the response to the previous question, we helped seven small processors in-
crease profitability. This is a better metric than gross sales, and it is more important for busi-
ness sustainability. However, the time needed to demonstrate impacts is a reporting challenge, 
as it takes a least a year to fully determine the impact. We will make a slight adaptation to 
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include improving business management, as such improvements can be evaluated in a much 
shorter time frame and create opportunities for improving profitability which often are not 
immediately possible to evaluate. 

Objective 4. Document 20 percent increased sales above year one of healthy, fresh, 
and community-based foods from three food and farming businesses in at least two 
Iowa communities. Total increase in purchases will be at least $30,000. 

Regional Food Systems Working Group ($30,000)
RFSWG worked with four groups – the Northeast Iowa Food and Farming (NIFF) coalition 
with five counties, the Southwest Food and Farming Initiative (SWIFFI) with eight counties, 
the Hometown Harvest of Southeast Iowa group with six counties, and the Northwest Iowa 
local food group with six counties. 

The SWIFFI group documented $58,200 in sales from eight businesses, an increase of nearly 
$21,500 from last year’s data collection, despite the wet growing conditions. The northwest 
Iowa local food group was new in 2007 and did not have to document an increase in pur-
chases. Hometown Harvest in southeast Iowa reported an increase of $38,000 in sales of local 
food from the previous year. Some farmers experienced sales decreases from the previous 
year due to flooding, but others registered significant gains. In addition, Hometown Harvest 
reported increases in sales of local food of $91,000 from two businesses – a food retailer and a 
local produce auction. Some of these wholesale and retail sales were from the same producers. 
The produce auction was responsible for the majority of this increase.

Northeast Iowa Food and Farming Coalition documented an increase of $15,100 over the 
previous year’s sales from farmers and $207,405 from food co-ops, restaurants, and Luther 
College. The largest increase was from Oneota Co-op, which tripled in size in spring 2008 
with a new store location. The Co-op had a dramatic increase from 18 vendors for the 2006–
07 reporting year to 78 vendors in 2007–08. 

In all, RFSWG reported an increase in sales from food and farming businesses of $373,000, 
twelve times higher than the $30,000 goal for the year.

Objective 5. Document additional baseline purchases of healthy, fresh, and com-
munity-based foods from local producers in four Iowa communities or counties 
totaling at least $200,000 over the baseline data collected. 

Regional Food Systems Working Group ($200,000)
The SWIFFI group documented more than $103,760 in sales from farmers and businesses, 
as well as purchases by local schools. The Hometown Harvest group documented more than 
$31,000 in sales from one new food business. The northwest Iowa group collected $164,000 
in baseline sales from five area farmers’ markets. The Northeast Iowa Food and Farming Ini-
tiative (NIFF Coalition) reported additional baseline purchases of $19,244 from three insti-
tutions. In all, local RFSWG groups reported $318,000 in new baseline purchases from local 
food businesses and markets, $118,000 more than our goal for year two.
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Objective 6. Leverage at least $100,000 in local resources for local food capacity 
building of producers and entrepreneurs across four Iowa communities. 

Regional Food Systems Working Group 
This objective was added for the second year of this project because it was an unanticipated 
positive outcome of the first year’s work within the RFSWG groups. One of most significant 
instances of leveraging of funds and overall impact for RFSWG came with the assistance 
of the SWIFFI group in southwest Iowa. In August 2008 the supervisors in Pottawattamie 
County, the largest and most populous of the SWIFFI counties, passed a proclamation creat-
ing a local food policy council for the county, and committing $30,000 per year for the next 
five years to hire a local coordinator.

The Southeast Iowa Hometown Harvest group leveraged $21,000 with several local grants, 
Buy Fresh Buy Local membership dues, and in-kind contributions by local retailers. In 2008, 
the NIFF coalition worked to provide a total of $7,545 to 20 producers in mini-grants. Ex-
amples of how these funds were used included lights in greenhouses, seedlings for vegetable 
production, equipment for honeybee producers and pastured poultry producers. These funds 
leveraged an additional $108,242 in funding to start or expand existing food enterprises. In 
total, $129,242 was leveraged through Hometown Harvest in southeast Iowa and the NIFF 
Coalition in northeast Iowa. If we include the first year of the five-year commitment of funds 
in Pottawattamie County, $159,242 was leveraged by the local RFSWG group for year two, 
which was $59,000 higher than our goal.

Objective 7. Estimate the net economic impact due to potential increases in local 
food production and consumption for a minimum of ten Iowa counties.

The Northeast Iowa Food and Farm (NIFF) coalition worked with ISU economist Dave 
Swenson, Kellogg Food and Society Policy Fellow and dietitian Angie Tagtow, and the Leop-
old Center to conduct an economic impact assessment of increased local food production and 
consumption in a five-county area of northeast Iowa. Allamakee, Clayton, Fayette, Howard, 
and Winnesheik counties comprised the study area. The analysis assumed that residents would 
consume a healthy diet of fresh fruits and vegetables, meat, milk, eggs, grains, and poultry. It 
was estimated that the region would grow 25 percent of its yearly needs for fruits and vegeta-
bles, and would produce 100 percent of its needs for milk, eggs, meat, poultry, and grains. 

Several assumptions and offsets were made so that the model estimated net economic gains 
for the five-county region. Under this scenario, northeast Iowa would net 410 new jobs in the 
farming, marketing, and processing sectors as well as secondary jobs generated from the sales 
of inputs and commerce generated from the purchases from farmers, processors, and input 
suppliers. A complete copy of the study report can be found at: www.leopold.iastate.edu/re-
search/marketing_files/NEIowa_042108.pdf.
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Year Two: Building your Network

In year 2 Value Chain Partnerships added the Small Meat Processors Working Group and 
the Fruit and Vegetable Working Group to replace the closed Flax and Bioeconomy work-
ing groups. Two new niche pork companies joined PNMWG, and two new local food groups 
joined RFSWG.

Year Two: Organizational and Financial Sustainability Objectives

Objective 1. Leverage Wallace resources to obtain $90,000 in additional funds for 
VCP and the working groups. 

Pork Niche Market Working Group ($30,000)
The PNMWG secured new funding equaling 91 percent of its annual goal with $4,500 from 
the ISU On-Farm Research and Demonstration Program and $22,910 from the Iowa Attor-
ney General’s Office.

Regional Food Systems Working Group ($10,000)
RFSWG received $9,000 from the Alces Foundation. Funds were used to build capacity and 
networking across local RFSWG groups.

Small Meat Processors Working Group ($15,000)
This group received $16,331. This included $9,131 from North Central Regional Sustainable 
Agriculture Research and Education (SARE) and $7,200 from the ISU Ag Entrepreneurship 
initiative, plus considerable in-kind support from the ISU Meat Lab and CIRAS.

Fruit and Vegetable Working Group ($33,000)
The Fruit and Vegetable Working Group leveraged funds totaling $42,983 from several 
groups. Among them were: J. P. Morgan Grant: Opportunities in Value Added Agriculture 
Local Food Production, Processing and Marketing ($25,000), Iowa State University Value 
Added Agriculture Program 1/12 time salary and benefits match ($7,025), and Practical 
Farmers of Iowa Fruit and Vegetable Clusters Project ($10,958).

Objective 2. RFSWG and PNMWG will develop plans to become financially self-
sustaining by summer of 2009. 

Pork Niche Market Working Group
Three options have been identified for discussions the PNMWG will have over the next 
year about its future. Option 1 would formally fold PNMWG into an existing group. This 
host group would serve as the administrative home for the PNMWG, which would involve 
managing its core funding and providing staff for its basic operations. Some keys to success 
for this option are 1) getting multi-year commitments for the PNMWG’s financial needs, 
2) identifying an appropriate host group, and 3) clearly articulating roles and responsibili-
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ties, including governance and decision-making issues. Option 2 calls for the PNMWG to 
evolve into a discussion forum, which would reduce its administrative costs. In this option 
the PNMWG would continue regular meetings, which would serve to help share information, 
but communication vehicles such as the pork niche newsletter and the PNMWG web site 
likely would not continue. Option 3 would create a new niche pork trade association, which 
would be best accomplished by developing a business plan. 

Regional Food Systems Working Group
RFSWG will become Iowa’s most vital networking and capacity building group for practi-
tioners and community leaders working to support local and regional food businesses. With 
its direct connection to existing and new place-based food systems groups in Iowa, RFSWG 
also can function as a conduit for the research and activities of the other VCP working groups 
(the Small Meat Processors Working Group, the Pork Niche Market Working Group, the 
Fruit and Vegetable Working Group, the Grass-Based Livestock Working Group, the Agri-
tourism Working Group, and the Iowa Food Policy Council) as well as channeling needs 
related to products or issues identified at the grass roots level back to the attention of the 
VCP working groups. 

 Measurable indicators of progress toward objectives

• Number of active place-based food system groups

• Producers’ sales of locally grown foods and institutional purchases of locally grown foods

• Number of organizations involved in local food efforts

• Dollars leveraged at local levels—building grower capacity, building business capacity

• Number of farmers selling local foods

• Number of participants from other working groups involved in projects

• Number of organizations regularly participating in RFSWG

Resources/partners
The Kellogg Foundation and Wallace Center for Sustainable Agriculture provided approxi-
mately 50 percent of total funds for RFSWG for the period 2004–2008. The Leopold Center 
and the Alces Foundation provided the remaining funds. The Leopold Center will remain 
as the primary financial partner for RFSWG after Wallace funding ends in 2009, providing 
$40,000 for 2009–2010. In 2010, RFSWG will obtain an additional $10,000 for the opera-
tion of the group from sources other than the Leopold Center. 
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Objective 3. Obtain or direct at least $75,000 in funds from the Core Partners 
(Leopold Center, PFI, ISU Colleges of Agriculture and Life Sciences and Business, 
ISU Extension) to support the work of VCP. 

The ISU Colleges of Agriculture and Life Sciences and Business have provided $35,582 
toward two one-year assistantships during the 2008–2009 project years. All students were 
pursuing MBA degrees. The Leopold Center provided $10,000 toward support of VCPSA 
through funding of RFSWG groups, the VCPSA evaluation led by Corry Breghendahl, 11 
percent of program assistant Beth Larabee’s time, and 3.6 percent of project director Rich 
Pirog’s time. The Leopold Center provided $6,000 toward the Best Practices Workshop. 
First-year funding for the Grass-Based Livestock Working Group (GBLWG) began in 
February 2008 with $60,000 in funding from the Leopold Center. The team is using VCP as 
a model for its operation and the leader of the GBLWG meets with the leaders of the VCP 
working groups on a regular basis. 

Objective 5. Hold pilot workshop “Developing Best Practices for Food and Farm 
Businesses in Iowa” 

VCP coordinated a workshop on April 3, 2008 to allow key stakeholders from each CoP to 
share the know-how, lessons learned, and successfully-demonstrated practices innate to other 
citizens and supporters of VCP. It was intended not so much as a conference but more as a 
town meeting for a community of practitioners dedicated to the success of values-based food 
and agriculture businesses. Individual workshops encouraged discussion focused on real-life 
business scenarios that exemplified actual obstacles and solutions encountered within CoPs. 
Overall, participants found the discussion among working group participants to be quite valu-
able. The proceedings document captures and synthesizes what transpired in these workshops 
in order to communicate accrued knowledge to the VCP community at large and is available 
at http://www.valuechains.org/rfswg/BPW-Proceedings_071608.pdf.

Objective 6. Facilitate the development of a business that helps market excess 
niche pork products from participating companies. 

Pork Niche Market Working Group
 A PNMWG-sponsored project hired a consultant to conduct a study to determine the fea-
sibility for niche companies to aggregate and sell carcass parts that were available in excess of 
current premium markets. The consultant then formed a company, Prime Pork Supply, which 
successfully helped market antibiotic-free pork from niche pork companies to additional pro-
cessors. However, in the second half of 2008 and early 2009, sales dropped off as commodity 
prices for products like trim meat have increased significantly. This has made it difficult for 
similar niche products to compete. In retrospect, the new company has successfully helped 
market niche pork products, which in turn has helped increase profits to the companies 
involved. This new company now is in the process of developing a couple of pork value chains 
that will have producers, live hog marketing, coordination, slaughter/fabrication, further pro-
cessing, distribution, and meat marketing/sales. 
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Objective 7. Increase leadership capacity within VCP members and their CoPs.

All VCP CoPs and support personnel participated in an Appreciative Inquiry workshop led 
by the associate director of the North Central Regional Center for Rural Development at 
ISU, one of the VCP partners. Everyone in the group read part of the book “Death by Meet-
ings” which led to a change in VCP meeting structure and a move to more tactical and strate-
gic meetings. This resulted in more focused meetings and was useful during the time we were 
working with sustainability consultant Gretchen Zdorkowski. 

The Regional Food Systems Working Group held a “Marketing the Message” Workshop on 
January 25, 2008, facilitated by Sue Futrell and Angie Tagtow. It included marketing concepts, 
marketing strategies, small group discussions, and brainstorming. Subsequently, RFSWG pur-
chased a set of marketing resource books for each RFSWG group.

Year Two: Other efforts to build sustainability in VCP

The leaders of the VCP working groups met with a facilitator, Gretchen Zdorkowski, over 
the summer and early fall of 2008 to reflect and work through their path into the future and 
consider what Phase IV of VCP might look like. During the discussions on the continuance 
of the individual working groups, several keys to success emerged around the aim of increas-
ing overall competence at what they do:

• Making a more readily communicated and compelling case for the need for and ben-
efit from their activities

• Acquiring the necessary resources for continuing their work

• Increasing their legitimacy and visibility 

• Identifying and fostering new leaders, both within existing groups and for new VCP 
working groups to come

• Solving problems more effectively

• Overcoming fragmentation and duplication of effort

• Continuing the synergies that have developed across the different working groups

A complete copy of the 2008 VCP sustainability report appears in Appendix 1. 

The Leopold Center is incorporating key elements of the VCP model within its programs, 
which will provide a foundation to carry on the work of VCP after Wallace funding ends. In 
addition, in order to further build VCP’s reputation and credibility, the VCP applied for and 
received a two-year grant from the North Central SARE Professional Development Program 
(SARE PDP) to conduct workshops on how to initiate, manage, fund, and brand communi-
ties of practice (CoPs).

In addition to the SARE PDP grant, the Leopold Center received a $30,000 grant award 
from the Wallace Center in summer 2008 to be a regional partner of the National Good 
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Food Network. The funds will be used to develop a thinking and action partnership with a 
set of university, non-profit, and consultant partners in Iowa, Minnesota, Illinois, Wiscon-
sin, and Michigan. This group will better assist producers and processors who want to sell to 
larger volume retail, food service and wholesale buyers in the metro areas of Chicago, Illinois; 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Minnesota’s Twin Cities; and Madison, Wisconsin.

YEAR 3 ANNUAL OBJECTIVES: SEPTEMBER 1, 2008–AUGUST 31, 2009

Objective 1. Increase its target for growth in purchases from farmers to 20 percent 
over Year 2, but drop its total growth in purchases to $1.1 million

Pork Niche Market Working Group
Due to significant business losses, the niche pork businesses were not willing to share  
records this year.

Objective 2. Increase sales by three businesses by an average of 5 percent over Year 
2, with total increase in gross sales of $390,000.

Small Meat Processors Working Group
The group exceeded its second-year goals for increased sales by small meat processing plants 
by $125,000. 

Objective 3. Help 50 niche pork farmers stay in business in a time of hardship be-
cause of drastically higher input costs.

Pork Niche Market Working Group
The PNMWG project continued to use records as a diagnostic tool to show where to focus 
attention to help improve operations. Results analyzed in 2009 found that the average profit 
per farm was -$27,638 and the average return per hour of labor was -$12.36. Not many farms 
can withstand such severe financial pressures for extended periods of time. However, many 
of these farms have features that can be helpful in hard times. Among these qualities are 
diversity in enterprises and lower investment in facilities, which make it easier for these farms 
to reduce herd size to limit exposure to risk. The main educational programs offered to help 
niche pork farmers in 2009 were eight virtual tours of niche pork farms. These tours showed 
digital images of the farms, which were explained by the host farmers. When attendees were 
asked if they anticipated changing practices in response to attending the tours, 93 respon-
dents indicated that changes were planned.

Objective 4. Improved profitability and/or improved business management ability 
for six to 10 small meat processors.

Small Meat Processors Working Group
We estimate that we helped seven Iowa small meat processors increase profitability. On May 
12, 2009 the SMPWG, with help from Iowa State University’s Center for Industrial Research 
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and Service (CIRAS) and the ISU Meat Lab, held a workshop on plant optimization to 
improve productivity, based on hands-on work CIRAS has been doing with small Iowa meat 
processors (facilitated by the SMPWG). Personnel from 11 meat processors attended, along 
with eight assistance providers. 

The SMPWG helped support a Hazard Analysis Critical Control Points (HACCP) train-
ing workshop held by the ISU Meat Lab October 22–24, 2009 and attended by 36 persons. 
HACCP training of at least one individual per plant is required by federal regulations for all 
U.S. meat processing plants operating under inspection, federal or state, as opposed to “retail 
exempt” operations that do not operate under inspection and may not wholesale products.

Mike Willett of CIRAS worked hands-on with two small processors over the course of 
several months to analyze plant production and develop an optimization plan of action. The 
SMPWG did not pay for this nor did the plants, but facilitated this investment of resources 
from CIRAS.

The Small Meat Processors Resource Guidebook was distributed to more than 50 small Iowa 
meat processors and dozens of assistance providers. The guidebook now holds the #3 position 
on Google when searching for “small meat processors.” SMPWG group work is feeding into 
a national eXtension CoP – the Niche Meat Processor Assistance Network (www.nichemeat-
processing.org).

Objective 5. Document increased awareness by fruit and vegetable growers and 
potential growers of the market demand and profit potential for increased fruit and 
vegetable production in Iowa.

Fruit and Vegetable Working Group
Research funds were used to develop and provide Iowa fruit and vegetable growers with 
information about cooperative models of business structure in order to increase profitability 
as well as processing, marketing and distribution business opportunities for these growers. 
Deliverables include: 

• Guidebook of best practices and lessons learned

• Web site development and links of guidebook to other relevant web sites in Iowa

• Producer materials/handouts for meetings and workshops

• Project brochure directing interested users to the web sites

A decision tool for vegetable farmers was developed in spring 2009 to help these farmers 
make decisions about their post-harvest handling needs. It was expanded to include more 
crops and farms; a discussion of food safety considerations and systems, including produce 
tracking; and tools, supplies, and systems for branding at the retail level. This information will 
be useful for individuals interested in starting a vegetable production business and those look-
ing at expansion of an existing operation. 
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Research funds were used to determine if a multi-purpose, plastic-covered hoop house (high 
tunnel) could be used to demonstrate the cost effectiveness of a hoop house for season ex-
tension, winter production, and if it could act as an efficient shelter for washing and packing 
vegetables. Due to clearing and construction problems at the Marshalltown Community Col-
lege site, construction was delayed until fall 2009. The structure has been built and will used 
in the 2010 growing season. Assessment of the post-harvest handling in high tunnel concept 
will occur in 2010. 

Objective 6. Document the rate of business growth for six representative early-
stage vegetable operations.

Fruit and Vegetable Working Group
Research funds were used to develop case studies and a summary of early-stage vegetable 
farms (in production from four to six years) for use by prospective and other start-up vegeta-
ble operations. Descriptions of profitable operations were developed based on interviews and 
input from early stage business vegetable growers. Scenarios include: 

• capital start-up costs, 

• variable costs of production per year 

• farm business cash flows for years one through six

• total income for years one through six and for different marketing venues

Six farmers were interviewed to gather information on inputs used, yield levels, percent of 
crop that is marketed, and costs of production, processing, and marketing the produce. Quali-
tative surveys of these farmers also were conducted to gain information about education, 
training, and business support needed for their start-up operations. Results from the project 
examining a vegetable enterprise for beginning farmers were encouraging. Analysis of six, 
early-stage (4 to 6 years) farms with vegetable enterprises illustrated the business start up and 
building strategies and income potential for vegetables. Farmers started farming with capital 
resources ranging from $0 to $50,000 in savings. Farms sold both wholesale and retail, but 
the trend over their first years was toward retail markets: on-farm, farmers’ markets and CSA 
sales. Capital expenditures were tracked for the set-up years as examples to share with other 
new comers. Through 2008, farm net incomes ranged from $4,500/ yr, where vegetables were 
one enterprise of several on the farm to $18,000/yr where vegetables were the sole enterprise. 
Participating vegetable farmers shared their previous formal and informal education and farm 
work experiences before starting on their own. All had at least two years of experiences on 
other vegetable farms or with a mentor. They also offered advice to other beginners as to key 
components of success. A final report on this project will be available in summer 2010.
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Objective 7. Document a 20 percent increase in sales ($50,000) above year two of 
healthy fresh and community based food from three food and farming businesses in 
at least two Iowa communities 

Regional Food Systems Working Group (reports from local RFSWG groups)
Northeast Iowa Food and Farming (NIFF) Coalition. This is the third year of sales data col-
lection from local food producers in the region. Table 10 shows the total sales of locally grown 
foods by producers from August 2008 to June 2009. Total reported sales for the year were 
$638,600.46. This is an increase of $570,881.46, with 10 new producers or producer groups 
reporting local food sales. Sales of locally grown products increased $94,686.77 for the three 
producers or producer groups who reported in 2007–08 and 2008–09.

Table 10: Sales of locally grown foods by producers, August 2008–June 2009.

# Reports Local food sales Total sales
2007 1 52,620.00  $ 52,620.00
2008 Previous 1 54,919.00

$ 67,719.00New 2 12,800.00
2009 Previous 3 149,605.77

 $ 638,600.46New 10 488,944.69

The NIFF Coalition also collects data on the amount of locally grown food purchased by in-
stitutions each year. Table 11 shows the total purchases of locally grown foods by institutions 
in 2008–2009. Total reported purchases for the year were $544,659.53. This reflects an in-
crease of $212,245.86, with 12 new institutions/organizations reporting local food purchases. 
Purchases of locally grown products increased by $194,037.64 for the three institutions that 
reported in 2007–08 and 2008–09.

Table 11: Increased purchases by institutions from local producers in 2008–09.

# Institutions Local food purchases Total purchases
2007 2 $94,021.00 $ 94,021.00
2008 Previous 3 $313,169.67

$ 320,669.67New 3 $19,244.00
2009 Previous 3 $507,207.31

$ 544,659.53New 12 $37,452.22

 As part of the the NIFF Coalition’s Farm to School Project, public and private K–12 schools 
in northeast Iowa were surveyed on their use of local food and the amount spent on local 
food in the 2008–09 school year (Table 12). Six of these schools (*) were selected to par-
ticipate in Farm to School pilot projects in the 2009–2010 school year. These numbers are 
included in Table 2 as well. 
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Table 12: Local food purchases by public schools in the 2008–09 school year.

School Local Food Purchases 
Allamakee Community Schools 12,336.28
Oelwein Community Schools* 601.43
Starmont Community Schools* 2,500.00
Postville Community Schools* 0
Decorah Community Schools* 924.05
Turkey Valley Community Schools* 264.00

Local food projects in Blackhawk and surrounding counties have been collecting data on local 
purchases and institutions since 1998. RFSWG funding has allowed the Northern Iowa Food 
and Farm Partnership group to continue collecting this important information. In 2009, the 
following data was collected (Table 13):

Table 13: Local purchases by businesses/institutions in Black Hawk and surrounding counties

# of buyers 20
# of vendors 220
Fruit/veggies $ 164,385
Meats $ 176,292
Dairy $ 864,585
Other (popcorn, honey, etc.) $ 34,736
Locally processed (baked goods, soups) $ 327,429
Total $ 2,589,327

The 2009 total amount purchased is nearly $300,000 greater than the 2007 figure for the 
same region. Another RFSWG group, Hometown Harvest in southeast Iowa, saw a $44,884 
increase in food sales by farmers from the previous year (2008 to 2009). The region also had 
an increase of $264,205 in purchases by institutions. 

In total, RFSWG data collected from two multi-county groups documented an increase of more 
than $135,000 in local food sales from the previous year. This total far exceeded the year 3 objec-
tive. In addition, institutional purchases of local healthy foods increased by more than $750,000.

Objective 8. Document additional baseline purchases of healthy, fresh and commu-
nity-based foods from producers in four Iowa communities or counties totaling at 
least $150,000 over baseline data collected.

RFSWG reached this goal through efforts in northeast and southwest Iowa:

Northeast Iowa Food and Farm (NIFF) Coalition 

• 12 new institutions - $37,452

• Six K–12 schools - $16,085
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Southwest Iowa Food and Farming Initiative (SWIFFI) 

• Documented approximately $110,000 in sales to retail markets

Objective 9. Leverage at least $100,000 in local resources for local food capacity 
building of producers and entrepreneurs across four Iowa communities.

Regional Food Systems Working Group

• Hometown Harvest was able to leverage $14,875 in local resources for local food 
capacity building and $98,864 in grants to continue their work.

• The Northern Iowa Food and Farming Partnership leveraged an additional $15,000 
in grants from Black Hawk County and a local foundation, as well as $95,000 from 
the Wellmark Foundation and $45,000 from the Kellogg Foundation.

• Northeast Iowa Food and Farm Coalition and the Northeast Iowa Food and Fitness 
Initiative leveraged an additional $155,000 in grants during 2009. 

• Total dollars leveraged from three local RFSWG groups: $423,739

Additional leveraging by the Northeast Iowa Food and Farm Coalition (NIFF Coalition)
Thanks to $3,263 in mini-grants provided by RFSWG and other local funding, they were able 
to leverage an additional $49,792 in 2009. Over the past three years this group has provided 46 
mini-grants totaling $12,198 that leveraged an additional $292,757 in funding (see Table 14).

Table 14

Year # Grants Mini-Grant Amt $ Leveraged
2009 12 3,262.50 49,792.00
2008 20 5,995.00 108,242.23
2007 14 2,940.00 134,723.60

Some examples of how these funds were used:

• Expanding a market garden to 120 x 300 feet as part of FFA Supervised Ag Experi-
ence project. Also will have a farm stand at Waukon Pamida store on Wednesday, 
Friday and Saturday in addition to selling at the Waukon Farmers Market. Will 
purchase a state-certified produce scale and canopy. 

• Currently distributing USDA-licensed chemical/antibiotic-free eggs to consumers. 
Would like to expand the product line and purchase larger cooling units and update 
the processing facility to handle a larger volume. 

• Purchase and plant aronia berry bushes. 

• Purchase a hoop building, fans and chicken netting to raise chickens, turkeys and 
ducks to be dressed out for sale. 

• Purchase greenhouse and equipment to grow produce to sell throughout the year.
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Objective 10. Estimate the net economic impact due to potential increases in local 
food production and consumption for at least ten Iowa counties.

This work was led through funding support by the Leopold Center in coordination with RFSWG. 

The Leopold Center funded a project with Dave Swenson in the ISU Department of Eco-
nomics to conduct separate economic impact studies of increased local food production in 
southeast and southwest Iowa. These studies were designed based on the feedback from the 
RFSWG local groups: Southwest Iowa Food and Farming Initiative and Hometown Harvest 
of Southeast Iowa. 

Southwest Iowa results (SWIFFI)
This study evaluated regional economic impact gains that might accrue if the region were to 
increase its fresh fruit and vegetable production to accommodate local or regional demand. 
The study region is composed of 10 counties: Adair, Adams, Audubon, Cass, Guthrie, Har-
rison, Mills, Montgomery, Pottawattamie, and Shelby. This area includes some of Iowa’s most 
rural areas, yet it also is strongly influenced by the metropolitan reach of Omaha and Council 
Bluffs to the west and Des Moines on the east, which also serve as potential markets.

There were two production scenarios evaluated in this research. The first has farmers in the 
10-county region producing enough of 22 fruits and vegetables to meet the amount of local 
consumption that would be expected to occur during a typical Iowa growing season. That 
estimation process concludes that satisfying local fresh fruit and vegetable demands for that 
growing season would result in:

• 902 acres of new fruit and vegetable production. The farm-gate value of that produc-
tion would be $2.42 million in sales, and the potential retail value of that produce 
would be $5.2 million.

• Considering all linkages to the regional economy, that level of fruit and vegetable pro-
ductivity (just considering farm level boosts) would yield a total of $928,373 in labor 
incomes and nearly 16 more jobs for the region.

The second scenario assumes the region produces for the metropolitan markets on its east and 
west borders. In doing so, and considering the production incentive reductions that distance 
creates, satisfying a portion of the fresh fruit and vegetable demand of those markets with the 
amounts that can be grown during Iowa’s typical growing season would result in:

• An additional 2,107 acres of fruit and vegetable production in the region that would 
yield $4.62 million in direct farm level sales, and fetch $11.41 million when sold at 
the retail level.

• Considering all linkages to the regional economy, that level of fruit and vegetable 
productivity (just considering farm level boosts) would yield a total of $1.75 million 
in labor incomes and nearly 29 more jobs for the region.

When both scenarios are combined, farm level production increases could generate, within 
the 10-county area, $2.67 million in labor incomes and the equivalent of 45 jobs. 
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Southeast Iowa results (Hometown Harvest of Southeast Iowa)
This research study investigated the economic impacts of local foods production for the 
southeast Iowa region of Davis, Jefferson, Keokuk, Mahaska, Van Buren, and Wapello coun-
ties. Local educators and community leaders in the region selected a set of eight fruits and 
vegetables and a set of meat products that could be locally produced. This analysis contrasts 
the regional income potential of eight locally produced items with an expanded list of 22 
items that might be considered for production. 

It is possible to gauge small area economic impacts under an import-substitution framework 
that replaces imported foodstuffs with locally grown foodstuffs. In this analysis, the locally 
grown foodstuffs are made available for their likely growing season, which in this case is lim-
ited primarily to three months. An addition to this analysis considers direct producer sales to 
consumers via regional marketing centers, as well as expanded small-scale meat production to 
accommodate locally produced meat product sales. The major findings:

• For fruit and vegetable production, the eight-item scenario would add 5.3 jobs and 
$215,350 in labor income to the regional economy after considering reductions to soy-
bean and corn farming from which the acres for this production were obtained. For the 
22-item scenario, the impacts would be 11.6 jobs with $475,870 in total labor incomes.

• For direct sales of 50 percent of the locally produced fruits and vegetables, regional 
jobs would grow by 17.7 and labor incomes by $239,345. For the 22-item list, region-
al jobs would increase by 37.8 and incomes by $510,733.

• If the region were to attain self-sufficiency in chicken and egg production (not consump-
tion), the region would realize a 19.8 total gain in jobs and $653,466 in labor income.

• Were the region to supply 25 percent of the chicken and eggs that regional consum-
ers purchase for in-home consumption, the retail value would be $1.88 million. 

• If the region were to add small meat slaughtering and processing capacities to ac-
commodate an increase in locally produced lamb/goat and poultry consumption, each 
locker plant would add 5.1 jobs to the region, as well as $178,937 in labor incomes.

• In all, given the scenarios assessed in this study, local food production, retailing, and 
enhanced processing could create from 50 to 75 jobs divided between rural areas  
and communities. 

Complete reports from these two studies can be found at the Leopold Center web site, http://
www.leopold.iastate.edu/research/marketing_files/economic.html

Objective 11. The Fruit and Vegetable Working Group will collect data from the 
current FVWG members to establish baseline scenarios.

Fruit and Vegetable Working Group
Results from Objective 6 are the only data being collected.
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Year Three: Organizational Sustainability

Objective 1. Leverage Wallace resources to obtain $90,000 in additional funds for 
VCP and the working groups.

Pork Niche Market Working Group 
PNMWG received $10,310 from niche pork companies and $8,000 in matching funds 
from the Leopold Center for operating expenses in 2010. In addition, PNMWG received a 
$25,000 grant from the Leopold Center to develop a sustainability plan. 

Regional Food Systems Working Group 
In March 2010 RFSWG submitted a Rural Business Enterprise grant to USDA Rural De-
velopment for $75,000. If funded, it would increase the number of local groups that partici-
pate in RFSWG. A decision on this funding will be made in May 2010.

Small Meat Processors Working Group 
Among the additional support received by the SMPWG: Plant optimization analysis by Mike 
Willet of CIRAS @ $5,000 per plant X 2 = $10,000. Other grant funds in excess of $10,000 
supported the time of Arion Thiboumery to work with the group.

Fruit and Vegetable Working Group
FVWG has leveraged Wallace funding to obtain a $2,600 grant from the Iowa Department 
of Agriculture and Land Stewardship.

Objective 2. Implement plans for PNMWG and RFSWG to be sustainable, both 
financially and organizationally.

Pork Niche Market Working Group 
Leopold Center has awarded a grant of $25,000 in 2010 to allow PNMWG to develop a 
business plan.

Regional Food Systems Working Group 
Leopold Center will provide continued funds to operate and expand this group. Leopold Center 
has applied for a $75,000 grant from the USDA Rural Development Rural Business Enterprise 
Grant program to further leverage Leopold dollars and augment the work of the group.

What problems arose and how were they addressed? Consultant Sue Honkamp led RFSWG lo-
cal leaders through a Strength, Weakness, Opportunity, Threat (SWOT) session in December 
2009. This session identified several challenges to participation and understanding of the role 
of RFSWG:

• First-time participants are a bit overwhelmed and don’t understand the role and  
function of RFSWG
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• Existing members need to have some sound bites to better explain to their local part-
ners what RFSWG does 

• There is a need for additional members to reach out to each other between meetings 
based on skills and expertise

These challenges will be addressed in the following ways:

• A new RFSWG brochure will be developed with a clear description of its core functions

• Future RFSWG meetings will start with a “mini-orientation” session for new members

• A directory of expertise for RFSWG members will be developed

Objective 3. Obtain or direct at least $75,000 in funds from the Core Partners 
(Leopold Center, PFI, ISU Colleges of Agriculture and Life Sciences and Business, 
ISU Extension) to support the work of VCP.

The Leopold Center has pledged and is providing more than $68,000 in funds to support the 
various working groups in VCP for 2010. Due to severe budget cuts at ISU, the College of 
Agriculture and Life Sciences and the College of Business did not honor their commitment 
for assistantships for the 2009–2010 academic year.

Objective 4. Implement VCP sustainability plan, which includes cooperative proj-
ect across CoPs, establishment of the VCP Roundtable, and first phase of training 
upper Midwest university, NGO, and business leaders in developing, managing 
and funding CoPs.

Time and resources were not adequate to conduct a cooperative project across the working 
groups. A planned collaborative project on distribution was limited in scope to a small proj-
ect in central Iowa conducted by the coordinator of the Pork Niche Market Working Group. 
PNMWG and SMPWG are participating in a meat marketing webinar in March 2010.

Through our work in branding, The VCP Roundtable concept has evolved into the “Value 
Chain Partnerships – an Iowa Network of Food and Agriculture Working Groups.” The Leo-
pold Center provided seed funds to keep VCP operational for 2010. With a two-year $57,900 
grant through the Leopold Center’s competitive grants program, a Food Access and Health 
Working Group is being established.

The North Central SARE PDP-funded project on building communities of practice provided a 
significant opportunity for the leaders of the VCP working groups to discuss and reflect on the 
lessons learned in each group and offer a dynamic workshop that was attended by more than 60 
people from 17 states. The attendance and number of states represented far exceeded the expec-
tations of the SARE PDP project objective, which was for 24 people from the 12 north central 
states. Another training session for ISU Extension staff is planned for April 19, 2010.
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Objective 5. Curriculum Development CoP Training “Learning how to use com-
munities of practice to address sustainable agriculture issues”

A copy of the curriculum used for the July 2009 community of practice training is shown at 
http://communitiesofpractice.ning.com and also can be found in Appendix 2.

Objective 6. Increase leadership capacity within VCP members and their CoPs.

Please refer to the evaluation of organizational leaders in Value Chain Partnerships found in 
Appendix 3.

Note if any intended activities were not undertaken or pursued

Pork Niche Market Working Group

The group was not able to collect financial data from the niche pork companies because of 
severe economic hardship experienced by the companies. They were unwilling to share their 
unique financial data under these circumstances.

Regional Food Systems Working Group 

The group met all sales objectives set throughout the three years of the project

Small Meat Processors Working Group

Many small processors found the Excel software program to be overly complex to use in 
analyzing their costs. We attempted at length to create a stand-alone application not based on 
Excel for use by small meat processors. In the end we abandoned this project because such a 
program would have to be just as complicated as an Excel spreadsheet in order to accurately 
track costs. We now recommend that small meat plant staff learn to use Excel.

Fruit and Vegetable Working Group

All intended activities were pursued but not all were completed at the time this report was filed.

VCP evaluation

• Finalize impact evaluation of FVWG via qualitative interviews with participants 
(Not completed. Methodology was modified and a survey administered instead.) 
Since the FVWG is only two years old, we consulted with the facilitators and decided 
that impact evaluation would be only one piece of a quantitative-based electronic 
survey administered to participants. Key additions to this survey included measures 
about their attitudes toward aggregation and collaborating with others to aggregate 
product for sale in retail and wholesale markets.
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• Re-administer quantitative survey developed in Year 2 to PNMWG and RFSWG 
participants (Not completed). The first quantitative survey was administered in Fall 
2008 and was only recently analyzed. This survey will be re-administered to PNW-
MG and RFSWG members in 2010 to compare results. 

New activities or modifications

Regional Food Systems Working Group

• Creating a list of expertise of RFSWG members

• Conducting a SWOT analysis of RFSWG

• Building a social network site for RFSWG (http://regionalfoodsystems.ning.com)

VCP site, CoP Ning, Site RFSWG Ning

During the course of the project we found we needed multiple ways of communicating and 
organizing tacit and explicit knowledge and alternate ways to access our implicit knowledge. 
We continued our face-to-face meetings with each working group, supplemented by confer-
ence calls and e-mails. Our existing web site was out of date and very cumbersome to edit. 
Building a new Value Chain Partnerships web site with a Content Management System 
(CMS) was the logical choice as it allowed all the Working Group Leaders to access and 
update their pages. This site can be found at http://www.valuechains.org, and a screen shot is 
provided in Appendix 4. 

We continued to look for avenues to encompass the many ways that farmers and other food 
system practitioners are accessing information. We also initiated a social networking site to assist 
in building our regional food network, http://regionalfoodsystems.ning.com/. (A screen shot is pro-
vided in Appendix 5.) Access to this social network site allows members to view new information 
easily and build relationships with others who have useful skills, share a geographical area, and 
are facing or have faced similar challenges and opportunities.

Value Chain Partnerships Evaluation Accomplishment Highlights: 

• Qualitative and quantitative evaluation results derived from interviews with 
PNMWG and RFSWG participants were analyzed and summarized in the report 
“Value Chain Partnerships, Phase III, Year 1: Evaluation Results and Discussion.” 

• Final surveys were developed for PNMWG and RFSWG that quantify concepts and 
themes emerging from Year 1 interviews. See Appendices 6 and 7.

• Surveys were developed to document learnings and benefits for SMPWG (Appendix 
8) and FVWG (Appendix 9).
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• An instrument was developed to determine the extent to which VCP has been 
institutionalized among key collaborators such as the Leopold Center, PFI, and ISU. 
(Refer to Appendix 3.)

• Modifications were made to other evaluation plans, which include interviews with 
all CoP facilitators to learn more about the successes and challenges associated with 
creating and maintaining CoPs. Refer to Appendix 10.

Using Wallace technical assistance funds to build the capacity of VCP: 
Branding Value Chain Partnerships

Sue Honkamp, a marketing consultant, has worked with the Value Chain Partnerships (VCP) 
core team since fall 2008 to identify a positioning statement for VCP that would more clearly 
communicate the group’s identity. She led the team through a SWOT analysis and several exer-
cises to identify their type of organization, what they do best, and how they do it so successfully. 

• Type of organization: Value Chain Partnerships is an Iowa-based network for food 
and agriculture working groups.

• What they do best: Value Chain Partnerships delivers social, economic, and environ-
mental benefits to clients and communities.

• How they do it successfully: Value Chain Partnerships brings together a diverse 
group of private, non-profit, and government organizations across a breadth of 
producer-driven value chains.

VCP supports its working groups by providing four core functions: acting as information hubs, 
catalysts for cooperation, magnets, and scouts. In addition, the VCP leadership team relies on 
its broad experience with a wide range of food and agriculture working groups to educate others 
interested in selecting, initiating, managing, funding, and branding their own working groups.

The consultant also led the team through several exercises to determine whether or not Value 
Chain Partnerships was an appropriate name for the organization. After some initial brain-
storming, a survey was conducted with the VCP advisory team and VCP working group 
members. The outcome was to keep the existing name and add a tagline to further define the 
organization’s role. The consultant advised the team to include the tagline wherever the orga-
nization’s name appears in order to provide clarity.

 Organization name: Value Chain Partnerships 
Tagline: An Iowa-based network for food and agriculture working groups

Once the positioning work had been completed, the consultant recommended that the team 
develop a comprehensive branding package, including a group logo, consistent font and color 
scheme, and visuals to more clearly communicate VCP and its relationship with its working 
groups. A one-page overview positioning statement was developed and recently revised. (See 
Appendix 11.)
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The consultant also developed a series of VCP testimonials and success stories to more clearly 
illustrate and give substance to the positioning and branding work. The success stories include 
the work of VCP as a whole and of each of its working groups.

Following completion of the VCP branding and positioning work, the consultant conducted a 
SWOT analysis exercise with the Regional Food Systems Working Group to assist that group 
in further defining its role. The consultant provided the RFSWG with a series of recommenda-
tions for rebranding the organization and encouraging and facilitating further networking.

• The Regional Food Systems Working Group is an umbrella network for all Iowans 
working to build a more resilient regional food system 

• We offer a collaborative environment for a diverse group of farmers, community 
leaders, and non-profit, government, and private organizations to share resources and 
support. 

• We work to maximize the potential for community-based, economically sustainable, 
and environmentally and socially responsible regional food enterprises by supporting 
education, conducting research, and facilitating partnerships. 

Have there been any unanticipated outcomes? What are they?

Pork Niche Market Working Group
One of the PNMWG niche pork companies reached a point in late 2009 where they could 
no longer continue because a series of problems led to serious financial instability. Their situ-
ation prompted a PNMWG meeting where representatives of nine niche pork companies 
discussed their situations. The meeting was remarkable because the representatives of these 
companies openly shared information on the challenges they were facing, some of which were 
serious threats to the future of their businesses. While we were aware that trust among these 
companies had resulted from the efforts of PNMWG, the level at which sensitive informa-
tion was shared had not been anticipated. 

Regional Food Systems Working Group 

• Creation of the Ning social network site

• Level of interest in following the RFSWG model in other states (Kansas, Illinois,  
Nebraska, Vermont)

• Local food coordinators’ calling network (Bahia Barry and Andrea Geary)

• SWIFFI offered to donate its 2010 Leopold funds to help a new local group,  
Southern Iowa Food and Farming Initiative (SIFFI), join RFSWG

Small Meat Processors Working Group
The Niche Meat Processor Assistance Network (NMPAN), www.nichemeatprocessing.org, 
has in part grown out of the work of the SMPWG. This network now has affiliates in more 
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than 30 states and is becoming a nexus for activity to support small-scale U.S. meat proces-
sors while working closely with regulators and trade groups. The SMPWG publication Guide 
to Designing a Small Red Meat Plant with Two Sizes of Model Designs is being reprinted and 
distributed free of charge by USDA’s Food Safety and Inspection Service.

Fruit and Vegetable Working Group 
There were no unanticipated outcomes from the FVWG work.

In moving forward to future years, what lessons have you learned about…

Reaching your food-related objectives?

Pork Niche Market Working Group
Successfully producing and marketing differentiated food products requires an incredible ar-
ray of skills, and maintaining these types of businesses over time requires constant attention 
to innovation and quick adaptation in the face of higher input costs or a weak economy. Also, 
remaining relevant over time is not easy. Identifying needs, learning where differences can be 
made and finding adequate resources to make impacts are the keys to success. It is incredibly 
challenging work.

Regional Food Systems Working Group 

• Need to establish trust with businesses from which you want to collect food sales data.

• Data collected must be meaningful for the local project leaders, not just to state-level 
project leaders.

• Providing examples of how the data (such as local food economic impact studies) can 
be used to influence policy can be an incentive to collect data.

Small Meat Processors Working Group
Working with businesses hands-on is the most effective way to get real work done. Coordi-
nated networks really can work to accomplish cross-organization objectives more efficiently 
and effectively.

Fruit and Vegetable Working Group 
The FVWG is a product delivery working group. Developing and releasing products (such 
as the Post-Harvest Handling tool) takes time at the beginning of a working group of this 
type. A lag period is experienced at the start up as materials are researched and developed. It 
is, therefore, very important that research and outreach continue during periods when this lag 
time occurs again; for example, during periods of funding source changes.
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Expanding your network?

Regional Food Systems Working Group 
Future expansion is predicated on a democratic model of sharing management and control 
with local groups. Existing local groups exert a major influence on which new groups are 
selected to join RFSWG. In 2010 the Southwest Iowa Food and Farming Initiative Group 
has decided to give its Leopold Center funding for a new group to its south to join RFSWG. 
This is a great example of how fostering group ownership can increase willingness to share 
resources for the common good.

Small Meat Processors Working Group
 Working with VCP and the other groups within VCP has tremendously expanded the 
network of the SMPWG coordinator. The VCP folks get good work done, and we hope to 
continue working with them into the future.

Pork Niche Market Working Group
The value of expanding the PNMWG depends on whether such expansion increases resources, 
either in the form of funding or talented people, without sacrificing relevance. 

Fruit and Vegetable Working Group 
Developing strong relationships and frequent communication with associated organizations/
bodies with similar foci is crucial for expanding the networking opportunities for the group 
leadership and its members.

Developing your organization and seeking financial stability?

Pork Niche Market Working Group
PNMWG garnered support from more than 10 niche pork companies, farm groups, and the 
Leopold Center. PNMWG also received a $25,000 grant from the Leopold Center to create 
a business plan to continue operations beyond 2010. Thirty-three different grant-funded proj-
ects conducted as a result of the PNMWG have been critical to its successful development as 
an organization. The key ingredients for success in securing these grants were 1) good grant 
writing skills, 2) a willingness to share money and credit among partners, 3) a tight focus on 
well-documented challenges, 4) a diverse set of partners with complimentary skills, and 5) 
being able to build on the success of prior projects. The momentum provided by these projects 
has helped maintain the enthusiasm of members, which in turn helped the PNMWG secure 
$18,310 in 2009 from PNMWG member groups to continue its core operations. 

Regional Food Systems Working Group 
The Leopold Center will provide continued funding to operate RFSWG through 2010. The 
Center has applied to USDA Rural Development in Iowa for a Rural Business Enterprise 
grant for 2010–2011. This funding would allow RFSWG to expand to new geographic areas 
and enlarge the learning community of Iowa’s local food businesses, community leaders, and 
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educators. Plans are to add at least one, and if USDA funding comes through, as many as four 
new groups in 2010.

Small Meat Processors Working Group
Do good work, build credibility, then ask for money.

Fruit and Vegetable Working Group 
Financial stability will continue to be challenging for this group. We are initiating conversa-
tions with the state Fruit and Vegetable Growers Association and with the state department 
of agriculture about pooling resources and conducting joint projects.

Please present your measures of progress showing changes  
since your initial baseline measures were established.

Although VCP has been moderately successful in collecting local food and company sales 
data, as well as indicators of profitability, it has become clear that sales and profitability are 
not very good indicators of project success, given the volatility of markets. For example, niche 
pork producers now have much more information about how they can improve their opera-
tions to be more profitable, but current market forces make it nearly impossible for all pro-
ducers in the industry to be profitable in the short term. Our key measures of success can be 
found in tbhe next section.

What evidence, if any, do you have of systemic change in the food  
system over the grant period?

Pork Niche Market Working Group
Competition for market share remains fierce. In addition, supply chain partners, even those 
who espouse shared values, seem incapable of implementing systemic changes in practices. 
Within the PNMWG there are opportunities to achieve systemic change, but these changes 
cannot happen without hard work, secure funding, and minimal distractions. The group has, 
according to its members, achieved a significant level of “non-intrusive relevance” that has 
created the space for several of the companies to collaborate on parts of their supply chains 
and for all the companies to share limited amounts of market intelligence.

Regional Food Systems Working Group 

• RFSWG has a significant new funder (Wellmark Foundation) that is now engaged in 
building local food systems to support healthy communities

• Conventional implement dealer in northeast Iowa now selling production and harvest 
equipment for fruits and vegetables

• Local food networks see each other as collaborating to grow the funding pie rather 
than competing for scarce resources
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Small Meat Processors Working Group 
Corry Bregendahl’s evaluation of the SMPWG in late 2008 (Appendix 8) showed that as-
sistance providers in Iowa have developed a much better sense of how to support the state’s 
small meat processors. The Niche Meat Processor Assistance Network is making significant 
strides in this area nationally.

Fruit and Vegetable Working Group 
See Appendix 8 for details.

Value Chain Partnership-wide
The Leopold Center has adopted the working group model as a primary mechanism for funding 
and programming. A new group focused on Food Access and Health and funded through the 
Leopold Center’s competitive grant program will join Value Chain Partnerships by summer 2010.

Provide an outline of how you will continue this work over the next one 
to two years based upon what you have accomplished and learned as a 
part of our Market Based Change program.

• The Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture is providing seed funds to each 
group and for overall operations to continue VCP in 2010. Each group is receiving at 
least $8,000.

• The leaders of each group are expected to continue finding resources to leverage this 
amount in 2010 and beyond.

• In 2011, the tentative plan is for the Leopold Center to continue to provide some 
funds to convene and coordinate all working groups, but each group will need to find 
funds to operate. Additional seed funding from the Leopold Center will depend in 
part on whether this work is a priority for the Center’s next director.



Please attach a copy of your final financial report. Use your original bud-
get line items and show allocations for the final period and the project 
as a whole. You may include any notes and comments as necessary.  

Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture
Iowa State University
for subgrant between

WINROCK INTERNATIONAL and Value Chain Partnership for Sustainable Agriculture
under the

PARTNERSHIP TO ACCELERATE THE EXPANSION OF SUSTAINABLE AND COMMUNITY-BASED
FOOD SYSTEMS PROJECT

Subgrant No. 5645-06-02
Billing Period: 6/1/09 – 2/28/10

Line Items
“ Total Budget 

Amount”

 Total Previous 
Quarters Expen-

ditures 
 Total Current 
Expenditures 

 Total  
Cumulative 

Expenditures 

 Total 
Amount 

Available 
I.   Salaries/Wages & Benefits  178,398  172,498  16,066  188,564  (10,166)
II.  Travel & Per Diem  20,839  15,459  89  15,548  5,291 
III. Other Direct Costs  66,890  41,117  21,156  62,273  4,617 
Program Income  (10)  -  (10)    
IV. Subcontracts  233,873  197,667  35,958  233,625  248 

R&D Technical Assistance  126,228  94,509  32,996  127,505  (1,277)
Pork Niche Market  
Working Group  98,780  95,818  2,962  98,780  - 
Quantitative Metrics  1,525  -  -  -  1,525 
Other COP’s  7,340  7,340  -  7,340  - 
TBD (Year 3)  -  -  -  -  - 

TOTAL BILLABLE COSTS  500,000  426,731  73,269  500,000  0 

Payments Received to date:   $413,042 
Expenditures to date:   $500,000 
Obligated Funds Remaining:   $(86,958)
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contractor in accordance with the terms of this Subcontract, and to the best of my knowledge and belief, that they are correct, that the 
sum claimed under this Subcontract is proper and due, that all the costs of the Subcontract performance (except as herewith reported 
in writing) have been paid, or will be paid currently by the Subcontractor when due in the ordinary course of business, that the work 
reflected by the costs above has been performed, that the quantities and amounts involved are consistent with the requirements of this 
Subcontract, that all required Contracting Officer Approvals have been obtained, and (ii) appropriate refund to Winrock International 
will be made promptly upon request in the even of disallowace of costs not reimbursed under the terms of this Subcontract.

03/24/10
Signature Date

Neena Bentley, Sponsored Programs Accounting Ph 515-294-5330 / Fax 515-294-4318 / nbentley@iastate.edu



400-44-40
Control Account $500,000  Yr 1 
400-44-41 VCI  5,500.00 

400-30-73 FWG  46,000.00 
400-44-42 RFSWG  17,000.00 

400-30-78 RFSWG  6,125.00 
400-35-02 BWG  46,000.00 
400-44-43 PNMWG  46,000.00 
400-44-44 VCP  54,671.00 

TOTAL  215,171.00 

400-44-40
Control Account $500,000  Yr 2 
400-44-41 VCI (390.00)
400-30-73 FWG (11,082.00)
400-44-42 RFSWG 23,263.00 

400-30-78 RFSWG 
400-44-51 RFSWG 10,000.00 

400-35-02 BWG (7,431.00)
400-44-43 PNMWG 48,030.00 
400-44-44 VCP 40,029.00 
400-44-49 FVWG 21,030.00 
400-44-50 SMPWG 28,030.00 

TOTAL 141,479.00 

400-44-40
Control Account $500,000  Yr 3 
400-44-41 VCI Closed
400-30-73 FWG Closed
400-44-42 RFSWG 24,000.00 

400-30-78 RFSWG (494.00) (Put in Salaries in rebudget in error)
400-44-51 RFSWG 10,000.00 -95.03
400-30-86 RFSWG 6,000.00 -588.24

400-35-02 BWG Closed
400-44-43 PNMWG 30,000.00 
400-44-44 VCP 39,844.00 
400-44-49 FVWG 30,000.00 

400-30-51 FVWG 8220.00
400-33-39 FVWG 4000.00

400-44-50 SMPWG 20,000.00 
TOTAL 143,350.00 

GRAND TOTAL 500,000.00 
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Winrock Match Recap
400-44-40
8/15/06-2/28/10

Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Extension Total
Personnel

Leopold Center
Pirog, Rich EASE 20895 28553 29588 79036
Larabee, Beth EASE 4842 7397 7605 19844

MBA Students
Beidler, Cory CERT 6477 6477
Frost, Simon EASE 13999 13999
Larson, Andrew EASE 13999 14506 28505
Crosignani, Karina EASE 14739 14747 29486
McCann, Nicholas EASE 14594 14594

191941

Tuition
MBA Students

Beidler, Cory 742 742
Frost, Simon 2968 2968
Larson, Andrew 2968 3123 6091
Crosignani, Karina 3123 3223 6346
McCann, Nicholas 1611 1611

17758

Leopold Center Grants
NCRCRD Evaluation VCP2007-02 473-42-74 8000 10000 11000 29000 closed 2/28/10
RWG2007-01L Ranum 473-30-04 13875 -85 13790 closed
MSP2007-01 Levandowski 473-14-01 4000 4000 closed
RWG2008-01L Pathfinders RC&D 473-42-66 10000 10000 closed
RWG2008-03L Floyd Blvd 473-42-87 10000 10000 closed
MSP2009-01 UNI - M Price Lab Schl 473-40-26 2500 2500 closed 1/31/10
RWG2009-01L Prairie Rivers RC&D 473-40-29 9000 9000 closed 1/31/10
RWG2009-02L UNI - NIFF Partnership 473-40-25 8000 8000 closed 1/31/10

86290

Direct Costs 92765 101441 101783 295989
295989

Indirect Cost Rate 47% 46.50% 48%
Indirect Costs on ISU Direct Costs (less tuition) 40461 44266 46536 131262
Sponsor's Direct Costs 140210 129311 143521
Indirect Costs on Sponsor's Direct Costs 65899 60130 68890 194918

Total Match Provided 199125 205836 217209 622169
622169

Match Required Per Budget 500000

Amount Matched in Excess of Requirement 122169

WINROCK REPORT:
Personnel 191,941
Tuition 17,758
Leopold Center Grants 86,290
Indirect Costs 326,180
Total Match 622,169
Match Required 500,000
Excess Match 122,169
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Appendix 1: Value Chain Partnerships Sustainability Plan, September 2008

I. Introduction

Value Chain Partnerships (VCP) has traveled a long and productive road since its inception 
in 2002. From an original focus on developing value chains to “provide value to Iowa farmers, 
producers and small business owners,”1 it has grown in extent and impact to create successful 
interlocking communities of practice.

The leaders of the VCP working groups met with a facilitator, Gretchen Zdorkowski, dur-
ing the summer of 2008 to reflect and work through their future path and what Phase IV of 
Value Chains Partners might look like. During the discussions on continuing the individual 
working groups, several keys to success emerged as dominant factors:

• Making a more readily communicated and compelling case for the need and benefits 
of their activities

• Acquiring the necessary resources for continuing their work

• Increasing their legitimacy and visibility 

• Identifying and fostering new leaders, both within existing groups and for new VCP 
working groups 

• Solving problems more effectively

• Overcoming fragmentation and duplication of effort

• Continuing the synergies that have developed across the different working groups

As the working group leaders identified the steps each of their groups would take to move 
into the future, they also thought deeply about goals they could accomplish together that they 
would not be able to accomplish separately. The outcome of that line of thought was the VCP 
Roundtable, a very important addition to the operations of the VCP working groups, and a 
central part of Value Chain Partnerships Phase IV. 

II. VCP Roundtable: A Pilot Value Chains Partners Community of Practice 2008–2010

Establishing and implementing a Value Chains Partnerships Roundtable will provide a means 
for further improving and intensifying the impact of existing and future VCP working groups, 
enabling them to: i) capture and multiply opportunities across VCP communities of practice; 
and ii) develop and refine the process of leading VCP communities of practice. Moreover, the 
VCP leaders recognize that the Roundtable will be of central importance in continuing and 
sustaining the working partnerships of VCP as an entity. Without such a vehicle, the different 
working groups could simply drift apart and the combined force of their work, communica-
tion and collaboration would be lost. 

1 Kemis, Mari and M.L. Feldman. 2004. Value Chain Partnerships for Sustainable Agriculture: 2003 Comprehen-
sive Evaluation Report. Iowa State University College of Education. p. 4.
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There is structural coherence between the individual VCP working groups because they all 
have taken on the model of communities of practice.2 They also all share the overarching vi-
sion of “foster[ing] value chains that provide economic, social and ecological benefits to Iowa 
farmers, communities and landscapes.” This overlap creates synergies that are rich areas for 
exploration by a VCP roundtable. One area is the possibility of the multiplication of resources 
and impact when VCP working groups serve as catalysts, hubs, lightning rods and scouts for 
one another. Another is the potential for sharing and honing skills in organizing, facilitating, 
and leading communities of practice—becoming more proficient in the underlying processes 
that drive effective VCP activities. 

1. Mission

The VCP roundtable will provide a means to:

• Continue and sustain the synergies across the VCP working groups and the organiza-
tions they represent

• Reinvent the ways in which existing and new VCP communities of practice will col-
laborate and leverage resources to assist community-based partners in the value chain

• Expand understanding and efficacy of the process of leading VCP communities of 
practice.

2. Objectives: The Value Chains Partnerships Roundtable will be a...

• Catalyst for cooperation: Developing unified action at a more systemic level by provid-
ing opportunities to integrate individual working group activities; collaborating and 
linking work at nested levels

• Hub: Creating a direct channel for working group leaders and facilitators to com-
municate with one another, and ways to share and leverage knowledge across working 
groups; documenting the success of the activities and the leading of communities of 
practice

• Lightning Rod: Creating a more powerful and credible unified face for attracting and 
leveraging funding; building the case that investment in VCP is a path to using funds 
strategically and with high impact

• Scout: Identifying and sharing mutually beneficial opportunities; advancing greater sys-
temic change by actively seeking project ideas which involve multiple working groups

3. Timeline

Fall 2008–Summer 2009 (within Wallace funding): 

a. The roundtable will convene for eight to 12 tactical and/or strategic meetings, based 
on group consensus

2 Wenger, E., R. McDermott, and W. Snyder. 2002. Cultivating Communities of Practice. Harvard Business 
School Press: Boston, MA.
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i. Leopold Center will take responsibility for convening the roundtable

ii. Meeting facilitation responsibilities will rotate among participants

b. VCP will target a pool of research and development funds from Year 3 Wallace fund-
ing toward one or two collaborative projects involving two or more VCP working 
groups. Two projects currently under consideration are:

i. Repackaging of VCP and community of practice learnings to attract additional 
funds and

ii. A collaborative distribution project. Two possible options are:

i. Bringing together a product-based working group to work with RFSWG’s 
participating place-based groups

ii. Fostering beginning farmers located in community or regional markets with 
high potential

c. VCP Roundtable will carry out the Year 1 SARE-PDP activities, helping other 
groups organize, facilitate, manage and fund communities of practice

i. Pilot meeting (with Iowa State University Extension county and field staff )

ii. Workshop (targeting 1862 and 1890 land-grant institutions, state departments 
of agriculture, centers for rural development, centers for sustainable agriculture, 
food policy councils, non-profits, community groups, local governments, leaders 
of farm organizations, in 12 north central states) and follow-up participation in a 
meeting of a VCP working group

d. Evaluate efficacy of roundtable in terms of services and opportunities provided to 
VCP working groups, and knowledge and skill building provided to VCP facilitators 
and leaders

e. VCP will create a work plan and budget for Fall 2009–Summer 2010

Fall 2009–Summer 2010 (beyond Wallace funding):

a. Roundtable will meet eight to 12 times, based on group consensus

i. Leopold Center will take responsibility for convening the roundtable

ii. Meeting facilitation responsibilities will rotate among participants

b. Leopold Center will be asked to provide:

i. One-year pool of research and development funds for one or two collaborative 
projects involving two or more VCP working groups

ii. Funds to support FTEs for participation

iii. In-kind part-time administrative support
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c. Carry out Year 2 SARE PDP activities, monitoring and facilitating new communities 
of practice

i. Follow-up workshop including best practices simulation

ii. Evaluation of the medium-term impacts of the project 

d. Evaluate efficacy of roundtable in terms of services and opportunities provided to 
VCP working groups, and knowledge and skill building provided to VCP facilitators 
and leaders

4. Vision

The VCP Roundtable will improve the effectiveness and deepen the capacity of its working 
group members to deliver services and information critical to the success of farmers, busi-
nesses and communities engaged in a more sustainable agriculture.

5. Resources/partners

The existing and future VCP working groups, as well as the organizations they represent, will 
be the main partners for the Roundtable. 

• At present, the leaders and facilitators of each of the working groups will make up the 
Roundtable.

• The VCP Roundtable will determine a process by which facilitators and leaders of 
new groups will be brought into the Roundtable. 

• Leaders of new working groups may not come together as often as more experi-
enced leaders, until VCP determines the value of doing so

• At this point, the likely new groups are Energy and Agritourism, both with po-
tential for support from the Leopold Center and other sources 

• There likely will be opportunities for other new working groups to participate, but 
with the caveat that the Roundtable maintains a size and structure that facilitates 
discussion and communication.

For the first year of the pilot (2008–2009), seed monies to support cross-working group 
projects will be supplied by reallocation of existing Wallace funds. Seed monies for the second 
year of the pilot will be requested from the Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture. All 
the existing VCP working groups are committed and eager to explore the expansion of seed 
monies for Roundtable projects. Moreover, the two years of the pilot will be an opportunity 
to search for additional partners and resources. 

The Leopold Center will provide administrative support for convening the Roundtable for 
both years of the pilot.
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6. Communications plan

Communications for the Roundtable will be coordinated by the Leopold Center but also will 
make use of the communications resources of each of the VCP working groups. 

• An important goal for the Roundtable is to facilitate greater movement of informa-
tion across VCP working groups and their participants.

• The Roundtable also will institute paths by which the importance of the work and 
contributions of VCP are communicated to key partners such as Practical Farmers of 
Iowa, ISU Extension, and the director and advisory board of the Leopold Center.

• Continued communication with key partners has the potential to evolve into 
continuing relationships formalized by Memoranda of Agreement.

7. Leadership Plan

The Roundtable will function as a community of practice for the VCP communities of prac-
tice. The Leopold Center will provide oversight and administrative support but leadership 
itself will be dispersed through all the representatives of the VCP working groups participat-
ing in the Roundtable. Working group leaders will be asked to commit to active participation 
and to lead meetings of the Roundtable.

Summary

Developing the VCP Roundtable is perhaps the most important and useful next step in tak-
ing Value Chain Partnerships toward acting in a larger context. It provides a means of con-
tinuing VCP as an integrated entity and offers a bridge to a new level of action. The Roundta-
ble creates a platform for identifying new entrepreneurial opportunities that can link existing 
and potential VCP groups, and for nurturing the knowledge and skills necessary to keep the 
VCP working groups and their respective organizations moving forward. It also holds the 
promise of producing explicit knowledge that can be collected into a form useful to other 
communities of practice in Iowa, the Midwest, the United States and perhaps beyond.

As the original Value Chains Partnerships for Sustainable Agriculture project laid the basis 
for what have now become lively and exciting communities of practice, the VCP Roundtable 
has the potential to lead to the integration of these communities and a far greater systemic 
impact on their partners and communities. 

III. Pork Niche Marketing Working Group (PNMWG): Sustainability Plan 2008–2010

Introduction

Established in January 2002, more than a dozen niche pork companies and over twenty other 
organizations have participated in the PNMWG. Its major activities have been to: 

• Convene 24 quarterly meetings where businesses, agency staff, industry groups, and 
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others exchanged information, identified challenges and strategized ways to address 
these challenges, and learned from funded projects. 

• Develop and implement 30 research and development projects supported by more 
than $1,000,000 in grant funding.

• Disseminate information on niche pork topics through:

• 14 issues of the Pork Niche News, which is sent to over 600 contacts,

• The PNMWG web site (http://valuechains.org/pnmwg/) and

• Presentations at numerous meetings, workshops, and field days.

Current challenges

After six-and-a-half years in operation, PNMWG is facing a set of challenges to continuing 
its much-appreciated and well-respected activities. 

Factors across the supply chain

• Increases in grain prices have put strong pressure on niche pork producers, decreasing 
margins as market prices lag behind. 

• Markets for niche pork products, already priced above conventional products, are 
wary of increasing prices paid to producers, as these increases will have to be passed 
on to consumers.

These constraints have created challenges well beyond what can be addressed easily and suc-
cessfully by the working group. Working to implement strategies to address these challenges 
may mean that human and financial resources are not available to address other important 
needs identified in the working group.

Factors internal to PNMWG

• Belief in PNMWG by members is strong, but commitment by members to act and 
contribute is not well tested

• Leadership must take a more dispersed form

• Gary Huber, the coordinator since the group’s inception, has assumed multiple 
roles and responsibilities. He has:

• Identified issues and ensured that the content of meetings is relevant, current 
and valuable to all the membership;

• Written or helped write many of the grants necessary for work that PNMWG 
has undertaken; 

• Served as project leader and reporting agent on many of these grants;
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• Served as the convener and facilitator of the group, scheduling and leading 
meetings, as well as providing the majority of communications; and

• Served as PNMWG liaison with the other VCP working groups and as a 
member of the coordinating VCP leadership.

• Huber also must find funds to pay for the time he puts into leading the group as 
well as for his other roles with Practical Farmers of Iowa.

As a result of all of these factors, PNMWG will be evaluating its options for reorganization 
during its final year of Wallace funding. This reorganization will determine the future format 
for PNMWG. At this point, PNMWG’s mission is likely to remain the same but the group, 
the specific model of leadership, and its structure and activities will be the topics of careful 
deliberation over the next year. 

1. Mission

PNMWG fosters the success of highly differentiated pork value chains that are profitable to 
all participants, incorporate farmer ownership and control, and contribute to environmental 
stewardship and rural vitality.

2. Reorganization—potential options

Three options have been identified to lead to a reorganized PNMWG into the future. 

Option 1: Folding PNMWG into another existing group
In the past, PNMWG has operated as an independent group, facilitated by Practical Farmers 
of Iowa. In this option, certain aspects of PNMWG would be incorporated formally into an 
existing organization. This would entail the following changes:

• The new group would serve as PNMWG’s administrative home. It would:

• Manage the working group’s core funding which would need to be secured from 
identified sources at the outset of implementing this option

• Provide staff support for PNMWG’s basic operations

• Activities would need to be detailed, agreed upon and carried out by the host group 
and PNMWG members. Examples of such activities would be:

• Facilitating PNMWG meetings

• Maintaining internal and external communications, including e-mails to 
PNMWG members, the niche pork newsletter, and the PNMWG web site

• Developing research and development projects to address key challenges to the 
working group and identifying and securing funding to carry out these projects. 
Using existing funding for PNMWG as a reference point:
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• Continuing existing administrative functions would require about $31,000 
(realizing that administrative activities may be allocated to existing staff, if the 
host group has the financial resources to support this staff )

• Continuing the existing practice of offering seed monies for research and 
development projects would require $22,500

• In total, an annual budget for this option would be approximately $55,000

• Key concerns for this option

• Identifying an appropriate host group able to support the group’s mission, admin-
istrative and research needs, including the need for having the staff with the skills 
needed to facilitate PNMWG.

• Possibilities: Practical Farmers of Iowa, the Iowa Pork Industry Center, the 
Iowa Pork Producers Association, ISU Value-Added Agriculture Program, 
the Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture, and ISU Extension

• Developing agreements between the host group and PNMWG to outline roles 
and responsibilities. Some important elements would be:

• Financial commitments 

• Governance issues, such as how resources are allocated

• Membership issues, such as who can be a member and the rights and obliga-
tions of membership

• Policy issues, such as identifying the direction(s) taken and topics pursued

• Ensuring the participation of existing PNMWG members and providing a means 
to encourage more active member involvement 

• Continuing the relationships with the other VCP working groups

Option 2: PNMWG as discussion forum
In this scenario, PNMWG would continue but would limit its resource needs by reducing 
administrative costs and eliminating seed funds for research and development. In this option:

• PNMWG would continue meeting regularly, but primarily to serve as a forum to 
share information among members 

• Individual members might undertake projects to address key challenges, but these 
projects would be developed outside of the group’s work

• Communication vehicles such as the pork niche newsletter and the PNMWG web 
site would not be likely to continue

• Resources needed to fund Option 2 would be minimal

• Dates and locations for meetings would be set by the membership
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• A standard agenda would be followed

• Facilitation would be by volunteers or rotated through volunteer members

Option 3: Create a new niche pork entity 
This option would involve creating a new legal entity in the form of a trade association. Creat-
ing a new organization of this type would be best facilitated through the development of a 
business plan. This would entail the following:

• Developing an appropriate, acceptable and compelling mission statement to guide 
the new organization’s activities. Though overlap with PNMWG’s mission would be 
desirable for continuity’s sake, the concerns of the new entity would take precedence

• Identifying the groups, organizations, and/or individuals to be served by this new 
organization, which would, in turn, become its members

• Identifying products and services that would provide tangible benefits to these groups, 
organizations and/or individuals

• Identifying the best organizational structure to provide these goods and services, 
including topics like governance and membership, and then legally incorporating the 
new entity

• Developing a staffing plan to provide the desired products and services

• Developing a budget including sources of income and annual expenditures

• Key concerns for this option:

• Creating a new organization would be a time-consuming process. Current 
PNMWG leaders are busy with other projects and activities. It is not clear who 
would be in a position, both in terms of available time and required commitment, 
to lead this development process.

• The development work needed will require significant funding. Sources for these 
funds will need to be located and funds secured.

• The Iowa Pork Producers Association, an active member of PNMWG, already is 
a trade association. Would a new trade association lead to competition with exist-
ing and valued PNMWG members?
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3. Timeline and Activities

Fall 2008 Winter 2008–2009 Spring 2009 Summer–Fall 2009 Winter 2009–2010
Introduce sustain-
ability discussion 
to PNMWG

Translate discussions 
into action

Determine plan 
to implement new 
mission vision and 
objectives

Implement plan Continue to imple-
ment plan

Present above op-
tions and solicit 
all alternatives

Confirm or revise 
mission

Identify indicators 
of progress

Begin to collect 
information on 
indicators

Continue discus-
sion during fall 
meetings

Confirm or revise 
objectives

Confirm or revise 
vision

4. Vision

PNMWG has accomplished important work in the research it has fostered and in bringing 
its members together to share information and work collectively in the area of highly dif-
ferentiated pork value chains. It will strive to continue as a premier source of research and 
resources in the arena of niche pork as it transitions into its new form.

5. To be determined Fall 2008 and Winter 2008–2009

• Revised mission for PNMWG

• Revised objectives for PNMWG

• Measurable indicators of progress toward objectives

• Potential partners

• Resources to administer group and support activities

• Communications plan

• Structure of leadership

6. Links to other VCP groups and the Roundtable

During 2008–2010, the PNMWG will continue to link with the workings of the other VCP 
working groups through its current coordinator. Throughout this period:

• The PNMWG will explore expanding its working relationship with the other VCP 
working groups, and will seek to identify areas and projects where cross-group syner-
gies can be enhanced. 

• The current PNMWG coordinator will represent PNMWG on the VCP Roundtable. 
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IV. Regional Food Systems Working Group (RFSWG): Sustainability Plan 2008–2010

1. Mission

RFSWG conducts research, supports education, and facilitates partnerships to increase 
investment and support of community-based, economically sustainable, and environmentally 
and socially responsible regional food enterprises.

2. Objectives: RFSWG will...

• Identify the key elements found in specific geographic (place-based) areas that create 
a vibrant and sustainable regional food system,

• Work with leaders and food businesses in specific geographic areas and/or communi-
ties to identify and support the key elements that are not yet well developed, 

• Help identify and measure key indicators that determine whether there is positive 
change in the regional food system as a result of projects or programs, and 

• Develop and implement a process for continuous learning across Iowa about what it 
takes to make a regional food system more vibrant, resilient and sustainable.

3. Timeline and Activities

Fall 2008
Winter  
2008–2009 Spring 2009

Summer– 
Fall 2009

Winter  
2009–2010

Add 1–2 new 
place-based 
groups

Evaluate perfor-
mance of existing 
groups

Review mission 
and objectives

Implement 
revised objectives

Participate in lo-
cal independent 
retail project

Revise plans Add one new 
group

4. Vision

RFSWG will become Iowa’s most vital networking and capacity building group for practi-
tioners and community leaders working to support local and regional food businesses. With 
its direct connection to existing and new place-based food systems groups in Iowa, RFSWG 
also can function as a conduit for the research and activities of the other VCP working groups 
(the Small Meat Processors Working Group, the Pork Niche Market Working Group, the 
Fruit and Vegetable Working Group, the Grass-Based Livestock Working Group, the Agri-
tourism Working Group, and the Iowa Food Policy Council) as well as channeling needs 
related to products or issues identified at the grass roots level back to the attention of the 
VCP working groups. 
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5. Measurable indicators of progress toward objectives

• Number of active place-based food system groups

• Producers’ sales of locally grown foods

• Institutional purchases of locally grown foods 

• Number of organizations (local governments, businesses, community organizations) 
involved in local food efforts

• Dollars leveraged at local levels – building grower capacity, building business capacity

• Number of farmers selling local foods

• Number of participants from other working groups involved in projects

• Number of organizations regularly participating in RFSWG

6. Resources/partners

The W.K. Kellogg Foundation and Wallace Center for Sustainable Agriculture provided ap-
proximately 50 percent of the total funds for RFSWG from 2004 to 2008. The Leopold Cen-
ter and the Alces Foundation provided the remaining funds. The Leopold Center will remain 
as the primary financial partner for RFSWG after Wallace funding ends in 2009, providing 
$40,000 for 2009–2010. In 2010, RFSWG will obtain an additional $10,000 for the opera-
tion of the group from sources other than the Leopold Center. 

Each of the geographic groups within RFSWG has been successful in obtaining financial re-
sources locally and through state and federal grant programs and foundations. The funds that 
RFSWG allocates to established geographic-based groups will decrease in 2009 and 2010, to 
make resources available for the fostering and active participation of new groups. 

Potential partners and collaborators for RFSWG include the other VCP working groups, the 
Iowa Foundation for Microenterprise and Community Vitality, the Iowa Council on Founda-
tions, Iowa Department of Public Health, and the Iowa Resource, Conservation and Devel-
opment Councils.

7. Communications Plan

Communications for RFSWG have been coordinated by the Leopold Center in cooperation 
with the funded geographic groups. 

• The existing RFSWG web page (on the VCP site) and brochure are the two major 
sources of information about RFSWG.
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• The Leopold Center will continue to develop more compelling documents and web 
materials on the benefits and impacts of RFSWG. These new materials will:

• Serve the CoP training planned for 2009–2010 through the SARE PDP grant and 

• Be used by the Leopold Center and the place-based groups to attract more re-
sources to continue and expand work in the state.

8. Leadership Plan

The RFSWG coordinator, Rich Pirog, has used and will continue to use a servant leadership 
approach to working with leaders of the geographic groups. 

• The coordinator will disperse leadership responsibility by turning over a larger por-
tion of the planning and development of RFSWG meeting agendas to the geographic 
group leaders in future meetings. Group leaders and regular RFSWG participants 
will, therefore, have greater influence in leading the overall group activities as well 
mentoring leaders of new geographic groups as they join. 

• Other possible opportunities for fostering leadership include: 

• Holding a retreat focused on mentoring leadership skills particular to leading 
place-based community and regional food groups,

• Customized leadership training on particular challenges or needed skills,

• Trips for community leaders to nearby markets in the Twin Cities and Chicago to 
better understand the potential demand and challenges of providing food prod-
ucts to these cities.

9. Links to other VCP groups and the Roundtable

As stated in the vision/goals:

• RFSWG will function as a means of connecting Iowa’s place-based groups and 
communities that are actively pursuing more vital local and regional food systems to 
other VCP working groups, providing needed overlap between product-based VCP 
working groups and the integration of those products into communities and regions. 
In addition, the place-based groups can bring vital perspectives back to the VCP 
product-based working groups through the RFSWG.

• To facilitate this exchange, the leaders and facilitators of the other VCP working 
groups will be encouraged and supported to attend at least one RFSWG meeting 
per year.

• The RFSWG coordinator will represent RFSWG on the VCP Roundtable. 
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V. Small Meat Processors Working Group (SMPWG): Sustainability Plan 2008–2010

1. Mission

SMPWG helps small Iowa meat processors expand, upgrade or build new facilities in order 
to promote rural development and increase agricultural opportunities

2. Objectives: SMPWG will....

• Bring together assistance providers3 to understand where they fit within a compre-
hensive picture of the needs of small meat processors

• Build strong networks among assistance providers and with the Iowa Meat Proces-
sors Association

• Develop information relevant to small meat processors through SMPWG partners 

• Develop hands-on training dealing with sector-wide challenges facing Iowa’s small 
meat processors 

3. Timeline and Activities

Fall 2008 Winter 2008–2009 Spring 2009 Summer–Fall 2009 Winter 2009–2010
Develop plan for 
workshop series, 

“Business Sustain-
ability, Growth and 
Succession

Implement work-
shop series plan

Implement work-
shop plan

Review mission and 
objectives

Transition group 
to leadership under 
Iowa Meat Proces-
sors Association and 
ISU Meat Lab

Link assistance 
providers with Iowa 
Meat Processors As-
sociation

Participate in 
SARE training and 
Marketing and Food 
Systems Initiative 
workshop

Evaluate activities

 Planning with Iowa 
Meat Processors As-
sociation

4. Vision

SMPWG will continue to be the forum for increasing the vitality of the small-scale meat 
processing sector in Iowa. Those groups and parties seeking to work in this area will continue 

3 The term ‘assistance provider’ is used to denote organizations both public and private (such as ISU Exten-
sion and Farm Bureau Federation, respectively) that are capable of providing technical assistance to small 
meat processors. In short, this includes all the groups participating in the SMPWG.
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to partner with SMPWG collectively, and with individual SMPWG members, increasing the 
viability of businesses and the sector as a whole.

5. Measurable indicators of progress toward objectives

• Workshop attendance

• Requests for information in state

• Downloads of the small meat processors guidebook

• Downloads of other resources

• Telephone requests for information

• Meat processing plants using information generated by SMPWG to expand or  
improve management and/or profitability

• Meat plants working with SMPWG assistance providers

• New organizations partnering with SMPWG

• Resources leveraged to support small meat processors

• SMPWG information being requested and used in other states.

6. Resources/partners

• VCP has provided the portion of SMPWG’s budget dedicated to outreach for 2007–
2008 and was expected to do so for 2008–2009. 

• Other funds have come from NCR-SARE, the Iowa Meat Processors Association 
(IMPA), Iowa Pork Producers Association, and ISU Meat Lab. These secondary 
sources have been responsible for covering the time the coordinator spends on the ac-
tivities of the working group. The coordinator’s time will be covered for the next two 
years (2008–2010) by other non-VCP sources, specifically the W.K. Kellogg Founda-
tion and USDA Rural Development.

• SMPWG has been successful in leveraging in-kind support from its members (par-
ticularly the Center for Industrial Research and Service and the ISU Meat Lab). One 
challenge to be addressed is identifying a source for project seed funding which then 
can be used to continue to leverage in-kind support; however, through collaboration, 
it is believed that SMPWG members might collectively increase their effectiveness in 
seeking funds.

• SMPWG will continue its involvement with the Niche Meat Processor Assistance 
Network (NMPAN), an eXtension community of practice and a similarly oriented 
national group.
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7. Communications Plan

Responsibility for SMPWG communications has been shared by a number of different entities. 

• SMPWG members, specifically Iowa Department of Agriculture and Land Stewardship 
(IDALS) and the ISU Meat Lab, have been very effective at helping get the word out. 

• IDALS has made every state meat inspector in Iowa aware of SMPWG’s work, 
and has given each a copy of the small meat processors guidebook.

• The ISU Meat Lab has helped promote the principles and work of SMPWG 
through the Iowa Meat Processors Association newsletter and meetings and 
through other ISU Meat Science Extension outreach efforts.

• The North Central Regional Center for Rural Development and the Leopold Center 
each have maintained a web site for SMPWG. In addition, they have been very help-
ful in generating positive press coverage of the group by sending out press releases 
which resulted in several prominently featured news stories.

• NMPAN, with eXtension, will assume a substantial role in communicating the work 
of SMPWG nationally.

8. Leadership Plan

The leadership of SMPWG will undergo a transition soon: 

• A planning phase took place in summer 2009 where the leadership of SMPWG shifted 
toward the Iowa Meat Processors Association Board and Dr. Joe Cordray, Director of 
the ISU Meat Lab, possibly with another graduate student coordinator. The group will 
continue in a modified format to be determined during this transition phase.

• Arion Thiboumery, the current coordinator, will step down during the spring of 2010. 

9. Links to other VCP groups and the Roundtable

During 2008–2010, SMPWG, under the coordination of Arion Thiboumery, will continue to 
link with the other VCP working groups. 

• There is untapped potential for cross-VCP working group projects between 
PNMWG, GBLWG and SMPWG. Investigating these synergies will be a goal for 
the next two years.

• With cross-group projects in place, there will be more impetus to continue 
SMPWG’s relationship with VCP after leadership has transitioned to the Iowa 
Meat Processors Association and the ISU Meat Lab.

• The SMPWG coordinator will represent SMPWG on the VCP Roundtable. 
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VI. Fruit and Vegetable Working Group (FVWG): Sustainability Plan 2008–2010

1. Mission

The Fruit and Vegetable Working Group will build the production capacity, marketing capac-
ity and financial capacity within Iowa’s fruit and vegetable industry by taking actions that 
directly address identified constraints.

2. Objectives: FVWG will...

• Increase Iowa’s capacity for fruit and vegetable production by

• Fostering new growers, and/or

• Assisting existing growers to increase production levels sustainably, and/or

• Increasing total acreage under production.

• Identify and meet the needs of Iowa’s fruit and vegetable producers

• Increase the quality and the amount of relevant information available to Iowa’s fruit 
and vegetable growers

• Increase the availability of relevant information to Iowa’s fruit and vegetable growers

• Explore the possibility of partnering projects with other VCP working groups

3. Timeline and Activities

Fall 2008 Winter 2008–2009 Spring 2009 Summer–Fall 2009
Winter 2009–2010; 
Spring 2010

Bring FVWG web 
site online

Schedule, advertise 
and present workshops 
for Beginning Veg-
etable Farmers using 
feasibility study

Contribute to 
SARE training 
and Marketing 
and Food Systems 
Initiative workshop

Distribute post-har-
vest handling tool

Collect data on  
indentified indicators

Establish an Advisory 
Team from within 
FVWG membership

Develop vision with 
Advisory Team and 
FVWG

Complete tool to 
guide post-harvest 
handling decisions

Conduct field events 
for fruit and veg-
etable growers

Review mission  
and objectives on 
the basis of indica-
tor performance 
and working group 
discussions

Draft tool to guide 
post-harvest han-
dling decisions

Develop specific 
qualitative and quan-
titative goals and 
indicators for chang-
ing fruit and vegetable 
production capacity

Revise plans and 
objectives

Complete Beginning 
Vegetable Farmer 
feasibility study 
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4. Vision

To be developed through discussion with the Advisory Team and the FVWG as a whole in 
Fall 2008 and Winter 2008–2009.

5. Measurable indicators of progress toward objectives

From September 2008 to January 2009, FVWG and its advisory team will identify qualitative 
and quantitative indicators to chart the group’s progress. Examples of possible indicators are:

• Number of fruit and vegetable growers in Iowa

• Number of new or beginning fruit and vegetable growers in Iowa

• Increases in production levels as a result of FVWG activities

• Relevant information available to aid capacity increases for fruit and vegetable producers

• Increased accessibility to relevant information

• Producers’ sales of Iowa grown fruits and vegetables

• Number of acres of Iowa fruit and vegetables under production

• Purchases of Iowa fruits and vegetables by key groceries, food cooperatives and institutions

6. Resources/partners

FVWG is partnered with: 

• Iowa State University Extension and the ISU Extension Value Added program

• Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture

• Practical Farmers of Iowa 

• Iowa Department of Agriculture and Land Stewardship

• Iowa Fruit and Vegetable Growers Association

• Value Chain Partnership members

FVWG has submitted a proposal for funds through USDA’s new Cooperative Research, 
Education and Extension Service (CREES) Specialty Crop grant.

7. Communications Plan

Communications for FVWG will be handled primarily through a web site managed by the 
Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture. The web site will be advertised via news releases 
through links from other key web sites, e.g., those of the ISU Department of Horticul-
ture, Horticulture Extension, Iowa Network for Community Agriculture, ISU Value Added 
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Agriculture, and the Iowa Fruit and Vegetable Growers Association. Links to information 
pertinent to fruit and vegetable production in Iowa will be provided on the site. In addition, 
FVWG will create a list serve to circulate information.

8. Leadership Plan

The FVWG coordinators, Malcolm Robertson and Margaret Smith, will continue to play key 
leaderships roles for the group. Their vision is that eventually the coordinator position must 
be compensated financially and not be a volunteer position. 

They also intend to put structures in place to begin to create a shared leadership model, both 
to augment the roles the current coordinators play and to pave the way for new leadership.

• In fall 2008, FVWG will establish an advisory team from within FVWG membership.

• During 2008–2009, the existing FVWG coordinators will continue to facilitate the major 
portion of the planning and development of FVWG meetings, research and outreach. 

• As FVWG begins to coalesce as a community of practice, the existing coordinators 
will identify and foster potential leaders in the group to:

• Disperse responsibilities for projects and administration

• Ensure long-term sustainability and resilience for the administration of the  
working group

9. Links to other VCP groups and the Roundtable

During 2008–2010, the FVWG will continue to link with the workings of the other VCP 
working groups. During this period:

• The FVWG will look at expanding its working relationship with the other VCP 
working groups, and will seek to identify areas and projects where cross-group syner-
gies can be enhanced. 

• The FVWG coordinators will represent FVWG on the VCP Roundtable. 

VII. Grass-Based Livestock Working Group (GBLWG): Sustainability Plan 2008–2010 

1. Mission

 GBLWG will conduct research, support education, affect policy and facilitate partnerships to 
promote viable, diverse grass-based livestock production and marketing systems in Iowa that 
benefit natural resources, farm families and human communities. 
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2. Objectives: GBLWG will...

• Help grass-based livestock producers and marketing businesses, both existing and 
emerging, to become more profitable, efficient and ecologically aware

• Promote profitability of grass-based systems of production along with protecting 
Iowa’s soil and water resources and increasing biodiversity

• Address local and state policies that will help grass-based livestock producers, pro-
cessors and associated businesses in the value chain to succeed financially, as well as 
enhance Iowa’s natural environment 

• Help to maintain and enhance existing Iowa grasslands and work to increase the total 
number of acres under permanent forage vegetation

• Support an increase in the number of farmers producing grass-finished livestock products

• Support sustainable increases in the production capacity of farmers producing grass-
finished livestock products

Note: Strategic planning for the mission, objectives and vision was carried out by the GBLWG Steering 
Committee. These elements will be discussed and amended or approved by the GBLWG as a whole.

3. Timeline and Activities 

Fall 2008 Winter 2008–2009 Spring 2009 Summer–Fall 2009 Winter 2009–2010
First GBLWG  
meeting—assess  
needs/ rank 
priorities; meeting 
evaluation

Second GBLWG 
meeting—discuss 
mission, objectives, 
vision; strategic 
plan; granting 
process; form sub-
committees; meeting 
evaluation

Steering Committee 
meeting—review 
grant applications; 
identify other fund-
ing sources

Steering Committee 
meeting

Evaluate first 
year’s activities

Steering com-
mittee meet-
ing—draft plan of 
work; determine 
granting process

Steering committee 
meeting—identify 
indicators for assess-
ing progress; release 
RFPs for grants

Third GBLWG 
meeting—announce 
grantees; make plans 
for field season; 
begin to leverage 
funds; meeting 
evaluation

Fourth GBLWG 
meeting—sub-
committee project 
reports; meeting 
evaluation

First-year  
progress report

Launch web site Assess mission,  
objectives, vision
Amend strategic 
plan based on 
evaluation and 
assessment
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Year 1: Ranked Priorities by Area of Focus
Production

1. Cost-effective grazing systems and models or decision-making aids to compare alternatives 

2. Grazing networks/circles/services 

3. Education related to grazing 

4. Maximizing forage production with species selection, nutrition, timing, quality, and 
animal productivity/acre 

5. Management plans for new grazing lands 

Marketing

1. Branding/product differentiation 

2. Guide for processing and packaging 

3. Institutional sales/farm-to-school 

4. Cookbook for grass-fed beef 

Ecology

1. Valuation of social and ecosystem services provided by grass-based livestock systems 
and educational materials to circulate this information 

2. Foster a grazing conservation services network 

3. Identify a unified position on metrics for measurement of ecological sustainability 

4. CRP management policy, including contract flexibility and producer incentives 

Policy

1. Building educational teams/stakeholder coalitions 

2. Rewarding environmental benefits 

3. Making staffing suggestions to Natural Resources Conservation Service, ISU, and 
Division of Soil Conservation

4. Incentives for beginning farmers 

Note: Strategic planning for priorities was carried out by the GBLWG Steering Committee. The 
priorities will be discussed and amended or approved by the GBLWG as a whole.
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4. Vision

GBLWG will become Iowa’s premier group of stewardship-oriented and profit-minded 
grass-based farm and food businesspersons, collaborating and innovating to optimize man-
agement, share knowledge, and overcome obstacles.

5. Measurable indicators of progress toward objectives (examples)

• Creation of updated decision-making tools and models to evaluate the competitive-
ness of grass-based livestock in our present agricultural market

• Increased utilization of producer-based grazing networks

• Increased number of grass-based livestock producers aware of alternative marketing 
strategies for system diversification

• Improved tools for valuation of the ecosystem services provided by grazing practices

• Improved tools for education on the ecosystem services provided by grazing practices

• Number of organizations partnering in GBLWG activities

• Increased research in topics related to grass-based livestock systems attributable to GBLWG

Note: Indicators were generated by the GBLWG Steering Committee. They will be discussed and 
amended or approved by the GBLWG as a whole.

6. Resources/partners

• The Leopold Center has committed to funding the Grass-Based Livestock Working 
Group for three years at $60,000 per year, contingent upon satisfactory performance 
and progress. 

• One-third to one-half of these funds will be granted to interdisciplinary research 
teams for research and development

• Teams will be strongly encouraged to expand their resources by leveraging outside 
funding for their projects. 

• Opportunities for partnership and sponsorship of activities with GBLWG will be sought 
and evaluated by the GBLWG steering committee and Leopold Center advisors.

• Established partners include academic organizations based at Iowa State University 
(such as the Iowa Beef Center, the Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture and 
ISU Extension); state agencies (such as Iowa Department of Agriculture and Land 
Stewardship and the Natural Resources Conservation Service Grasslands Conserva-
tionists); non-government and non-profit organizations (such as Practical Farmers of 
Iowa and Iowa Cattlemen’s Association); existing VCP working groups (SMPWG, 
PNMWG, RFSWG and FVWG); and other informal groups with common interests 
(Grazing Lands Conservation Initiative, Iowa Forage and Grassland Council).
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7. Communications Plan

Responsibility for communications with working group membership rests primarily with the 
GBLWG coordinator. The coordinator will be responsible for: 

• Meeting invitations, facilitation and follow-up; 

• Handling the GBLWG list serve;

• Compilation of materials for sharing on the GBLWG web site; 

• The web site will be hosted by the Leopold Center; materials will be uploaded by 
Leopold Center web specialists. 

• Working with the evaluator to formulate evaluation instruments and compile feed-
back for use by the GBLWG, the GBLWG steering committee, and the Leopold 
Center; and 

• Handling conversations on GBLWG business between scheduled working group 
meetings.

Media outreach will be coordinated primarily by the Leopold Center communications spe-
cialist and secondarily by ISU Extension Communications.

8. Leadership Plan

• Barring major changes in Extension Small Farms funding, the GBLWG coordinator, 
Andy Larson, serves as a .25 FTE to provide leadership and facilitation of the Grass-
Based Livestock Working Group. 

• Additional planning and facilitation assistance will be sought informally and from 
sub-contracted specialists in the field. 

• Larson also plans to explore a dispersed model of leadership, rewarding and fostering 
leadership potential from within the working group.

• One potential means of dispersing leadership being considered is to divide the 
working group into four sub-committees based on the Leopold-directed focus 
areas of production, marketing, ecology, and policy.

• This would allow greater engagement for members of the working group,  
as well as spreading out leadership responsibilities.

• As leaders emerge from among the working group participants, they can be 
empowered further with responsibilities in project oversight, and meeting 
facilitation and content.

• In addition, leadership may arise from funded projects; such leadership also can 
be empowered with responsibilities in further project oversight, and meeting 
facilitation and content
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9. Links to other VCP groups and the Roundtable

The GBLWG coordinator sees the greatest potential for overlap with three other VCP  
working groups:

• PNMWG: Fostering new farmers and product differentiation 

• SMPWG: Developing process and packaging guidelines for maximum carcass utili-
zation, developing retail policies

• RFSWG: Networking with RFSWG as a whole and with the place-based groups, 
developing possibilities for farm-to-school markets, creating more effective messages

The GBLWG coordinator will represent GBLWG on the VCP Roundtable. 
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Appendix 2:  
Community of Practice  
Resource Guide

Community of Practice Resource Guide
For use with the Community of Practice Workshop

Rich Pirog
Associate Director

Marketing and Food Systems Program Leader
Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture

209 Curtiss Hall, Iowa State University
Ames, IA 50010-1050
Phone: 515-294-1854

Fax: 515-294-9696
Email: rspirog@iastate.edu 
www.leopold.iastate.edu

Beth Larabee
Value Chain Partnerships Program Assistant
Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture

209 Curtiss Hall, Iowa State University
Ames, IA 50010-1050
Phone: 515-294-8530

Fax: 515-294-9696
Email: blarabee@iastate.edu

www.leopold.iastate.edu

July 21, 2009
8:30 a.m. – 9 p.m.

July 22, 2009
8:30 a.m. – 4 p.m.

Stoney Creek Inn
5291 NW 84th St.

Johnston, IA 50131

Developed by the Value Chain Partnerships Core Team and edited by:

For more information, go to www.valuechains.org

www.communitiesofpractice.ning.com
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Definitions
Communities of Practice (CoPs) are groups of people in organizations who come together to share what they 
know, to learn from one another regarding some aspects of their work and to provide a social context for that 
work.1 

Through our work in Value Chain Partnerships, we have found that communities of practice (CoPs) function 
strategically as:

1. Catalysts for cooperation of diverse interests to create solutions for food and fiber producers and 
businesses;

2. Hubs which create, capture, document, and leverage knowledge and deploy this knowledge as 
technical assistance to assist value chain partners;

3. Magnets to attract funding, and for leveraging, channeling, and distributing funding to research 
and development efforts for differentiated food and fiber products; and 

4. Scouts to identify emerging value chain opportunities with high potential to deliver economic 
benefit to sustainable agriculture stakeholders.

Knowledge Management is a framework for designing an organization’s goals, structures and processes so 
that the organization can use what it knows to learn, and to create value for its customers and community.2

1 Etienne Wenger, Richard McDermott, and William M. Snyder, Cultivating Communities of Practice, 
 Harvard Business School Press, 2002.
2 W.C. Choo, The FIS Knowledge Management Institute, session presentations, Faculty of Information Studies, 
 University of Toronto.
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Case Study I
Wenger, Etienne, Richard McDermott, and William M. Snyder, Cultivating Communities of Practice. Harvard Busi-
ness School Press. 2002. Chapter 1: Communities of Practice and Their Value to Organizations pg. 1-4.

 

In 1988, when Japanese competition was threatening to put the Chrysler Corporation out of business, no one 
suspected that the resurgence of the company (now the Chrysler unit of DaimlerChrysler) would depend in 
part on the creation of an innovative knowledge system based on communities of practice. While some of its 
competitors took as little as three years to get a new vehicle to market, a typical new-product development 
cycle at Chrysler easily ran five years. This was no way to compete. The first order of the day was to achieve a 
dramatic reduction in this product-development cycle.

 The story is well known, though the role that communities of practice played is less widely under-
stood. At the time, Chrysler was a traditional organization typical of large manufacturing operations, with 
functional units such as design, engineering, manufacturing, and sales. The design department would send 
a new design to engineering, which would send it back for redesign a few times. The design would then go 
to manufacturing and be returned for reengineering until the vehicle was deemed “manufacturable.” The 
localized focus of the various functional units limited interaction between departments and thus gave rise to 
these unavoidable interactions. Repeated hand-offs, duplications, and therefore slowness, were built into the 
system. 

 The decision was made to radically reorganize the unit. Engineering would now belong to “car plat-
forms.” These platforms were product-oriented, cross-functional structures that focused on a type of vehicle: 
large cars, small cars, minivans, trucks, and Jeeps. Each platform was responsible for all phases of development 
associated with the whole vehicle. Engineers of all specialties reported to supervisors within the platform on 
which they worked. As a result, their primary focus was on the development of a specific vehicle. For instance, 
if you were a brakes engineer, your main allegiance, your reporting relationships, and your performance evalu-
ation were no longer with the brakes department, but with a platform, such as small cars or minivans.

  Eventually, the move to car platforms succeeded in reducing the product-development cycle from five 
to two and a half years, with a corresponding cut in research and development costs. But the restructuring did 
not come without its own costs. A host of new problems started to appear: multiple versions of the same part 
with slight variations, uncoordinated relationships with suppliers, innovations that did not travel, and repeated 
mistakes. The company had gained the advantage of product focus, but compromised its ability to learn from 
its own experiences. Something had to be done to save the platform idea.

 With a clear need for communication across platforms, former colleagues from functional areas started 
to meet informally. Managers recognized the value of these informational meetings in fostering learning 
processes that cut across platforms. Still, they wanted to keep the primary allegiance and formal reporting 
relationships of engineers with in the platforms. Rather than formalizing these emerging knowledge-based 
groups into a new matrix structure, they decided to keep them somewhat informal but to sanction and sup-
port them. The Tech Clubs were born.

 Tech Clubs began to take more active responsibility for their areas of expertise. For instance, they 
started to conduct design reviews for their members before a design went through quality gates. In 1996, an 
engineering manager revived the old idea of creating an Engineering Book of Knowledge (EBoK), a database 
that would capture the relevant knowledge that engineers need to do their job, including compliance stan-
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dards, best practices, lessons learned, and supplier specification. The EBoK vision could succeed only if the 
engineers themselves took responsibility for creating and maintaining the content. Some Tech Club leaders 
saw the project as an opportunity for consolidating Tech Club knowledge and taking stewardship of it. Docu-
menting engineering knowledge has been tried several times before, but now it was part of the activities and 
identity of specific communities in charge of designated areas of engineering. This communal responsibility 
for producing the EBoK was key to its success. 

 Over time, Tech Club progressively established their value and they have become an integral part of 
engineering life at the Chrysler division. Engineers have discovered that participating helps them do their jobs 
better, and the time spent together is a good investment. It often saves them time later and increases their 
confidence in their own designs. It gives them a chance to get help with specific problems, to learn what oth-
ers are discovering, and to explore new technologies. Today, there are more than 100 officially recognized Tech 
Clubs, plus a few emerging new ones. They are responsible for a host of knowledge-based activities such as 
documenting lessons learned, standardizing practices for their area, initiating newcomers, providing advice to 
car platforms, and exploring emerging technologies with suppliers. Through the Tech Clubs, Chrysler realized 
the value of what today people call “communities of practice.” Theirs is among the pioneering stories, but it is 
no longer unique. It reflects a movement spreading all over the world.

 Companies at the forefront of the knowledge economy are succeeding on the basis of communities 
of practice, whatever they call them. The World Bank delivers on its vision of fighting poverty with knowledge 
as well as money by relying on communities of practice that include employees, clients, and external partners. 
Shell Oil relies on communities of practice to preserve technical excellence across its multiple business units, 
geographical regions, and project teams. McKinsey & Company counts on its communities of practice to main-
tain its world-class expertise in topics important to clients who are themselves becoming smarter and more 
demanding. The list could go on and on. In all industries, companies are discovering that communities of prac-
tice are critical to mastering increasingly difficult knowledge challenges. They are learning to recognize and 
cultivate these communities. Moreover, once these communities find a legitimate place in the organization, 
they offer new possibilities – many yet undiscovered – for weaving the organization around knowledge, con-
necting people, solving problems, and creating business opportunities. And because communities of practice 
are not confined by institutional affiliation, their potential value extends beyond the boundaries of any single 
organization.
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Case Study II
Wenger, Etienne, Richard McDermott, and William M. Snyder, Cultivating Communities of Practice. Harvard Busi-
ness School Press. 2002. Chapter 6: The Challenge of Distributed Communities, pp. 113-155.

When a geologist in Shell’s Exploration and Production Ventures (SEPIV) group learned how the Turbodudes 
informally share cutting-edge ideas and insight, he realized that there would be tremendous value in estab-
lishing the same kind of group globally. Of course, there would be daunting obstacles – how to maintain 
informality and build trust across time zones and distance, how to share ideas across different organizational 
units, and how to honor different national and organizational cultures. He knew this would not succeed if it 
was seen as a “U.S. initiative.” But SEPIV management also thought the idea was worth pursuing and formed 
a small cross-functional team to identify, design, and implement a few pilots. Their goal was to create a struc-
ture through which people could share knowledge about oil exploration and development in deep(over 500 
meter) ocean water. To do this they planned to build a set of global, technically focused peer communities. 
They planned to build these communities with people from each of the operating Shell companies as well as 
representatives from Shell’s labs. In the end, they would span 18 time zones and 20independent Shell compa-
nies. The team’s vision was for these communities to bring the world’s leading expertise, no matter where it 
was located, to bear on problems and issues, no matter where they occurred.

 The team interviewed more than 50 people from the Shell companies to identify technical focus 
areas, barriers to global networking, and the level of energy people had for networking. They found that most 
people were excited about the idea, but concerned that global sharing would be inhibited by barriers such 
as knowing who else was interested, reluctance to contact people in other units without preexisting relation-
ships, or business constraints on sharing information across boundaries.

 From these interviews, the support team identified three important technical areas in which they 
would create pilot communities; one focused on geology, one on reservoir engineering, and one on well engi-
neering. These areas included people from both scientific and engineering disciplines. 

 Because the communities spanned many different companies, it was important to get the support 
of business unit managers. While most supported the general idea of communities, several were concerned 
about the amount of time their staff might spend with people from other business units. In addition, there 
were conflicting priorities among business units. Some, for example, invested heavily in cutting-edge tech-
nology; others were too small to do so. To build support, the community-development team created a video 
about the role and potential value of communities to the organization, gave talks at senior management 
meetings, and traveled the world, meeting with business unit leaders and potential community members. 
Most of this involved one-on-one discussion, which altogether took the support team six months to complete. 
Although they did not get the active support of all the business unit managers, they did convince a critical 
mass of business units to participate.

 The structure of the global communities reflects their diversity. Given the disparity between busi-
ness units in national and organizational cultures, and the variations in how community members in the local 
business units were organized, the design team created a structure for the communities that allowed local 
variation while linking to the larger structure. Each community was composed of a set of local “cells.” This 
made it possible for each business unit, or regional groups of business units, to organize their community in 
whatever way they saw fit. Some held weekly meetings, like the Turbodoudes. Others networked with each 
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other informally. By having local community events and relationships, this structure also made the community 
visible. People could participate in community activities and experience being part of a local community while 
maintaining a global connection. 

Local communities were knit together with a network of coordinators. Each local community designated a 
coordinator who not only facilitated local knowledge sharing but also connected people to the other cells 
around the globe. The local coordinators formed a network that shared ideas and offered advice; they held 
regular teleconferences and occasional face-to-face meetings. They got to know each other as well as the is-
sues in each other’s region.

This structure created a group of people – the network of local community coordinators – who ultimately felt 
collectively responsible for keeping the global community alive. But as in any community, it took some time to 
discover the value the community could provide. In one community, a local coordinator soon realized that the 
coordinators’ network could be a valuable source of help with his local problems. He regularly began asking 
if other coordinators had used a certain supplier, tried a new pipe-fastening mechanism, or used a new tool. 
After several months, the other coordinators in the network learned from his example. Once the local coordi-
nators realized the power of the community, they started to put more energy into building the global commu-
nity as well as their respective cells.

Of the three pilot communities, two were quite successful. One of them remained rather small. The other grew 
rapidly, merged with another community, and eventually involved over 1,500 members. It became a model for 
other global Shell communities. The third never quite clicked, and after a year its members joined other global 
communities.
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 What is Value Chain Partnerships? 
Value Chain Partnerships is an Iowa-based network for food and agriculture working groups that brings together 
producers, businesses, and state and federal organizations.  We work to deliver social, environmental, and economic 
benefits to our clients and communities.  Our community of working groups does this via four core functions: act-
ing as information hubs, catalysts for cooperation, magnets, and scouts. VCP’s core functions set it apart from other 
food and agricultural networks.

VCP’s community of working groups drives its collaborative process.

Value Chain Partnerships Core Functions
Information Hubs Catalysts for Cooperation Magnets Scouts
Provide an information 
clearinghouse

Create solutions  
collaboratively

Attract funding Identify food and  
agriculture challenges

Benefits include:
•	 Access to larger portfolio of 

knowledge and expertise
•	 Greater awareness of avail-

able programs/expertise
•	 Research opportunities 

available

Benefits include:
•	 Operate more effictively
•	 Coordinated use of resources
•	 Deconstruction of organiza-

tional boundaries
•	 Access to a support network

Benefits include:
•	 Ability to leverage resources 

within the private and public 
sectors

•	 Increased probability of 
funding because network is 
established

Benefits include:
•	 Better grasp of emerging 

challenges
•	 Improved decision making 

to modify strategies
•	 Ability to bring in new part-

ners and champions

Benefits provided to farmers, other businesses, and state and federal organizations  
within a collaborative multi-organizational environment

Pork Niche Market + Regional Food Systems + Small Meat Processors + Fruit & Vegetable + Grass-Based Livestock

Pork Niche Market Working Group (initiated 2001)
This working group is comprised of niche pork companies and supporting groups.  Its aim is to create and maintain 
more competitive and viable operations for smaller-scale players in the pork sector.

Regional Food Systems Working Group (initiated 2003)
This working group is comprised of practitioners and community leaders organized by geographic location.  Its aim 
is to increase the investment in and support for local and regional food businesses in Iowa.

Small Meat Processors Working Group (initiated 2006)
This working group is comprised of small meat processors, state agencies, and producer groups.  Its aim is to im-
prove the vitality of small-scale meat processing plants in Iowa.

Fruit and Vegetable Working Group (initiated 2007)
This working group is comprised of fruit and vegetable growers and buyers and their assistance providers.  Its aim is 
to build the production, handling, and marketing capacity of Iowa’s fruit and vegetable industries.

Grass-Based Livestock Working Group (initiated 2008 – a Leopold Center cross-initiative group)
This working group is comprised of people from grass-based farm and food businesses and the outreach profes-
sionals who support them.  Its aim is to promote viable grass-based livestock production, diverse market opportuni-
ties, and environmental services in Iowa.

Future 
Working Groups

Value Chain Partnerships is an Iowa-based network of food and agriculture 
working groups. These groups bring together a diverse ensemble of produc-
ers, processors, and private, non-profit, and government organizations across a 
variety of market-driven food and agriculture issues to deliver social, economic, 
and environmental benefits to clients and communities.

The working groups in Value Chain Partnerships provide four core functions: 
acting as information hubs, catalysts for cooperation, magnets for funding, 
and scouts for new opportunities (see below diagram). 

Value Chain Partnerships Core Functions
Information Hubs Catalysts for Cooperation Magnets Scouts

Provide an information 
clearinghouse

Create solutions  
collaboratively

Attract funding Identify food and  
agriculture challenges

Benefits include:
• Access to larger portfolio of 

knowledge and expertise
• Greater awareness of avail-

able programs/expertise
• Research opportunities 

available

Benefits include:
• Operate more effictively
• Coordinated use of resources
• Deconstruction of organiza-

tional boundaries
• Access to a support network

Benefits include:
• Ability to leverage resources 

within the private and  
public sectors

• Increased probability  
of funding because  
network is established

Benefits include:
• Better grasp of emerging  

challenges
• Improved decision making  

to modify strategies
• Ability to bring in new  

partners and champions

In addition, the Value Chain Partnerships leadership team relies on its broad experience with a wide range of food and 
agriculture working groups to educate others who are interested in utilizing this model.

Pork Niche Market Working Group (PNMWG): initiated 2001
This working group is comprised of niche pork companies and supporting groups.  The group works to create and main-
tain more competitive and viable operations for smaller-scale players in the pork sector.

Regional Food Systems Working Group (RFSWG): initiated 2003
This working group is comprised of practitioners and community leaders organized by geographic location.  The group 
works to increase the investment in and support for local and regional food businesses in Iowa.

Small Meat Processors Working Group (SMPWG): initiated 2006
This working group is comprised of small meat processors, state agencies, and producer groups.  The group works to  
improve the vitality of small-scale meat processing plants in Iowa.

Fruit and Vegetable Working Group (FVWG): initiated 2007
This working group is comprised of fruit and vegetable growers and buyers and their assistance providers.  The group 
works to build the production, handling, and marketing capacity of Iowa’s fruit and vegetable industries.

Grass-Based Livestock Working Group (GBLWG): initiated 2008 – a Leopold Center cross-initiative group
This working group is comprised of people from grass-based farm and food businesses and the outreach professionals 
who support them.  The group works to promote viable grass-based livestock production, diverse market opportunities, 
and environmental services in Iowa.

Contact Rich Pirog at rspirog@iastate.edu or Beth Larabee at blarabee@iastate.edu, or visit us on the web at www.valuechains.org.
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Why Do We Use “Working Groups” Rather Than “Communities of Practice”?
When we began the Value Chain Partnerships project in 2002, we had not heard of the term communities of 
practice. All of our groups were called working groups. In 2006 we began our work with the Wallace Center 
for Sustainable Agriculture and were introduced to the terms communities of practice and knowledge man-
agement. The communities of practice definition seemed to fit well with the way we were running our working 
groups, but we continued to call them working groups to avoid confusing our participants. Within the Value 
Chain Partnerships team, we used the two terms working groups and communities of practice interchangeably.

In 2008 we hired Sue Honkamp to help us with branding and marketing Value Chain Partnerships. Sue helped 
us reflect on which term would be best to use in our branding message. After much discussion, we decided to 
stick with the descriptor “working group” rather than change the ending of each group’s name. That said, Value 
Chain Partnerships is a network of working groups that uses a communities of practice framework. Why is this 
framework so important? As communities of practice scholar Richard McDermott said in his article “Knowing 
in Community: 10 Critical Success Factors in Building Communities of Practice”3:

“Communities of practice present an odd irony. They have always been part of the informal structure of 
organizations. They are organic. They grow and thrive as their focus and dynamics engage community 
members. But to make them really valuable, inclusive and vibrant, they need to nurtured, cared for and 
legitimated. They need a very human touch.”

And so it is with the working groups in Value Chain Partnerships. Each of our working groups is very different, 
shaped by the working group leader and participants’ skills and expertise, yet all of the groups function in a 
collaborative atmosphere where everyone is both learner and teacher.

3 Richard McDermott, “Knowing in Community: 10 Critical Success Factors in Building Communities of Practice,” 
IHRIM Journal, March 2000.
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Comparing eXtension to Other Communities of Practice Models
Many in university extension are familiar with the term “community of practice (CoP)” with regards to eXtension, 
and there are many similarities with the way we conceive of CoPs. eXtension CoPs are virtual teams of extension 
professionals working together to develop public-oriented online content and tools for a particular information 
“content area,” such as dairy cattle, personal finance, or consumer horticulture. There is a large element of col-
laboration with the aim of developing the “best of the best” by bringing many experts to the same table.

Our working groups incorporate these elements and take them further in several ways:

1. Our CoPs have missions; they focus on making connections and positive change in particular areas 
(niche pork, fruit and vegetables, etc.). They are not limited to producing online content as their 
output. Products have included workshops, manuals, and profitable business connections. Fur-
thermore, information produced is not produced for its own sake; our CoPs focus holistically on 
sector-wide impacts, targeting resources towards the most pressing needs.While our CoPs contain 
many “experts,” they come together as equals with the “clients” (farmers, processors, and other 
businesses) to generate useful and relevant information together.

2. Our CoPs meet physically, typically with lively unscripted interactions and conversations that carry 
on well after meetings have formally ended.

3. Our CoPs are limited in scope geographically (most of them are found in Iowa), making it easier to 
get all the necessary players to the table to make an impact in our region.

Example of eXtension CoP: HorseQuest 
www.extension.org/horses

More than 50 university extension horse specialists and other experts operate as the HorseQuest CoP “to har-
ness the Cooperative Extension System’s best information to provide traditional and expanding clientele a 
source of reliable and up-to-date horse information on equine science and management.”
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Timeline and History of Value Chain Partnerships (VCP)
2001 Preliminary meetings on niche pork producer needs 
 Concept paper submitted to W.K. Kellogg Foundation

2001 Pork Niche Market Working Group formed 
 Kellogg foundation provides $100,000 to jump-start Value Chain Partnerships

2003 Kellogg Foundation, Leopold Center, ISU and others provide $800,000 over the next three 
years to Value Chain Partnerships 
Regional Food Systems and BioEconomy Working Groups formed in fall 
First MBA student with a minor in sustainable agriculture is hired

2004 Value Chain Partnerships working groups coordinate dozens of new projects and begin plans 
to add a fourth group focused on organic flax

2005 Kellogg provides one additional year of funding to help transition Value Chain Partnerships to 
a market-based change model 
Flax Working Groups gets underway 
Pork Niche Market Working Group receives $400,000 USDA grant to study cost of production 
and herd health of niche swine herds

2006 Value Chain Partnerships works with Wallace Center for Sustainable Agriculture to develop a 
new market-based change proposal using Performance Leadership model as developed with 
business consultant; proposal funded in partnership with the Leopold Center and ISU Colleges 
of Agriculture & Life Sciences and Business 
Regional Food Systems Working Group evolves to build capacity of local groups 
Bioeconomy Working Group closes 
New evaluator joins Value Chain Partnerships

2007 Flax Working Group closes 
Small Meat Processing and Fruit & Vegetable Working Groups begin 
MBA assistantships continue 
Northeast Iowa Food and Fitness Initiative receives funding from Kellogg Foundation

2008 Value Chain Partnerships focuses on sustainability plan for project continuation after Wallace 
funding ends 
Regional Food Systems Working Group expands to six local groups 
Small Meat Processors Working Group produces first of several new publications 
Connection made between Value Chain Partnerships and the Wallace National Good Food Network 
Value Chain Partnerships hires branding specialist 
Leopold Center funds new Grass-Based Livestock Working Group (coordinator is former Value 
Chain Partnerships MBA student) 
Value Chain Partnerships receives funding from North Central SARE PDP program to hold 
workshop on selecting, initiating, managing, funding, and branding communities of practice 
(a.k.a. working groups)

2009 Value Chain Partnerships completes branding and positioning work and prepares to hold 
workshop on selecting, managing, funding, and branding communities of practice 
Small Meat Processing Group begins looking for new leader for 2010 
Pork Niche Market Working Group asks its members to provide partial support for group 
New tagline for VCP: “An Iowa-based network of food and agriculture working groups”
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Pork Niche Market Working Group 

Establishment of the Pork Niche Market Working Group 
The Pork Niche Market Working Group (PNMWG) began in September 2001 when a face-to-face meeting of 
various niche pork businesses was held, featuring a facilitated discussion of challenges they faced. Two subse-
quent meetings were held later that fall with staff representing nine different agencies and groups. Strategies 
to address challenges were discussed, which led to the creation of four work teams: 1) Credit and Investment, 
2) Business Plans and Feasibility Studies, 3) Promotion and Certification, and 4) Herd Health. The different 
groups attending also considered what they could offer to a coordinated effort to address these pressing is-
sues. At the second meeting, the idea of creating a working group to coordinate activities, developed by the 
Leopold Center and Practical Farmers of Iowa (PFI), was presented. The consensus was to proceed with form-
ing the PNMWG. 

The group’s first meeting was held in January 2002. Start-up funding of $25,500 was secured from the Leopold 
Center, Iowa Pork Producers Association, Iowa State University, Iowa Farmers Union, and the Iowa Institute for 
Cooperatives. Initial leaders on the PNMWG steering team were Gary Huber of PFI, Rich Pirog of the Leopold 
Center, Mary Swalla Holmes of ISU Extension, Marty Schwager of the Iowa Pork Producers Association, Jackie 
Gunzenhauser of the Iowa Farmers Union, and Dave Holm of the Iowa Institute for Cooperatives. The responsi-
bilities of the steering team were to: 

1. Provide advice and counsel to the PNMWG coordinator; 

2. Provide guidance on the mission, framework, operations and future directions of the PNMWG;

3. Work with the PNMWG coordinator to identify and develop new cooperative strategies to address 
the challenges identified;

4. Pursue opportunities to bring financial resources to the group to address challenges and create 
new opportunities for Iowa producers;

5. Work with the PNMWG coordinator to develop the agenda for PNMWG meetings; and

6. Help make decisions about allocation of funds provided to support the PNMWG from Kellogg 
Foundation R&D monies that flow through the Value Chain Partnerships project

What are the functions of the PNMWG?
Mission Statement of the PNMWG 
The mission of the PNMWG is to foster the success of highly differentiated pork value chains that are profitable 
to all participants, incorporate farmer ownership and control, and contribute to environmental stewardship 
and rural vitality. 

Participants include individual farmers, staff from more than a dozen niche pork companies, and represen-
tatives of various agencies, groups and other businesses. The group has met 27 times since January 2002, 
typically with about 25 people attending. The meetings are used to discuss recent niche pork developments, 
report on projects, discuss challenges, and strategize ways to collaborate to address challenges. PNMWG has 
developed and helped implement more than 30 projects supported by more than $1,000,000 in funding. It 
has disseminated information on niche pork topics through 14 niche pork newsletters, a web site, and presen-
tations at numerous meetings, workshops, and field days.
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How does the PNMWG operate?
Initially, the four PNMWG work teams developed strategies to address the challenges that the whole group 
had identified. However, it wasn’t until receiving $27,000 in R&D funds from a 2002 Kellogg Foundation grant 
for the Value Chains Partnerships project that significant progress was made to tackle these challenges. A 
system to solicit and evaluate proposals was developed that involved 1) limiting grants to $8,000, 2) requiring 
submitters to be involved with PNMWG, and 3) requiring that projects be focused on addressing challenges 
identified by PNMWG. Project selection was made by the PNMWG Steering Team. Using VCP funds, five proj-
ects were approved in 2002 and eight in 2003. 

Two important developments occurred after the first few years. One was that as people began to organize 
their activities around projects, the work team structure was abandoned. The second was that in early 2004, 
the steering team approved a shift in the project selection process that involved targeting funds for specific 
needs not adequately met within the request for proposals process. This new system identified gaps in the 
project portfolio and proceeded to work with people who had the expertise needed to develop and submit 
proposals for projects to fill these gaps. The resulting proposals accessed the VCP R&D funds and funds from 
other sources. 

Significant additional grants included $149,759 from U.S. Department of Agriculture-Sustainable Agriculture 
Research and Education (SARE) to address niche farrowing challenges, $108,544 from USDA-Value Added 
Producer Grant (VAPG) program for a feasibility study for niche pork value chains for foodservice markets, and 
$400,000 from USDA-National Research Initiative (NRI) to use records and veterinary diagnostic services to ad-
dress production challenges facing niche pork farmers. 

While the work continued on various projects, the PNMWG continued to meet quarterly. At these meetings, 
the participants shared information on recent niche pork developments, reported on projects, and discussed 
next steps for projects and the PNMWG. Another critical PNMWG function is an annual evaluation each Sep-
tember that assesses member perceptions of various topics, including progress made and issues on which 
PNMWG should focus. 

What has the PNMWG produced?
The PNMWG developed and helped implement 31 R&D projects supported by more than $1,000,000 in fund-
ing. Here are some examples: 

An Evaluation of the Importance to Consumers of Selected Niche Pork Attributes
This project was a collaborative effort of PNMWG and the National Pork Board aimed at providing niche pork 
companies with specific, actionable data on consumer demand for niche pork with various unique attributes. 
The findings included estimates of the percentage of sales niche pork products would achieve when placed 
in retail meat cases along with conventional pork products at two premium levels. It provided data niche pork 
companies could use during sales calls with retail meat case managers. 

Maximizing Carcass Utilization in Niche Pork Companies
A key challenge identified by PNMWG was the difficulty of marketing the entire carcass at premium prices. This 
study identified opportunities to combine underutilized pork cuts from different niche companies and col-
lectively market these cuts to processors interested in buying these items. This research led to the formation of 
a new company, Prime Pork Supply, which has been successful in helping to market previously underutilized 
carcass parts to processors, which in turn has helped these companies increase revenues.
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LTL Trucking Terms and Process Guide
One challenge in supplying niche pork products to distant markets is the need to ship small quantities. These 
less-then-truckload (LTL) shipments are more costly per unit than full shipments. This guide looked at costs, 
the process of selecting a carrier, and sample shipping rates to various locations. It subsequently was used 
by various niche pork companies. It also led to collaborative trucking relationship between two companies 
involved with the PNMWG. The report’s author, a student at ISU, also was subsequently hired by a niche pork 
company.

Costs, Returns and Production Performance of Niche Pork Farms
The PNMWG was responsible for helping ISU obtain a $400,000 USDA grant to use records and veterinary diag-
nostic services to address production challenges facing niche pork farmers. Production and economic data 
were collected from nearly farrow-to-finish niche pork farms. These data had never before been assembled, 
and the results identified areas with the greatest potential for improvement. Subsequent projects developed 
and delivered outreach activities focused on these areas.

Niche Pork Production Handbook
ISU animal scientists and Extension staff compiled a 101-page Niche Pork Production Handbook, which is 
divided into 30 stand-alone sections. Topics covered included housing options, bedding management, sow 
feeding, boar fertility, stockmanship, and improving feed conversion. 

Beyond these and other projects, a PNMWG evaluation identified several areas (described next with substanti-
ating quotes from members) where the PNMWG delivered benefits to members. 

•	 Built Relationships, Shared Information, and Deepened Understanding

 » “All of a sudden everybody else is talking about some of their problems and I realized that some of 
our problems were the same.”

•	 Increased Markets, Business Skills, Job Opportunities, and Collaborative Business Relationships

 » “Actually [my business] came out of a project I did for PNMWG within the past year. Through this 
project we identified a need [for pork brokering services between producers and buyers] and thus 
formed the business to meet those needs.”

•	 Improved the Financial Stability of Niche Pork Farms

 » “[My business has] changed 100 percent since we [took part in a PNMWG project]—we changed 
everything in production. We’ve doubled the pigs per sow per year.”

•	 Leveraged Resources and Increased Agency Support for Niche Pork Enterprises

 » “I think the group as a whole, all of the information that it was pulling together, and the focal 
points that it was creating, helped Iowa State itself identify some research priorities.”

Future Development and Growth of the PNMWG
All of PNMWG’s members share in a strong interest in niche pork production and marketing. Some are com-
petitors in the marketplace, but they see value to having PNMWG work to help address common challenges. 
Others are technical assistance providers or industry associations that are finding ways to apply their expertise 
to a segment of the industry that previously had been difficult to target and assist. 

Regular face-to-face interaction is crucial to PNMWG’s longevity and successes. The development of trust 
and open communication among its members also is important, as is the ability to secure funds for projects 
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that further address challenges cited by the members. Skillful facilitation of meetings also is crucial, so that 
PNMWG members have a forum to continue to learn from each other and from project work, and to help set 
future priorities. Another key component of success has been the attention given to managing projects so that 
they are completed with maximum positive impact. 

Learning, Knowledge Sharing and Communication
Knowledge is generated and learning occurs through PNMWG’s quarterly meetings, projects, and commu-
nication activities (i.e., newsletters, web site, and presentations). We cultivate ongoing connections among 
members through meetings and emails to members. We evaluate the group’s continued effectiveness with an 
annual assessment process each September. 
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Regional Food Systems Working Group

Establishment of the Regional Food Systems Working Group
The Regional Food Systems Working Group began with a needs assessment meeting of local food practitio-
ners in April 2003, followed by a strategic planning session in August 2003 attended by 12 people from the 
April session. Based on those two meetings and discussions among the leaders of the Value Chains Partner-
ships project, a decision was made to form a Regional Food Systems group. In October 2003, invitations to 
attend the first planning meeting were sent to local food practitioners and farmers across Iowa. More than 30 
people attended the event where Pat Boddy served as facilitator. Rich Pirog, VCP project director, coordinated 
these meetings with assistance from Andrew Hug (VCP program assistant). After two additional meetings, the 
last in February 2004, the group had developed a mission statement and definition of a regional food system.

What are the functions the RFSWG? 
Mission statement of the RFSWG
To support education, conduct research and facilitate partnerships to increase investment and support of 
community-based, sustainable and environmentally responsible regional food enterprises.

Participants in RFSWG include farmers, community leaders such as bankers and local economic development 
staff, county and regional ISU Extension staff, representatives from state agencies and various non-profit orga-
nizations involved in food system work.

RFSWG defined a regional food system in the following manner:

A regional food system supports long-term connections between farmers and consumers while helping to 
meet the health, social, economic and environmental needs of communities within that region. Producers and 
markets are linked via efficient infrastructures that:

•	 Promote environmental health,

•	 Provide competitive advantages to producers, processors, and retailers,

•	 Encourage identification with a region’s culture, history, and ecology, and

•	 Share risks and rewards equitably among all partners in the system.

After two years of awarding competitive grants on local and regional food projects, evaluation feedback indi-
cated that the group was not sufficiently focused and was in danger of losing momentum. RFSWG underwent 
a process to refocus its efforts by engaging with partners who were working in specific geographic areas of 
the state. In 2006, RFSWG finalized a new set of objectives:

•	 Identify key elements found in specific close spaced geographical areas that create a vibrant and 
sustainable food system,

•	 Work with leaders in food businesses to identify key elements that are not yet developed,

•	 Help identify and measure key changes in different regions to determine whether there is positive 
change, and

•	 Develop and implement a continuous learning process across Iowa to determine what it takes to 
make a regional food system more vibrant and sustainable.
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How does the RFSWG operate?
RFSWG changed its operation mode in 2006. It started with a pilot program in one new geographic area 
(Northeast Iowa Food and Farming Coalition) and then through a competitive process added additional 
groups representing other geographical regions. A steering committee comprised of RFSWG members, the 
RFSWG leader, and VCP program assistant reviewed proposals and made recommendations. After a proposal 
was accepted for seed funding, each new group presented their ideas to the entire RFSWG to get feedback 
before developing a plan of work.

RFSWG meets on a quarterly basis. As of 2007, local group leaders work with the Leopold Center to plan the 
agenda for these meetings. The meetings start with a brief check-in on the mission statement followed by 
introduction of all participants and welcoming of any new participants. A sign-in sheet is used and all new 
participants are added to the RFSWG mail list. RFSWG conducts an end-of-meeting survey as a way to get 
feedback on the direction of the group and the format and content of meetings. 

As RFSWG began to focus its efforts on geographic-based areas, a small percentage of participants not directly 
living in or involved in some capacity with one or more of these groups stopped attending. However, atten-
dance at these meetings has grown from an average of 40 people in 2005 to the current average of 70 people. 
This growth is due in part to the addition of new geographic areas and increased interest in the work of the 
group by students, farmers, and community leaders.

By engaging local RFSWG leaders in the development of the agenda, RFSWG members have obtained a high 
degree of ownership in the group. Two notable issues remain critical for a minority segment of the group:

1. A desire to reduce the amount of time in presentations and increase time spent in discussion on 
key issues, and

2. A desire to use some resources to start sub-groups to tackle specific issues such as business start-
ups, distribution and processing, immigrant farmers, food safety, food policy, and others.

What has the RFSWG produced?
(from RFSWG evaluation 2007)

•	 Leveraging legitimacy and credibility

 » “[RFSWG] adds more credibility to local efforts because of state support... If we tried to do it cold 
turkey, we probably wouldn’t have gotten as good a response—we would have been considered 
just a bunch of renegades.”

•	 Leveraging time on food systems work

 » “I see more interest from my bosses to invest more of my time in local food systems.”

 » “[New collaborations resulting from RFSWG] mean for grant programs that I run, food is a lot more 
on the front burner than it’s been in the past.” 

•	 Building skills

 » “I am better learning how to communicate with people who aren’t part of the choir.” 

•	 Improving knowledge and learning

 » “I think [RFSWG] is willing to address the economic hardships of local agriculture even though it’s more 
difficult. …They want to take an honest look at it and a complete and deep analysis of what we’re up 
against. That milieu is a better learning environment instead of people avoiding those issues”
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•	 Improving organizational efficiency

 » “I think that it has made our job easier in the sense that instead of trying to hunt down and 
find all of these resources, you go to [RFSWG] meetings and it’s just everything you need to 
know and the people you need to know are all right there.”

 » “[Through RFSWG] I can hear stories where people have struggled—it’s nice to let someone 
else make the mistake so I don’t have to.”

In 2007-2008, RFSWG:

•	 Exceeded year-two goals for increased sales of community-based local food over year one sales by 
more than $330,000

•	 Exceeded year-two goals for documentation of new baseline purchases of local food by more than 
$118,000

•	 Exceeded year two goals for leveraging local resources by more than $59,000

•	 Played a role in helping Pottawattamie County pass a proclamation that would provide $30,000 
each year for four years for a foods council that will help increase commerce of local foods in the 
Omaha-Council Bluffs trade area

•	 One food cooperative in northeast Iowa tripled in size and increased the number of local food 
vendors from 18 to 78

•	 Added two new local groups; RFSWG now covers more than 35 of Iowa’s 99 counties

•	 Conducted economic impact analysis in five northeast Iowa counties for a set of production and 
nutritional goals, with analysis in southeast and southwest Iowa set for fall 2009. 

The Common Ground (Nature of Members’ Relationship)
All members of RFSWG share a desire to build local capacity for local and regional food commerce that will 
support economic and community health. Each meeting provides a forum to build that common ground.

Future Development and Growth of the RFSWG
The Leopold Center will continue to convene and facilitate meetings. The Center has adopted a servant leader-
ship approach to move RFSWG toward an increasing share of self-governance by its local group leader mem-
bers in an attempt to increase ownership and effectiveness. 

Learning, Knowledge Sharing and Communication
Creating and documenting knowledge
Knowledge is created and then shared by group members through presentations, discussions, and general 
networking during the meetings. There is a great deal of networking outside of meetings where tacit knowl-
edge is shared. Leaders of other working groups regularly attend the RFSWG meetings and contribute their 
expertise and assistance to local leaders. 

Evaluating the effectiveness of the RFSWG
End-of meeting evaluations and a recurring in-depth evaluation using appreciative inquiry by the VCP evalua-
tor make sure that assessment is ongoing. 

Frequent communication with local group leaders occur through e-mails and conference calls. A social  
networking site for RFSWG is being established for its local leaders.
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Dealing with conflicts between leaderships own work and working groups work
As leader of the RFSWG and the Leopold Center’s Marketing and Food Systems Initiative, I continue to seek 
ways to integrate the two by encouraging Leopold Center grantees to actively participate in RFSWG or other 
relevant VCP working groups.
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Flax Working Group 

How the Flax Working Group was established
The Flax Working Group was established in 2005 as a new working group in the Value Chains partnership proj-
ect. Spectrum Organics had partnered with American Natural Soy in Cherokee, Iowa to build a new processing 
facility for organic flax oil. They formed a new company, Biowa Nutraceuticals, and constructed their crushing 
facility in 2004. Iowa organic farmers and some conventional growers as well were eager to learn about grow-
ing flax and the potential to increase their profitability by adding an additional crop to their rotation.

Why a Working Group for Flax?
A “binding force” was needed for flax development activities. Traditional support from Iowa State University for 
new crop development would come from the Agronomy Department, but would not provide business devel-
opment support. For a specialty crop, such as organic flax, development of the production methods without 
concurrent development of the market would have been unlikely to yield success. Only a limited market exists 
for this crop. In addition, the specialty food market has specific grain and food quality standards for flax and 
other products that must be met for farmers to achieve a profit.

Flax Working Group Structure and Function
The Working Group was co-facilitated by Iowa State University Value Added Agriculture and Practical Farmers 
of Iowa. Members of the Flax Working Group included: 

•	 Organic and conventional crop producers

•	 A flax oilseed processor, Biowa Nutraceuticals, 

•	 Flax buyers (for food and feed)

•	 Agronomists

•	 Faculty working on seed processing 

•	 Extension outreach personnel

•	 Practical Farmers of Iowa

The Working Group met three times each year, with two winter meetings and a summer field event. Field 
events featured on-farm research and production and on flax processing.

Accomplishments of the Flax Working Group
The Flax Working Group took a comprehensive approach to the investigation and development of organic flax 
for Midwest production and marketing. The group:

•	 Contributed to agronomic research for flax, both on-farm and on the research station,

•	 Helped coordinate flax harvesting and cleaning research,

•	 Conducted grower surveys and interviews to gain producer input into production and harvesting 
guidelines

•	 Conducted outreach and education with summer field events and articles in the popular press,

•	 Developed the Flax Production Guide for Iowa (ISU Extension PM 2020) (www.extension.iastate.
edu/Publications/PM2020.pdf), and 

•	 Developed a production and marketing financial budget for use by growers.
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In two years, the Working Group leveraged an additional $58,089 for research and development form the ISU 
Agronomy Department, the ISU Agronomy Endowment Fund and Spectrum/Hain Celestial. 

Challenges for the Flax Working Group
In late 2006, Spectrum Organics was purchased by Hain Celestial, a large organic food company. The company’s 
interest of the in sourcing local product was less than we had experienced initially with Spectrum Organics.

Both our agronomic research and farmers’ experiences pointed out big challenges for flax production, and 
particularly for organic flax production in the Midwest. Flax is an extremely non-competitive crop and is chal-
lenged to compete with weeds in organic systems in the Midwest. In the typical growing areas, North Dakota 
and Canada, flax is a full-season crop with different competing, cooler-season weed species. Flax grown in 
the north often is harvested after a frost, which renders weeds less of a problem in the harvesting process. In 
Iowa, a lot of foreign plant material that collected in the combine with the flax often resulted in lower product 
quality. In addition, flax grown farther south has lower amounts of the desirable fatty acids that make flax an 
attractive dietary supplement. 

Most farmers who experimented with flax did not find it as profitable as their other small grain alternatives. 
The number of farmers growing flax declined in 2006 and 2007, and today there are only a handful of Iowa 
farmers growing organic flax and selling to Spectrum/Hain Celestial. The group was discontinued in 2007.

Lessons Learned from the Flax Working Group
A focus on one crop is too narrow to maintain a vibrant working group. Continued funding was not available 
for such a narrow focus. In addition, the market outlet focused on only one buyer. Other buyers were sought 
and recruited into the Flax Working Group. Two feed buyers in the Midwest do purchase small amounts of or-
ganic flax for their businesses. These feed companies can source cleaned flax from North Dakota at reasonable 
prices, and are not likely to buy from Midwestern growers.

A crop-based working group with a broader emphasis would likely have more longevity and potential for 
greater impact over time. A focus on specialty grains or specialty oilseed crops or organic crops would have 
wider appeal, attract a larger membership, and likely would result in more impact for these industries.
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BioEconomy Working Group Narrative

How was the Bioeconomy Working Group established?
The Bioeconomy Working Group was one of the initial working groups formed in 2003, the first year of the 
Leopold Center’s Value Chains Partnership project. At that time, the federal BioPreferred program had just 
been launched.  The existing federal legislation, dictated that any federal entity, when buying products---
whether it was office furniture, cleaning products, fuel, etc.--- was required to purchase a biobased version 
of the product, if it was available at comparable quality and cost. The legislation further stated that, in order 
to meet the biobased standard for this federal requirement, the biomass used in the product needed to be 
produced domestically.

HON Industries, of Muscatine, Iowa, manufactures office furniture and office space dividers. In 2003, 25 per-
cent of HON’s furniture sales were to the federal government, so they were very motivated to develop a line of 
biobased products.  They embarked on a research and development program to make biobased office parti-
tions, biobased chairs, and biobased tack boards. They needed to source the fibers for these products locally, 
so they were very interested in working with the Bioeconomy Working Group to establish a supply chain for 
the needed feedstock.

The Mission of the Bioeconomy Working Group was to make Iowa a leader in bioproduct feedstock produc-
tion, materials, engineering, and advanced manufacturing. 

How did the Bioeconomy Working Group function? 
The BioEconomy Working Group met four times each year in Ames. Over time, two of those meetings were 
held jointly with Advanced Manufacturing Research Collaboration Cluster in other cities across the state. Re-
search and Development Grants were made once yearly. Topics covered in meetings included research reports 
and updates, business development strategies, and identifying needs in the plant fiber value chain that were 
to be addressed

Accomplishments of the Bioeconomy Working Group
•	 Recruited and convened a group of committed people who worked to make a difference in how 

value chains developed for biobased businesses in Iowa

•	 Sponsored the 2004 Biobased Industry Outlook Conference in Ames, Iowa 

•	 Received funds for research and development projects, for support staff and for honoraria to par-
ticipants 

•	 Developed a sustainability matrix for the biofiber economy in Iowa

•	 Awarded a total of ten research and development grants, four in 2003 and six in 2004 

Research and development projects included: 

•	 Biofibers as strengthening agents and extenders in injection-molded plastics

•	 Kenaf production methods for Iowa

•	 Kenaf fiber characteristics in fiber mats

•	 Flax fiber quality and characteristics

•	 Transportation logistics of corn stover for biofiber

•	 Study tours to Texas and Michigan to investigate kenaf production and processing
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Membership and Relationships / Developing the Community of Practice
The Bioeconomy Working Group developed a partnership with AMRCC. This cluster of industries is a collabora-
tive partnership of Iowa end product manufacturers and their Iowa suppliers. Its purposes are to promote the 
use of advanced technologies, engineering, and processes; conduct collaborative research; and provide user-
to-user sharing of technologies and best practices in Iowa. Their goal is to make Iowa the leader in engineering 
and advanced manufacturing. Members in AMRCC include John Deere; Pella Corp.; HNI (formerly HON) Indus-
tries; Fischer Controls; Rockwell Collins Inc.; Shafer Systems, Inc.; Vermeer Manufacturing; Iowa State Univer-
sity; University of Iowa; University of Northern Iowa; Iowa Manufacturing Extension Partnership; Iowa Business 
Council; Iowa Department of Economic Development; and Iowa community colleges.

AMRCC formed a Biomass Working Group in conjunction with our Bioeconomy Working Group. The objectives were: 

•	 Promote the use and commercialization of bioproduct materials through engineering and ad-
vanced manufacturing;

•	 Conduct collaborative research and development;

•	 Share knowledge, technologies, and best practices that will benefit the corporations and citizens 
of Iowa; and 

•	 Encourage the state, county, and local entities to purchase Iowa bio-renewable products.

Discontinuing the Working Group
About three years into the project, the federal legislation requiring biobased product purchases by govern-
ment entities was changed.  The requirement for the biomass to be domestically produced was removed.  
Therefore, HON (now HNI Industries) and other manufacturers could source their fiber (at a much lower cost) 
from Indonesia, Vietnam, etc.  The opportunity for Iowa producers diminished considerably, as manufacturers 
like HNI didn’t have to worry about developing the supply chain for domestic fibers --- they simply imported 
the products from offshore.

HON was excellent to work with - they dedicated a number of people in their technology development center 
to the fiber production and marketing chain project for several years. They respected the farmers and knew 
they needed to make a profit.  However, the company is like most commercial enterprizes - when the legisla-
tion changed and they realized that they could import the fibers more easily and cheaply, their interest and 
support for Iowa farmers developing a system to supply the fibers they needed.

Even if there had been continued market “pull,” there were addition issues with local production and process-
ing of kenaf.  Among the challenges were:

•	 Limit to the ability of existing machinery to deliver clean, properly-sized kenaf fibers to the market;

•	 Profit potential to compete with the bio-renewable energy corn and soybean economy was mar-
ginal; and 

•	 Kenaf was and is not supported in the Federal farm program. 

Lessons learned from the Bioeconomy Working Group
Although the working group was not conceived this way, it developed a narrow focus of one crop fiber source 
and one potential market. This is too narrow a base or value chain to support long-term ongoing work. When 
the one potential market disappeared, there wasn’t enough incentive to continue the working group.
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Small Meat Processors Working Group Working Group

Establishment of the Small Meat Processors Working Group 
Small-scale meat processing plants are necessary for the vitality of Iowa’s agriculture and rural way of life. In 
1965, there were more than 550 small meat plants in Iowa. Today there are fewer than 200. To address this 
decline, interested researchers and groups came together to form the Small Meat Processors Working Group 
(SMPWG) in the summer of 2006. The group has sought to locate, map, and coordinate the resources avail-
able at the local, state, and national levels to assist small Iowa meat processors who seek to begin, upgrade or 
expand their businesses. ISU graduate student Arion Thiboumery coordinates the group’s meetings and activi-
ties. In fall 2007, the SMPWG joined the Value Chain Partnerships cluster of working groups.

How does the SMPWG function?
To help small, Iowa meat processors expand, upgrade or build new facilities in order to promote rural develop-
ment and increase agricultural opportunities.

Intended audience
The SMPWG targets three main groups: 

1. Meat processors, 

2. Organizations and agencies that can provide assistance for meat processors, and 

3. Individuals and groups, such as producer groups, that depend upon meat processors. 

The SMPWG seeks to coordinate efforts by these different groups with similar interests to help this sector be-
come (and remain) a vital economic segment in Iowa agriculture. 

How does the SMPWG operate?
To form this group, a broad swath of stakeholders from the three targeted audiences were interviewed and 
questioned about several options:

1. How would you conduct this project?

2. Who (else) needs to be part of this working group?

3. How would you envision coordination of comprehensive support for small meat processors?

The key underlying question was, “How would this be valuable to you?” This line of discussion simultaneously 
began to encourage commitment beyond a perfunctory level, set direction for the group, and establish a 
foundation to identify how these diverse support elements could best be coordinated to complement each 
other most effectively.

While many suggestions emerged to direct how the group would function, the approach that clearly rose to 
the top was to use a project orientation for the group, with three objectives:

1. Work with three “test cases”—small Iowa meat processors actively seeking to expand or upgrade 
their operations—in order to fully explore, in a highly grounded manner, what support was 
needed to help these businesses prosper.

2. Produce a guidebook of resources available to small meat lockers that will serve both as a refer-
ence for working group member organizations and as an educational tool for small meat lockers 
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and organizations that work with them.

3. Cultivate inter-organizational trust and familiarity and social capital among working group mem-
bers so as to facilitate ongoing partnerships.

The original agreement was to hold four working group meetings over nine months, with meetings every two 
months. It should be noted clearly that many of the CoP members became interested in the group to support 
objectives 1 and 2, and not so much number 3. The concrete study design and the objective of producing a 
real, usable product (the guidebook), were much more appealing than nebulous qualities such as “familiarity” 
and “social capital.”

For the next year, meetings were held by conference call every two months. While convenient, this arrange-
ment was not wholly desirable, as most preferred some face-to-face interaction. Group participants presently 
are trying to gather for face-to-face sessions to encourage more processor input when the board of the Iowa 
Meat Processors Association meets.

A significant amount of working group activity takes place between meetings with different combinations of 
group members joining together to carry out projects. The group’s coordinator spends a fair amount of time 
“walking the halls” to help coordinate activities and keep folks on the same page.

What has the SMPWG produced?
•	 Iowa Meat Processors’ Resource Guidebook (www.ncrcrd.iastate.edu/pubs/contents/189.htm)

•	 Guide to Designing a Small Red Meat Plant with Two Sizes of Model Designs (Iowa State University 
Extension PM 2077) 

•	 Open House Mini Grants (two years)

•	 Iowa Poultry Slaughter, Processing, and Sales Guidelines for Small-scale Producers (Iowa 
State University Extension PM 2068) (https://www.extension.iastate.edu/store/ItemDetail.
aspx?ProductID=13044)

•	 Beef and Pork Whole Animal Buying Guide (Iowa State University Extension PM 2076) 

•	 Group members have taken the lead to provide support for small meat processors

 » Product Costing Workshop (two years)

 » Plant Productivity Workshop

 » Succession Planning Workshop

 » Marketing Workshop

•	 Extensive media coverage for meat processors and group members

•	 Broad notice of meat processor-related activities by ISU Extension 
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The Fruit and Vegetable Working Group

Establishment of the Fruit and Vegetable Working Group
The Fruit and Vegetable Working Group (FVWG) is one of the most recently created working groups in the Val-
ue Chain Partnerships (VCP). Funds through the VCP became available at the sunset of the Flax Working Group 
and the Bioeconomy Working Group (see the narratives for these working groups highlighting the reasons for 
their closure). As a member of the VCP, the FVWG is focused on building local food systems that reward farm-
ers who use high standards of environmental and community stewardship.

At the start of 2007, the VCP core group conducted a needs assessment. With the help of the VCP advisory 
group, it was determined that there was a critical need for capacity building in Iowa’s fruit and vegetable 
industry in Iowa. As a result, the FVWG was officially launched with a working group meeting in Ames, Iowa, 
in November 2007. Invitations to the meeting were sent to producers, academics, retailers, wholesalers, state 
agencies and non-profits across Iowa to attend what essentially was to be a planning meeting. Approximately 
60 people attended the first meeting. Mike Bevins, the State Horticulturalist was the keynote speaker and 
he gave a synopsis of the horticultural industry in Iowa highlighting strengths, weaknesses and needs of the 
industry. The main portion of the first meeting was dedicated to a needs assessment that outlined and ranked 
the most important areas for work in the fruit and vegetable sector. This soon was followed by a web-based 
survey to gather additional information on the industry needs. From the initial meeting and the web survey 
results, desired specific topics for education were determined to be:

•	 Post-harvest quality control

•	 Marketing / selling to institutions / advertising and promotion

•	 Educational, financial and other resources available for growers

•	 It’s more important for the group to foster cooperative efforts and working together than provid-
ing information for individuals’ needs”

•	 “Encourage small grocers to buy from local farmers”

•	 “Help make a connection between producers and buyers / brokers”

•	 “Start with small, achievable steps; leverage the success; evolve like the Niche Pork Working Group”

What are the functions of the FVWG?
Mission Statement of the FVWG
The Fruit and Vegetable Working Group will build the production capacity, marketing capacity and financial 
capacity within Iowa’s fruit and vegetable industry, by taking actions that directly address identified constraints. 

The working group strategy to fulfill its mission will be to:

•	 Increase Iowa’s capacity for fruit and vegetable production by

 » Fostering new growers, and/or

 » Assisting existing growers to increase production levels sustainably, and/or

 » Increasing total acreage under production

•	 Identify and meet the needs of Iowa’s fruit and vegetable producers

•	 Increase the quality and the amount of relevant information available to Iowa’s fruit  
and vegetable growers
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•	 Increase the availability of relevant information to Iowa’s fruit and vegetable growers

•	 Explore the possibility of partnering projects with other VCP working groups

How does the FVWG operate?
The Fruit and Vegetable Working Group has met with more than 100 Iowa growers, buyers, processors and 
distributors during the past year. The group is coordinated by the Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture 
and Iowa State University (ISU) Extension. 

The FVWG meets four times a year: two workshops (spring and fall) and two field days (summer months). 
Members of the working group play the key role in determining programs for the workshops and field days, as 
well as the areas of research that the industry needs. Generally, the meetings start with a brief check-in on the 
mission statement followed by an introduction of all participants and welcoming of any new participants. A 
sign-in sheet is passed around to ensure that new participants are added to the FVWG mail list. 

At the beginning of 2009, a six-person advisory team from within the FVWG membership was established. The 
role of this team is to help in decision making for the working group as well as to encourage internal leader-
ship/ownership within the group.

What has the FVWG produced?
Start-Up Vegetable Enterprise for Beginning Farmers
The project developed example scenarios and a decision aid for new farmers interested in growing vegetables. 
Several scenarios were constructed with different mixes of vegetables enterprises for a five- to six-year  
start-up period. 

Post-Harvest Handling Decision Tool for Vegetable Growers
A Decision Tool for vegetable farmers was developed to help them make informed choices about their post-
harvest handling needs. This will be applicable to start up vegetable production businesses and those looking 
at expanding.

Future Work
Two research projects will be undertaken in 2009 In addition, the FVWG and its advisory team will identify 
qualitative and quantitative indicators to chart the group’s progress. Examples of possible indicators are:

•	 Number of fruit and vegetable growers in Iowa

•	 Number of new beginning fruit and vegetable growers in Iowa

•	 Increases in production levels as a result of FVWG activities

•	 Relevant information available to aid capacity increases for fruit and vegetable producers

•	 Increased accessibility to relevant information

•	 Producers’ sales of Iowa grown fruits and vegetables

•	 Number of acres of Iowa fruit and vegetables under production

•	 Purchases of Iowa fruits and vegetables by key groceries, food cooperatives and institutions

Future Development and Growth of the FVWG
The current FVWG coordinators, Malcolm Robertson and Margaret Smith, will continue to play key leadership 
roles for the group; but they agree that the coordinator position must be compensated financially, and not be 
simply a volunteer position. 
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They also intend to put structures in place to begin to create a shared leadership model, both to augment the 
roles the current coordinators play and to pave the way for new leaders to come.

•	 Part of this shared leadership will be established through the creation of the working group’s advi-
sory team from within FVWG membership.

•	 During 2009-2010, the existing FVWG coordinators will continue to facilitate the major portion of 
the planning and development of FVWG meetings, research and outreach. 

•	 As FVWG begins to coalesce as a community of practice, the existing coordinators will identify and 
foster potential leaders in the group to:

 » Disperse responsibilities for projects and administration

 » Ensure long-term sustainability and resilience for the administration of the working group

•	 FVWG will look to develop or strengthen partnerships with: 

 » Iowa State University Extension and the ISU Extension Value Added program

 » Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture

 » Practical Farmers of Iowa 

 » Iowa Department of Agriculture and Land Stewardship

 » Iowa Fruit and Vegetable Growers Association

 » Value Chain Partners

•	 FVWG has submitted a proposal for funding through USDA’s new Cooperative Research, Education 
and Extension Service (CREES) Specialty Crop grant program. 
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Grass-Based Livestock Working Group

Establishment of the Grass-Based Livestock Working Group
The Grass-Based Livestock Working Group (GBLWG) is the newest of the five working groups in the Value Chain 
Partnerships (VCP). GBLWG was initiated by a strategic investment from the Leopold Center for Sustainable 
Agriculture in summer 2008. Grass-based livestock is a topic that spans all three of the Leopold Center’s strate-
gic initiatives in Marketing & Food Systems, Ecology, and Policy because: 

1. There is an expanding awareness of, and market demand for, grass-based food products and their 
perceived health benefits, 

2. Well-managed grass farming tends to have positive environmental effects (e.g. greater water infil-
tration, reduced erosion potential, increased carbon sequestration, year-round land cover), and 

3. Some greater degree of education and policy incentives will be necessary before grass-based live-
stock production can hold a place amongst the most reputed agricultural ventures in Iowa.

The Grass-Based Livestock Working Group had its first general membership meeting in August 2008 at the Liv-
ing History Farms in Urbandale, Iowa. Producers and academics from ISU made up the bulk of the 55-person 
crowd, but state agencies and non-profits also had a noticeable showing. A representative of the Iowa NRCS 
gave a presentation about CRP-to-Grazing, but the main point of this meeting was a large-scale needs assess-
ment outlining and ranking the most important areas for work in the grass-based livestock sector, framed 
around four conspicuous, yet interrelated thematic areas: production, marketing, ecology, and policy. The 
priorities that ranked highest included networking, branding and product differentiation, valuing ecosystem 
services, and, especially, cost-effective grazing models. 

The number of attendees to the second and third quarterly meetings of the Grass-Based Livestock Working 
Group, which occurred in November 2008 and February 2009, respectively, has stayed consistent around 50. 
There have been educational components at each meeting, which have included presentations on grazing 
native grasses in the Chichaqua Bottoms and patch-burn grazing in the Grand River Grasslands, as well as a 
producer panel on accessing alternative markets for grass-based livestock products. Half of the second meet-
ing was spent with attendees broken out around the four thematic areas – production, marketing, ecology, 
and policy – and coming up with ideas for research and demonstration (R&D) projects that might take advan-
tage of the $24,000 in seed money provided by the Leopold Center. Each thematic area got its own listserv, 
in addition to the general mailing list, for further discussion after the meeting. As a result, when the request 
for proposals for these funds was released in December, there were already several leadership teams that had 
congealed around a proposed project.

What are the functions of the GBLWG?
The GBLWG statement of purpose
Our statement of purpose explains that the GBLWG exists to: 1) create a diverse and inclusive support network 
for grass-based farm and food businesspersons, 2) promote innovation, conservation, and information-sharing 
in the grass-based livestock sector, and 3) help grass-based livestock agriculture realize potential ecological, 
economic, and social benefits.

This working group was intended to serve as a peer group for graziers from all along the continuum, from the 
conventional cow-calf operations, to the certified-organic, holistically-managed, grass-finished operations, 
and all of those in between. Although the primary focus would be on beef production, since the majority of 
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pasture/forage acres in Iowa are used toward this end, the working group should have diverse representation 
from the grass-based dairy and small ruminant sectors. As such, the working conception of grass-based live-
stock is intentionally loose; grass-based livestock animals derive a substantial portion of their nutrition from 
pasture/forage for a significant period of their lives. 

How does GBLWG operate?
So far, the Grass-Based Livestock Working Group has gotten together every three months and will likely con-
tinue that quarterly schedule for the immediate future. 

All three of our meetings have been in central Iowa, two on the ISU campus in Ames and one is the Des 
Moines metro area. The idea of holding GBLWG meetings in other areas of the state where grazing operations 
are more prevalent (e.g. southern Iowa or far northeastern Iowa) is still being considered, but GIS mapping 
of participants’ addresses has actually shown that a Story County meeting location minimizes the total travel 
distance for all participants. Plus, by changing locations, we may lose just as many participants as we gain.

Outside of face-to-face meetings, GBLWG participants have the opportunity to interact using e-mail listservs. 
As mentioned earlier, there are currently five such lists; one for the entire GBLWG membership, and four others, 
one for each of the major thematic areas, which were developed primarily to facilitate conversations about 
ideas for R&D grant applications. At this point in time, the grazing, wildlife, and ecology list is by far the most 
active. Soon, the Value Chain Partnerships project will sponsor the creation and hosting of a Grass-Based Live-
stock Working Group web site, which will be used for transmission of the working group’s information, schol-
arly work, timely news, and events related to grazing and grass farming.

What has the GBLWG produced?
The Grass-Based Livestock Working Group received requests totaling $37,000 for $24,000 in available R&D 
funds At the third GBLWG meeting, one grant was awarded in each thematic area. Regarding production, an 
ISU Extension Livestock Field Specialist will be comparing the economics of 12-15 grass-based beef farms 
grouped by grazing intensity: continuous, low-intensity rotational, and high-intensity rotational grazing. 
Regarding marketing, Practical Farmers of Iowa are going to hold a workshop on branding and marketing for 
grass-based livestock products. Regarding ecology, the Iowa Beef Center and Iowa Native Lands will hold a 
conference on grazing native plant species and to develop several case studies of producers successfully graz-
ing natives. Finally, regarding policy, an ISU master’s student will compile existing literature and information to 
conceptualize a baseline state of the grazing sector in Iowa, outlining management practices, as well as incen-
tives and disincentives to change.

Future Development and Growth of the GBLWG
Going forward, the Grass-Based Livestock Working Group must address several concerns to ensure its sustain-
ability. First, the GBLWG does not exist in a vacuum; there are several other peer-based groups that support 
grazing and graziers throughout Iowa including the Grazing Lands Conservation Initiative, the Iowa Forage & 
Grassland Council, the Southern Iowa Forage & Livestock Committee, and numerous regional grazing clusters 
organized and funded by the Practical Farmers of Iowa. As such, the Grass-Based Livestock Working Group is 
going to have to coordinate closely with these other initiatives, leverage the capacities of partner organiza-
tions, and continue to strive to differentiate itself and its offerings. Secondly, the intentionally large net cast by 
the GBLWG to attract graziers of all types has resulted in a certain degree of difficulty in appealing to all fac-
tions of the grazing community with any one educational topic. As such, panels and presentations at meetings 
must be planned carefully, and post-meeting evaluations must continue to be heeded, so that conventional 
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farmers, alternative farmers, and graziers raising species and products apart from beef cattle will all be moti-
vated to attend and to bring their friends. The coordinator will also continue to actively recruit members from 
sectors that are underrepresented. The strength of this working group must be in its diversity. 

Learning, Knowledge Sharing and Communication
Creating and documenting knowledge
The working group has audio recordings of the three GBLWG meetings, as well as archived webinars which 
were used to transmit educational presentations to participants joining from a distance. These will be made 
publicly available as soon as the GBLWG web presence is up and running, along with reports and documenta-
tion on the status of funded R&D projects.

Evaluating the effectiveness of GBLWG
The Grass-Based Livestock Working Group hires the time of an Extension sociologist for evaluation of the 
working group. An online questionnaire is delivered via e-mail following each quarterly working group meet-
ing. Given that the meetings do not yet have a set-in-stone format, the evaluation questionnaire does not 
either, although we are trying to move towards a template that contains questions that will be adaptable to 
most situations, simply so we can monitor changes in individual metrics over time. The questionnaire asks 
about satisfaction with different components of the meetings – e.g, research discussions, practitioner presen-
tations, informal networking, etc. – and about the likelihood of implementation of the information.  

Dealing with conflicts between leaderships own work and the working groups work
The main “conflict” I have experienced as coordinator of the Grass-Based Livestock Working Group is that 
people assume I have a much greater knowledge about grass and grazing than I do. I was not selected to coor-
dinate this group because I am a trained animal scientist or an experienced grass farmer, but more so because 
I am willing to try to unite disparate interests behind a motivating topic. As such, I have developed a network 
of specialists in Extension and state government that are very well-versed in the technical details of grass-
based livestock production, and I have called upon them frequently to answer questions from working group 
members that I can not fully answer.
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Evolution of Value Chain Partnerships:  
The Iowa Network for Food and Agriculture Working Group
(Sue Honkamp — June 2009)

Tagline
Iowa’s Network of Food and Agriculture Working Groups

•	 Quick description of VCP

•	 Consistently use this tagline following the name VCP in all communication

Positioning
•	 Value Chain Partnerships is an Iowa-based network of food and agriculture working groups. We 

work to deliver social, environmental, and economic benefits to our clients and communities. We 
leverage funding and expertise to identify food system challenges, foster learning and innovation, 
and implement solutions

•	 A more thorough description of VCP

•	 VCP must use clear and concise messaging

 » A brand positioning statement is a clear and concise description of what VCP stands for

 » The brand positioning statement will identify VCP’s:

 ū Target audience: Who should VCP address?

 ū Frame of reference: What type of organization is VCP?

 ū Point of difference: Why is VCP unique?

 ū Reason to believe: How does it work?

Objective
•	 “Increase the viability of Iowa community-based agricultural businesses that produce and market 

products that result in positive social, environmental, and economic benefits”

•	 This objective will meet VCP’s goal to: 

 » Foster significant social, economic, and environmental benefits for Iowa farmers, businesses, 
and communities

 » Become a sustainable multi-organizational program with strong and stable commitments 
from its core partners and increasing demand for its services by a wide range of organizations 
and businesses

Target Audience
VCP must identify the target audience that will help them pursue the VCP objective.

•	 Who are they?

 » Members of the agricultural community and beyond: farmers, processors, producers, agen-
cies, academics, policymakers, investors, community members

•	 What do they believe in?

 » Support local agriculture

 » Support community prosperity
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 » Support environmental stewardship

 » Support economic profitability

•	 What can they do?

 » Share knowledge

 » Support the group

 » Invest resources, including monetary support

 » Work to change policy

VCP’s core target includes individuals, businesses, and organizations who are part of the value chain.

VCP must reach out to potential supporters while resonating with existing supporters. The four categories of 
supporters (some of whom may fall within more than one group):

•	 Core target 

 » Working group members

 ū Individuals and their organizations contribute to the group by identifying opportunities, 
sharing expertise, and working to resolve issues

 ū Farmers, businesses, and state and federal organizations included in the value chain

•	 Peripheral support

 » Partner organizations

 ū Ensure that the group stays on track

 ū Provide resources

 ū Existing partners include Leopold Center, PFI, ISU, Extension

 » Benefactors

 ū Provide financial backing to one or more working groups or VCP as a whole

 ū Funders, investors, grantees, foundations

 » Influential advocates

 ū Publicly support the team’s efforts and bring work to mainstream

 ū Policymakers (including legislators, council members, and advisory boards), media, food 
buyers, community leaders, educators (including Extension)

Frame of reference: What type  
of organization is VCP?
VCP is an Iowa-based agricultural  
network that provides positive social,  
environmental, and economic benefits  
in our communities.

Future 
Working Groups
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Communities of Practice: Useful Information for Selecting, Initiating, 
Funding, Managing, and Branding 
Value Chain Partnerships have established a dynamic set of working groups using a community of practice 
framework. In doing so, we have developed an extensive knowledge base devoted to initiating, managing, 
funding, and branding working groups. As our store of information and experience increases, we can apply 
what we have learned to make our groups more effective and resilient, and to share that information with oth-
ers. We have organized our findings in the following sections:

•	 Conditions for success when selecting a community of practice (CoP) 

•	 Suggestions for initiating a community of practice

•	 Considerations for managing an effective community of practice

•	 Considerations for funding a community of practice

•	 Considerations when branding a community of practice

•	 The roles and skills needed for a leader/coordinator of a community of practice

•	 Organizational, professional, and business benefits to leading or participating in a CoP

•	 Assessing performance

•	 When is it time to end a community of practice?
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Conditions for success when selecting a Community of Practice (CoP)
•	 Critical Mass

 » Are there enough active, enthusiastic and committed potential participants (producer-led 
businesses and people representing organizations that provide services to those businesses) 
to form a functional community of practice?

•	 Line of Sight to Benefits and Impacts

 » Are there clear and measurable economic, social and/or environmental benefits for target 
clients for this particular community of practice?

•	 Focused on an unmet need

 » Will this community of practice be appropriately focused on an unmet or underserved need? 

•	 Interest from stakeholders

 » Is there sustained interest from community members, local businesses, local government and/
or regional government?

 » Is there a grass roots effort already underway? If yes, will this group duplicate existing efforts?

•	 Leadership Potential

 » Are there a set of key champions for this issue within local and/or state organizations and 
businesses?

 » Are there skilled facilitators identified in Iowa State University Extension and/or other organi-
zations who can assume the responsibility to coordinate the group?

•	 Potential to attract external resources.

 » What federal, state and local funds would be available to this Community of Practice (from 
university, state, federal, private business, angel investors, nonprofit organizations, etc.)? 

•	 Market Potential

 » Is there a clear, growing demand for the issue or market on which this group will focus?

•	 Policy Incentives

 » What agency or government policies are in place that would support or inhibit the success of 
this CoP? How will policy issues be handled by the CoP?
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Suggestions for initiating a CoP
(Requires advance planning and several group meetings)

•	 Convene key stakeholders and conduct a thorough needs assessment of the issue, including the 
challenges and opportunities

•	 Agree on key challenges the group has the capacity to address with existing and potential resources

•	 Identify individuals and organizations willing to make an initial commitment to work together to 
address the challenges. This commitment could consist of time, money, or in-kind resources

•	 Form follows function. Determine if a community of practice or other collaborative group is the 
best “form” to address the challenges

•	 Develop a mission, goal, or purpose statement for the group

•	 Develop a draft work plan and resource plan (see section on funding communities of practice)

•	 Form a leadership group (steering team) made up of a cross-section of members that will provide 
input to direct the CoP, and that has the authority to approve uses of CoP resources to assure wise 
choices, reduce redundancy, etc.

Considerations for managing an effective CoP
•	 An appropriate amount of discretionary funds is available to conduct projects that will help ad-

dress needs (see section on funding)

•	 Shared purpose. The mission, goal, or purpose statement provides direction and a way to choose 
appropriate activities to keep the group focused

•	 Shared responsibility. Participants work together to address needs

•	 Shared ownership of the CoP by its members, which results from conducting activities in a way 
that empowers members and organizations to believe in the group

•	 Accountability for performance on research and technical assistance projects

•	 Consistent, ongoing evaluation to provide feedback on the CoP performance

•	 Membership is open and can shift over time, with a core group base that provides continuity and 
directionAn appropriate balance of membership between businesses and/or community leaders 
and assistance providers/agencies personnel so that the majority of technical assistance needs can 
be met by group members

•	 Recurring (quarterly) face-to-face meetings to discuss progress on addressing key challenges, 
identify other pressing issues that may have arisen, and facilitate member-to-member networking 
and trust-building

•	  A clear agenda for every meeting, with adequate time for each agenda item and an opportunity 
for participants to suggest topics for future meetings

•	 Regular between-meeting communications via list serves, newsletters, web sites, and phone  
conversations between the coordinator and members

•	 Internal communication within partner groups and an environment of trust and openness  
to assure effective contributions 

•	 The willingness and ability of the group to address sensitive and controversial topics  
in a respectful manner
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•	 Safeguards to maintain confidential business or client information (where needed)

•	 A capable, mature coordinator with excellent facilitation and listening skills

•	 The capacity to recruit new members with the necessary skills to address identified challenges

Considerations for funding a CoP
•	 Adequate staff time for coordination and sufficient resources for projects are critical for successful 

CoP operation

•	 Commitment of in-kind and financial resources from key organizations is important to establish 
the CoP and to attract grant dollars

•	 All funders and investors want to see their resources leveraged

•	 A community of practice approach can help expand the funding pie to get work done rather than 
increasing competition for limited resources

•	 Funders will be more attracted to multi-organizational CoPs with similar goals that perform effi-
ciently and show visible results than to individual organizations that cannot demonstrate collabo-
ration with others

•	 A CoP that operates effectively and builds a reputation for success will find it easier to recruit new 
members with expertise and financial resources

•	 Resources devoted to evaluating the impact of the CoP and its project(s) are well worth the investment

•	 It is critical for projects undertaken by the CoP to have clear and easily measurable metrics as 
indicators for success. If you can clearly demonstrate through the CoP that you are making a differ-
ence, you are more likely to receive additional funding and increase the support for your work

•	 Grant writers need to cultivate relationships with funders, understand the goals of individual 
funders, and clearly communicate CoP project goals, objectives, outcomes, and impacts

•	 Requests for additional financial and in-kind resources should be coordinated across key members 
of the CoP to increase likelihood of added support

Considerations and suggestions when branding a CoP
Considerations

•	 Branding will give you the tools to clearly, concisely, and consistently communicate who you are, 
what you do best, and why it’s working 

•	 A more clear, concise, and consistent identity will help you to more effectively reach out to your 
target audience

•	 Targeted communication will generate support and increase your group’s ability to make an impact

Suggestions
•	 Determine your objective

 » What is the objective of your CoP?

 » Ensure that it is quantifiable

•	 Identify your target audience

 » Who will help you achieve your objective?
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 » What do they believe in?

 » What can they do for your group (and what can your group do for them)?

 » Identify core and peripheral supporters

•	 Determine your brand positioning

 » Identify your frame of reference

 ū What type of organization do you have?

 » Identify your point of difference

 ū How is your organization different from other organizations within your frame of reference?

 ū What benefit do you want people to associate with your organization?

 » Identify the reason to believe

 ū Why is your organization so successful?

 ū What is the most convincing support behind your point of difference?

 » Develop your positioning statement

 ū The positioning statement is comprised of the frame of reference, point of difference, 
and reason to believe

•	 Evaluate your CoP’s name

 » Does your name reflect the objective of the group and clearly communicate the work being 
done by the group?

 » When used consistently, a tagline can help clarify a name

•	 Determine your marketing objective

 » What does your target audience need to do in order to achieve your business objective?

•	 Determine the marketing challenge

 » What is the behavior or belief that needs to be overcome in order to get  
to the marketing objective?
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The Roles and Skills Needed for the Leader/Coordinator of a CoP
Roles

•	 Help people think about sharing information and resources in new ways

•	 Ensure participants are aware of decisions being reached

•	 Engage participants (especially quiet or timid people) to keep them involved and contributing

•	 Maintain a balance between processes and goal-related activity

•	 Keep the discussion focused on the topic (maintain the fine line between diversionary  
off-topic items and helpful related-topic discussion)

•	 Approach controversial issues in an honest and respectful manner and seek common ground

•	 Synthesize ideas, concepts, questions, and concerns expressed in the group to provide  
focus and purpose

•	 Convene meetings and be the contact for questions from other parties interested in the work  
of the CoP

•	 Recruit for a diverse membership, and ability to communicate goals, expectations,  
ground rules, and direction

•	 Encourage a culture of collaboration across organizations, businesses, and/or communities

Personal skills and qualities for CoP leaders

•	 Positive mental attitude

•	 Strong commitment to the CoP mission

•	 Strong organizational skills and attention to detail

•	 General expertise in the CoP topic area

•	 Excellent facilitation skills

•	 Good listening skills

•	 Well-developed interpersonal communication skills

•	 Appropriate sense of humor and timing

•	 Ability to help the group reflect on its discussions and information being shared

•	  Capacity to summarize ideas and concepts in a clear and concise manner

•	  Ability to remain neutral until everyone has contributed ideas

•	  Awareness of what is not being said, and the ability to bring it into the discussion

•	  “Big picture” thinking balanced with attention to detail

•	 Capacity to be a “servant leader.” A “servant leader” is a steward of the resources (human, 
financial and otherwise) provided by the CoP, and remains focused on achieving results  
consistent with the CoP’s values and integrity.
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Organizational, professional, and business benefits to leading or participating in a CoP

CoP Functions Key Benefits for Producers and 
Businesses

Key Benefits for Organizations 

Information hubs 
that create, capture, 
document, leverage, and 
deploy knowledge as 
technical assistance to 
create solutions for value 
chain partners

•	 Greater awareness of a wider range of 
support providers and services

•	 Greater awareness of and access to 
research-based information

•	 Access to larger “portfolio of expertise 
to draw from” and “tacit knowledge”--
information unavailable anywhere else 
(i.e., not in print or electronic form)

•	 Improved business skills and 
competencies

•	 Opportunities to participate in research 
that creates new knowledge used to 
inform the industry/work

•	 Better understanding of challenges facing producers 
and businesses

•	 Greater awareness of complementary technical 
assistance offered by other participating organizations

•	 More effective organizations and employees due to 
improved knowledge and work competencies

•	 Access tools others are using to encourage 
involvement and participation in food systems work 

•	 Participating organizations are better able to manage 
“local politics” associated with doing food systems/
sustainable agriculture work

Catalysts for 
cooperation of diverse 
interests that create 
solutions for food and 
fiber producers and 
businesses

•	 Greater sense of teamwork and low 
level cooperation (low risk information-
sharing) 

•	 Opportunities for “high-level” 
cooperation (where businesses share 
some risk, resources, and profits)

•	 Access to support network
•	 Private sector access to no or low-cost 

public sector support and services 

•	 More coordinated use of existing organizational and 
state resources

•	 Participating organizations work more with other 
groups and recognize other organizations as assets/
potential partners

•	 Better relationships with an expanded group of 
partners, including commodity producers, people in 
other disciplines, and non profits

•	 Deconstruction of organizational boundaries and 
negative organizational stereotypes

Magnets that attract 
funding, and leverage, 
channel, and distribute 
funding for research 
and development of 
differentiated products

•	 Private sector links with research 
agendas and consultants who initiate 
work that benefits producers and 
businesses

•	 Participating organizations invest more 
resources such as money and staff time 
on work that supports the industry 
and benefits producers than otherwise 
possible.

•	 Participating organizations collaborating with unlikely 
partners, including commodity groups, are more 
successful at receiving grants

•	 Increased credibility that CoP brings to the work helps 
focus, coordinate, and leverage new sources of support

•	 Participating organizations are better able to leverage 
their own organizational resources to commit more 
staff time and resources to food systems work

Scouts that identify 
emerging value chain 
opportunities with high 
potential to deliver 
economic benefits to 
sustainable agriculture 
stakeholders

•	 Increased access to new markets
•	 Increased sales
•	 Increased production
•	 Improved financial stability
•	 More efficient operations
•	 Greater business viability due to better 

decision making

•	 Participants engage elected officials and government 
agency staff in conversations emphasizing the need 
for policy to support the work, producers, businesses, 
and communities
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Assessing the effectiveness of your community of practice

There are numerous ways to evaluate the effectiveness of your community of practice. The following template 
assesses performance across a number of key areas, including leadership, level of support and cooperation, 
achieving objectives, and sustainability.

Assessing Performance: Community of Practice Scoring Template
CoP name: CoP leader: Number of years as CoP: Date:

Objectives for past period (from x to y):

Objectives for the subsequent period (from x to y):

Assessment Area Score

Assessment area 
and weighing %

Assessment questions, relative to CoP’s life stage
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Leadership: 10%

Has the CoP leader… 1 2 3 4

…brought a cross section of key players to the table? Comments:

…been able to engage, empower, and inspire the CoP team?

…established a clear direction, including a working plan?

…been an effective communicator?

…responded to the VCP team in a timely manner?

…consistently contributed to the VCP core team?

Support/ 
cooperation: 20%

Is there evidence of support from businesses, farmers, key  
organizations, NGOs, faculty, staff, and other CoP participants ap-
propriate for the CoP’s work activities?

Comments:

Is there evidence of cooperation among businesses, farmers, key 
organizations, NGOs, faculty, staff, and other CoP participants?

Is there evidence of satisfaction among businesses, farmers, key 
organizations, NGOs, faculty, staff, and other CoP participants?

Benefits objectives 
effectiveness: 30%

Has adequate progress been made toward the current objectives? Comments:

Future objectives: 
10%

Do future objectives significantly contribute to the goals  
of key organizations?

Comments:

Is work plan realistic and achievable?

Sustainability  
objectives  
effectiveness: 30%

What percent of its resource target has the CoP leveraged toward 
the expected goals?

Comments:

Will further resources drive further proportionate results?

Overall

Overall comments: OVERALL SCORE:
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Considerations When Closing or Shifting Focus of a CoP
•	 Has the group accomplished its goals?

•	 Have other higher priority issues emerged for a majority of the group that call for a new focus and 
direction as well as shifting of resources?

•	 Have key stakeholders stopped participating?

•	 Are other groups or projects effectively carrying on the needed work?

•	 Does the group have irreconcilable differences that prevent continued progress?

•	 Are there no longer resources to operate effectively?

•	 Are there methods other than the CoP that can better address existing or new challenges?
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Perspectives from a Masters student in Business Administration  
with a minor in Sustainable Agriculture

Andy Larson 
For two years I worked as a graduate student within Value Chain Partnerships, and, at first, I really didn’t get it. 
There were so many groups, personalities, politics, and acronyms. But, as I spent more time with Value Chain 
Partnership’s core leadership team, I had the opportunity to experience the inner workings of all the com-
munities of practice. I saw how working groups formed with some combination of passion, serendipity, and 
strategic intention. I observed how working group members’ actions and interactions varied with the coordi-
nators’ respective leadership styles. I came to understand the amount of time and effort required to truly build 
trust within a group, whether the participants were peers or competitors. And I watched as working groups 
contracted and closed as their relevance came to an end. I still can’t accurately describe everything about the 
community of practice approach that makes these working groups work, but things began to seem more 
sensible and more cyclical, and it became quite apparent that practical outcomes and mutually beneficial 
relationships were essential to success.

As graduation drew near and I prepared myself for an Extension position in Small Farm Sustainability, I agreed 
to contract a quarter of my time to the Leopold Center to coordinate the nascent Grass-Based Livestock Work-
ing Group. After the necessary arrangements were made between the Leopold Center and Iowa State Uni-
versity Extension, I convened an advisory committee of representatives from Iowa State University Extension, 
Practical Farmers of Iowa, Iowa Natural Resources Conservation Service, Iowa Cattlemen’s Association, and 
the Leopold Center’s Ecology and Marketing & Food Systems Initiatives. Together we drew up a list of people 
who should get together as a working group, mostly composed of graziers and the outreach professionals 
who support them from university, government, and non-profit sectors. There were also a handful of brokers, 
processors, and marketers on the list from other nodes in the grass-based livestock product supply chain.
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Testimonials

Paul Brown
Current Position: Assistant Director, ISU Extension

Affiliation with VCP: Current member of Value Chain Partnerships Advisory Committee

•	 He believes that the Leopold Center has proven that Value Chains and Communities of Practice 
provide a “tried and true process”

•	 He intends to move from a facilitative approach (used for the last 50 years) to a community of 
practice approach within extension programming.

•	 “Using this approach, we will engage extension and clients in a topic of interest and journey with 
them to produce outcomes which result in change over time”

Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld
Current Position: Associate Professor of Anthropology, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill; member of the 
ALCES Foundation

Affiliation with VCP: Former member of Regional Food Systems Working Group Advisory Committee

•	 While on staff at UNC, he still turns to the RFSWG for support in current projects

•	 At UNC, received $18,000 grant that was written using the research conducted by the RFSWG

•	 RFSWG has “pioneered collaboration and created common ground” to do “real work,  
making real progress”

JoAnne Berkenkamp
Current Position: Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy

Affiliation with VCP: Former Value Chain Partnerships evaluator on behalf of the Wallace Group

•	 VCP will “foster transparency in a space that is often competitive”

•	 VCP has “honed and debugged the process”

•	 “Benefit (of VCP) is bringing a different cast of characters together to create (the) value needed  
to keep them there in an environment that supports and allows them to grapple with complex 
supply chains”

Sue Futrell
Current Position: Owner and Consultant, One Backyard Consulting

Affiliation with VCP: Regional Food System Working Group member

•	 “(The) benefit of VCP is the mix of people; that combination doesn’t typically happen anywhere 
else and I find it extremely valuable”

•	 “Importance of the VCP effort (is) to frame and energize more local food systems in Iowa”

•	 The VCP group has “evolved a model that is practice based, not just academic”
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Duane Short
Current Position: Owner, Prime Pork Supply

Affiliation with VCP: Pork Niche Market Working Group member

•	 VCP allows for “open communication and a cooperative process”

•	 “A competitive group, meeting together to formulate strategies and answers to problems”

•	 “Not a typical supply chain but a collaborative one where all work together”
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Books and Articles about Communities of Practice 
Bierema, Laura, Adult Learning in the Workplace: Emotion Work or Emotion Learning? New Directions for Adult 
and Continuing Education. No. 120. Winter 2008, Wiley Periodicals Inc. 

Choo, W.C., The FIS Knowledge Management Institute, session presentations, Faculty of Information Studies, 
University of Toronto.

DiBella, Anthony J. and Edwin C. Nevis, How Organizations Learn. Jossey-Bass Inc., Publishers, 1998.

Dixon, Nancy M., The Organizational Learning Cycle Second Edition. Gower Publishing Limited, 1999.  

Fontaine, M.A., Keeping communities of practice afloat: Understanding and fostering roles in communities. Knowl-
edge Manage. Rev. 4, 4 (Sept./Oct. 2001), 16-21.

Herrenkohl, Leslie, Sociocultural Theory as a Lens to Understand Organizational Learning, American Journal of 
Education 114 (August 2008).

Kerno, Steven J., Jr. Tapping communities of practice: enjoying the benefits and avoiding the pitfalls. (Statistical 
data), Mechanical Engineering - CIME 130.10 (Oct. 2008):22(5).

Lave, Jean, and Etienne Wenger, Situated learning: Legitimate peripheral participation. Cambridge University 
Press, 1991.

Lesser, E. and J. Storck, Communities of practice and organizational performance. IBM Systems Journal 40, 4 
(2001).

McDermott, Richard, Knowing in Community: 10 Critical Success Factors in Building Communities of Practice, 
IHRIM Journal, March 2000.

Millen, David, Michael A. Fontaine, and Michael J. Muller, Understanding the Benefit and Costs of Communities of 
Practice. Communications of the ACM, April 2002/vol.45. No. 4, pg 69-73.

Reference Guide: Creating “SMART” Objectives; Identifying Outcomes, Outputs and Measures for Your SEAC Propos-
al, Teacher and Education Development. http://hsc.unm.edu/SOM/TED/Index.htm

Saint-Onge, Hubert and Debra Wallace, Leveraging Communities of Practice for Strategic Advances. Butterworth-
Heinemann, 2003.

Wenger, Etienne, Communities of practice: Learning, meaning, and identity. Cambridge University Press, 1998.

Wenger, Etienne, Richard McDermott, and William M. Snyder, Cultivating Communities of Practice. Harvard Busi-
ness School Press, 2002.

Vandeventer, Paul and Myrna Mandell, Networks that Work: A Practitioner’s Guide to Managing Networked Action, 
Community Partners®, 2007.
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Internet Resources About Communities of Practice 
http://cpsquare.org/ CP 
Square is a diverse community of practitioners that has gathered to share knowledge and build a practice 
around their passion for and belief in the potential of communities of practice as a vehicle for positive organi-
zational and world change.

http://nonprofit.about.com/od/foundationfundinggrants/tp/grantproposalhub.htm 
About.com provides information on grant proposal writing geared for not for profit entities, also includes 
information on foundations and non-profit management.

www.ewenger.com/theory
A brief introduction to communities of practice by author Etienne Wenger.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Community_of_practice 
Wikipedia’s definition of communities of practice.

www.co-i-l.com/coil/knowledge-garden/cop/index.shtml 
Community-enabled Strategic Results from Self-Organization with George Pór. The Community Intelligence 
Lab focuses on social, business, knowledge and technical innovation.

www.infed.org/biblio/communities_of_practice.htm 
Infed.org is the encyclopedia for informal education which explores informal education, lifelong learning and social 
action. This link features the proceedings from a conference on informal education within a formal setting.

www.funderstanding.com/content/communities-of-practice 
Funderstanding’s mission is to inspire in people the love of learning. They achieve this by helping educators 
design better programs and products that engage learners fully, where the learning process is fun, meaning-
ful, deep, and long lasting. This is their take on communities of practice.

http://eric.ed.gov/ERICWebPortal/custom/portlets/recordDetails/detailmini.jsp?_nfpb=true&_&ERICExtSearch_SearchValue_0
=ED466030&ERICExtSearch_SearchType_0=no&accno=ED466030
From the Education Resources Information Center, ED466030 - Conceptual Analysis and Research Questions: 
Do the Concepts of “Learning Community” and “Community of Practice” Provide Added Value?

www.anecdote.com.au/archives/communities_of_practice
Anecdote helps business leaders engage their people to be even better collaborators, leaders and change 
agents using the power of business narrative. Their clients often select us because their approaches are un-
ashamedly pragmatic and practical and are based on our long experience in using these approaches to deliver 
business value. This page deals with stories of communities of practice.

www.a-i-a.com/capital-intelectual/KnowingInCommunity.pdf 
Richard McDermott, Knowing in Community:10 Critical Success Factors in Building Communities of Practice, 
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Organizations That Use a Community of Practice Model
www.communities.idea.gov.uk/welcome.do 
This is a site for communities of practice for local governments in the United Kingdom.

www.communityofpractice.net
The VPE/CTO Community of Practice is a Silicon Valley-based membership organization for Engineering VPs, 
and CTOs where members solve problems, share their business experience and create opportunities.

http://semanticommunity.wik.is/Federal_SOA_Community_of_Practice 
The Federal SOA CoP is an open community of practice fostered to assist government and commercial organi-
zations in achieving the promise of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) through collaboration, demonstration 
and community efforts. The Federal SOA CoP is open to all.

www.sharedwork.org 
The IDEA Partnership Communities of Practice are focused on advancing policy and practice in four key areas: 
(a) the intersections of the No Child Left Behind Act and the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improve-
ment Act (IDEA); (b) school behavioral health services; (c) interagency transition, and (d) teacher quality.  As 
partner organizations work together and with States, districts, local sites and individuals, they form Communi-
ties of Practice whose members learn from each other and take action together in coordinated ways.  (Read 
more about this collaborative work at the IDEA Partnership website at www.ideapartnership.org

www-304.ibm.com/jct01005c/university/scholars/training/replay/communities-practice.html
IBM’s community of practice site.
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Research Articles
Reference Guide: Creating SMART Objectives

Understanding the benefit and costs of communities of practice

Tapping communities of practice: enjoying the benefits and avoiding the pitfalls.

Knowing in Community: 10 Critical Success Factors in Building Communities of Practice

Concept Use Analysis and Research Questions: Do the concepts of “Learning Community” and “Community of 
Practice” provide added value?

Results from Coordinated Regional Food Systems Work in Iowa and Implications for Policy Makers
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Learnings from Workshop on How To Use Communities of Practice  
To Address Sustainable Agriculture Issues
(From SARE PDP Proposal)

Educators (Extension, government agencies, and other agricultural educators in the governmental, profit, and 
non-profit sectors) will acquire the skill set necessary to utilize a Communities of Practice (CoP) framework 
with farmers, ranchers, and the general public on developing programs and activities that enhance the sus-
tainability of our food and agricultural system.

Long-Term Outcomes Intermediate Outcomes Short-Term Outcomes
Systematic Changes Behavior, Practice, and Policies
•	 Support Extension  

programming

•	 Work across organizations,  
leveraging resources, and pro-
viding technical knowledge

•	 Increased efficiency of moving 
from tacit to explicit knowledge

•	 Diffusion of leadership roles 
among a larger group  
of stakeholders

•	 Increased, sustained buy-in  
of stakeholders

•	 More successful problem solv-
ing by sustainable agriculture 
educators

•	 Change the way they deliver 
services to their clients, using 
the CoP model or elements  
of the model

•	 Create new communities of 
practice around their specific 
issues in food, fiber, and energy

•	 New/stronger relationships with 
new organizations/partners

•	 Leverage more state and local 
resources in providing assis-
tance and education to clients

•	 Sharing CoP model and  
experiences

•	 Assist and advise new CoPs they 
organize and begin work

•	 Increase the total number of 
organizations using the CoP 
model to do sustainable agricul-
ture and food systems work

•	 First-hand participation in an 
existing CoP meeting

•	 Awareness of the CoP model as a 
viable way of organizing diverse 
stakeholders into productive, syn-
ergistic problem solving teams

•	 Awareness of the structure and 
function of CoPs and the ben-
efits of using CoP approaches

•	 Knowledge to start, facilitate, 
manage, fund, and/or support 
CoPs in their own state or region

•	 Fresh perspective on seeking 
out, recognizing, and utiliz-
ing the human and financial 
resources available within their 
regions and subsequently their 
accompanying social and mon-
etary resources

•	 Increased motivation and  
confidence to work across 
organizations

•	 Shared project leadership
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Appendix 3: Evaluation of the Organizational Partnership

Value Chain Partnerships is a unique collaboration between the non-profit Practical Farm-
ers of Iowa, the Leopold Center and ISU Extension. Each organization brings different 
resources to the table, but what factors make the partnership possible? How does this public/
non-profit partnership function? What are the challenges? To answer these questions, we 
conducted key informant interviews in Fall 2009 with six administrators or key staff from all 
three organizations. Highlights of those conversations follow: 

Benefits of VCP for Organizational Partners

The partnership was possible because at a minimum, it helped each partner meet its mission 
and goals by:

• Identifying issues important in a particular industry

• Building relationships among the three organizational partners

• Prompting organizational partners to “connect with partners that we wouldn’t have 
been partnering with even though we should have”

• Giving organizational partners a common purpose

• Focusing organizational partners on a topic that would not have surfaced through 
normal, status quo programming

• Allowing “us to become much more visible and integrate ourselves with [the work of ] 
new partners”

• Bringing local stakeholders and technical assistance providers together on issues

• Helping us do high-impact programming that has long-term sustainability 

• Providing us with financial resources to do work 

• Opening doors to new sources of funding

• Helping us leverage intellectual capital—human and knowledge resources that are 
brought to the table by the VCP project

• Better connecting researchers at the university with real world problems and chal-
lenges of business owners and farmers 

• Creating more synergy across different but related efforts/projects

• Building channels for people and organizations that haven’t had a chance to partici-
pate in these kinds of conversations before

• Providing organizational partner staff with a model to apply to other issues and challeng-
ing the staff to think of the broader context instead of the small piece they are working on

• Providing opportunities for organizational partners to become leaders in the field and 
brokers of relationships 
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• Helping organizational partners understand and frame issues

• Helping organizational partner staff learn how they can work more effectively and 
serve as a catalyst for change, but not do all the work

• Helping organizational partners make a real difference in the lives of clients/people 
they serve

• Improving the credibility of the work of organizational partners so they are better 
able to reach and serve new clients

• Allowing partner organizations to provide sustained attention on a certain topic that 
makes a greater difference

• Helping organizational partners build networks that are doing work and getting 
things done

Without VCP, according to one informant, “none of [the accomplishments and benefits] 
would have been possible. We are one organization with limited reach and resources with 
regard to our ability to do things. For an entity that is working by itself, there is a lot less po-
tential to get things accomplished than you have with strategically aligned partners. VCP pro-
vides the energy and resources to do the work. In our view, it has provided us with resources 
to do the work and we have provided work that is good to claim.”

Institutionalizing the VCP Project

The benefits of VCP were easily recognized by key informants. However, this does not ensure 
that the model will be wholeheartedly adopted and incorporated into the way they do their 
work. Whether or not specific work or projects are institutionalized within an organization 
often can be used as an indicator of organizational commitment and ownership to the work, 
as well as their dedication to ensuring that grant-funded work in particular is sustained over 
time. There are a variety of ways in which work can be institutionalized within an organiza-
tion. We measured the extent to which the three organizational partners have institutional-
ized the VCP project according to: 

1. Short-term or ongoing investments in the project,

2. The extent to which each organization has either allowed or integrated associated job 
responsibilities into employee work plans,

3. Whether each organizational partner has changed or drafted organizational policies 
or practices that support VCP work, and

4. The extent to which each organization has applied the CoP model to other work they do.

Project Investments

The three organizational partners leveraged additional resources to match Wallace funding for 
VCP over three years to directly support the VCP Core Team administrative costs and participa-
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tion in the individual working groups. (This list does not include resources each working group 
has leveraged.) VCP administrative resources leveraged by the organizational partners include:

• $135,000 cash match from the Leopold Center

• 30 percent of the VCP project manager’s time

• 15 percent of the project program assistant’s time

• Time for VCP student hourly assistance

• Time of Extension field staff involved in specific CoPs (former County Extension Edu-
cation Directors, current Regional Extension Education Directors, and field staff)

• PFI expenses for support staff, overhead costs, and additional time of the PNMWG 
facilitator not covered by Wallace money

Employee Work Plans

Some changes to employee work plans for each of the three partner organizations are note-
worthy. Although informal, for one partner organization, “networking work has become the 
core of how we do our work.” When ISU Extension was reorganized, some counties heavily 
involved in the VCP and their own regionally based CoP wrote job descriptions (funded by 
counties) to support continued participation in both local and statewide CoPs. For PFI staff, 
one job description element has changed for the facilitator of the PNMWG. The PNMWG 
facilitator has “written his objective to correspond to what he’s doing through PNMWG so 
he is providing opportunities for farmers to learn from each other.” Forty percent of his time 
is spent on PNMWG work, and 10 percent is spent on VCP work. This means that half of 
his time is spent on the VCP work as a whole. 

Organizational Practices and Policies

The direct involvement of ISU Extension staff in the working groups and VCP spinoffs such 
as the Grass-Based Livestock Working Group, which is led by an Extension Small Farms 
Specialist, has increased the legitimacy of the CoP work within Extension. Although no 
formal policy language within Extension has changed, CoP work and involvement among 
Extension staff is viewed more favorably because of Extension’s internal involvement as a 
partnering leader in the work. “Extension may have been more removed from it had it been 
external and the legitimacy of the [CoP] work would have been questioned.”

For the Leopold Center, the VCP project has affected how it allocates resources and has 
increased its focus to build the capacity of non-profit organizations to work together. In its 
2009 Request for Proposals, the Leopold Center Marketing and Food Systems Initiative 
required applicants to participate in a CoP or suggested the option of a new working group—
that of food access and health. This group has been funded but not yet organized. 

For PFI, “within our strategic plan, there is a focus on alternative pork systems. If the money 
is not there, the work won’t happen but I’m encouraged that we’re getting financial resources 
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from the PNMWG participating businesses and the Pork Industry Center and ISU ($18,000 
post-VCP, $8,000 of which is coming from the Leopold Center).”

Adoption of the CoP Model

The VCP project has transformed programming at the Leopold Center. The Center is ex-
panding its use of the CoP model beyond the VCP project to affect the way work is done in 
the related Marketing and Food Systems Initiative and more recently, the Ecology Initia-
tive. The Leopold Center is funding one non-VCP working group in partnership with ISU 
Extension, the Grass-Based Livestock Working Group. In addition, the Leopold Center has 
established the Agroforestry Working Group and the On-Farm Energy Working Group. The 
Leopold Center also used the model in regional work it is facilitating/leading on developing 
more integrated food systems through the Wallace-funded Good Food Network of the Upper 
Midwest. This evolution or transition to the CoP model is not easy, however. One key infor-
mant warned that CoPs cannot be slapped together or built too quickly. There are logistical 
issues to contend with, trust and social space need to be created, and the passion and expertise 
of participants must be recognized and harnessed. People must be tolerant of ambiguity and 
willing to participate in a “shared leadership plus” model where each organization contributes 
leadership but where no organization is built up at the expense of other organizations. 

For Extension, “the VCP has created partnerships that maybe wouldn’t have been part of the 
issues of an Extension-based program. We had a tendency to define our chains and partner-
ships more narrowly” [before VCP involvement]... I think we are taking the same philosophi-
cal concepts [of the VCP model] and using it to restructure and refocus our organization... 
Part of that process is to view things more holistically and less siloed, develop partnerships, 
and make those partnerships mutually symbiotic for all involved.” However, there was con-
cern among some interviewed that the recent reorganization of ISU Extension to region-
ally centralized units versus county offices will pose a challenge to mounting locally based 
programming. One key informant was concerned that ISU Extension is pulling away from 
localized relationships and moving into a statewide programming mode, where regional spe-
cialists won’t have “the freedom or creativity to move in new directions.” Despite this concern, 
a formal workshop has been scheduled in April 2010 to conduct training for Extension field 
staff to understand and implement CoP principles in their programming. This workshop fol-
lows a pilot workshop conducted with Extension staff in Spring 2009.

For PFI, “it’s been used to inform and discuss options for doing the work but it hasn’t had the 
transformative impact in how we actually do our work.”

When asked about ideas for improving the way in which the three partner organizations 
could better institutionalize their involvement in VCP, Extension informants mentioned they 
are administratively, logistically, and financially supporting the April 2010 training of Exten-
sion personnel. The Leopold Center is providing funding for staff to conduct the training. In 
addition, the Leopold Center has established the Agroforestry Working Group, the On-Farm 
Energy Group, and the Grass-Based Livestock Working Group. For PFI, “other than what 
we’re doing with the PNMWG, I don’t know whether or not within our organization, we 
have the people and resources to undertake that work. I can see benefits of the working group 
model for certain topic areas like beginning farmers but I don’t see us forming a community 
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of practice around that topic because it’s a lot of work and requires skills and effort we don’t 
have in place. I think that the CoP model is an excellent and useful framework for focusing 
resources on a problem area and actually making a difference, but it takes a certain organiza-
tional capacity to use it and use it well.”

When we queried key informants about reasons that might prevent their partner organiza-
tions from better institutionalizing the project, they cited:

• The sheer amount of time it takes to develop relationships between the “grass tops” 
(administrators from partner organizations) and the “grass roots” (people doing the 
work on the ground) although such investments were acknowledged as paying signifi-
cant dividends for partner organizations.

• Getting organizational administrators to better support the grassroots work.

• Lack of financial resources to support the time needed to develop relationships and 
the associated value received from participation relative to the costs. “If the financial 
[incentives] don’t compel you to be involved, then there has to be value that’s pro-
vided to [our organization] that makes it worth us to be there. It’s not adding value to 
what we’re doing enough to justify the costs.” Another mused, “At [our organization], 
we have to face the question: If we invest in this strategy, what is the lost opportunity? 
If we embrace this fully, are there other things we’re not doing?”

• Preserving an organizational culture of creativity in grim economic times when bud-
gets are pared to cover only the so-called “essentials.”

• “If the mission of VCP gets too far removed from [our] mission [especially] in times 
of tight budgets.”

• The need for making collaborative CoP work is a priority of organizational leadership. 

• The need to deconstruct subject matter “siloes” that allow staff to work less collabora-
tively and focused on only one discipline.

Organizational Commitment to Sustaining the Work of the VCP

Informants do not always agree on what needs to happen in order for the organizational part-
ners to continue supporting VCP. These prominent themes were identified:

• More equitable distribution of organizational contributions and leadership responsi-
bility. “We need to see emerging leadership within the partners. We are not interested 
in supporting the status quo of a partnership that can’t stand on its own feet down 
the road.” “When the Wallace money ends, what will the other partners contribute 
and how much have they institutionalized it?”

• The provision of tools they can use. “It needs to provide us with both tools and pro-
cess, which is what [it has already done].”

• Direct benefits to the working groups. “If VCP isn’t able to provide the financial 
support to continue the work, then it has to have enough to offer beyond the money 
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for us to be a part of it. What is that ‘enough to offer’? We’ve struggled with that for 
several years. We’ve tried to move to where the VCP is more about how can we as 
working groups be successful at what we’re doing. But it’s less about that now and 
more about how we can train others to use the CoP model.”

• Evidence that the model is serving farmers with added profitability, diversity, and ef-
ficiency on their farms.

• Access to VCP staff and core team members to use what they have learned so part-
nering organizations can invest that knowledge within their own organizations to 
build their capacity.

When we asked key informants about the role their organization would play in finding resourc-
es to continue the work of VCP, responses varied. The Leopold Center has already allocated 
$80,000 to cover administrative costs in the year after the Wallace funding ends and is position-
ing itself to receive some USDA funding through the state of Iowa. However, “we don’t want 
to be the sugar daddy that gets the funds and doles it out to [partners].” Extension informants 
mentioned they would go after competitive grant funding from the National Institutes of Food 
and Agriculture and would continue providing Extension staff time to participate as well as 
program support. PFI will continue to write grant proposals to fund the PNMWG and possibly 
take a leadership role in the non-VCP On-Farm Energy Working Group.

Assembling resources to sustain the VCP work is only one part of the process. Determining 
which organizational partners have the capacity, resources, and desire to participate is another. 
When we solicited suggestions for strengthening or improving the partnership among the 
three organizations, we noted some tension among the organizations. We were advised by one 
informant “to ask that question in a group setting and let’s have an honest discussion about 
it. A part of that conversation needs to be: Are we as partner organizations getting enough 
back in return for what we’re investing to continue? If it doesn’t seem that way, what can we 
do to change it? We need to address that topic straight on in a civil, respectful conversation.” 
Another informant stressed the importance of “maintaining a science-based balance. I under-
stand that we all interpret science differently but we need to ground what we say at ISU in 
science and [be careful] that we don’t become advocates. We have to be able to disagree on 
issues and [find out what] the science supports. Are we doing advocacy or education? Some-
times that tension makes sure we are mindful and respectful [of each other].” 

Part of this tension was explained by another informant who thought the administrative 
leaders from each organization should have been more engaged from the start. “It would have 
helped to have had the organizational leaders better understand what this was about.” Anoth-
er informant summarized the issue by stating: “I’m not sure that all three partners have fully 
agreed upon the role of the partnership in the future. It may be a lack of appreciation for the 
three different missions. There is general agreement that VCP is good but I’m not convinced 
that each of the partners could articulate what the role each has and how we are working 
together. I would agree there needs to be exploration of new partners in the future [especially] 
because one of the downsides of the VCP is that it could [construed as] too much of a club or 
clique.” Like the working groups themselves which adapt and change over time, the composi-
tion and focus of the VCP Core Team or Working Group also is likely to change as a new 
phase of investment and work begins.
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Appendix 4: Value Chain Partnerships Web Site 

www.valuechains.org
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Appendix 5: Regional Food Systems Social Networking Web Site 

http://regionalfoodsystems.ning.com
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Appendix 6: Evaluation of Pork Niche Market Working Group (PNMWG)

In Fall 2008, we contacted active members of PNMWG to invite them to complete a quanti-
tative survey of items developed from the extensive qualitative telephone interviews conduct-
ed in Year 1. Based on analysis of results, we learned about these aspects of PNMWG:

• Skills and knowledge benefits: The PNMWG helps private sector participants better 
understand the context in which they work so they can better position themselves. 
Producers also said the group helps them make better management decisions and 
provides them with applicable information they cannot find anywhere else to give 
them confidence about making solid decisions for their operation/business. 

• Networking benefits: Private sector participants report greater networking benefits 
than the public and non-profit organizational and agency partners. Private sector par-
ticipants also agreed they were collaborating more with other farmers or niche pork 
companies as a result of PNMWG participation in comparison with the public and 
non-profit partners.

• Financial and operational benefits: While the PNMWG helped increase production 
capacity, market access, and product sales, other factors such as market forces are playing 
a more significant role in whether increased production translates into greater profits.

• Trust: PNMWG, by providing an opportunity and safe environment for diverse 
groups to interact, has succeeded in building trust among unlikely partners. Private 
sector businesses and organizational partners both agree that no one interest domi-
nates the PNMWG and that it is a democratic organization with a culture of open 
participation and equal influence. Although groups report they share general infor-
mation at PNMWG meetings, private sector proprietary information and data about 
customers are shared less freely. 

• Collaboration: PFI is playing a key role connecting both private and public/civic sec-
tor interests through leadership and facilitation of the PNWMG. One reason for the 
group’s success is the participation of diverse and varied groups that can offer a variety 
of resources to meet the varied needs and interests of a wide range of participants. 

• Attitudes: Niche pork companies and producers say they are willing to explore ways 
they might collaborate with other niche pork companies as well as others along the 
value chain. Among the groups listed as strong supporters of the niche pork industry, 
the private sector group cited the most appreciation for ISU Extension, ISU faculty, 
commodity pork organizations/associations, and independent consultants. 

• Organizational Capacity Building: Key elements of capacity building in PNMWG 
involve providing organizations with knowledge opportunities so they can better 
understand clients and the broader industry, access to new and reliable sources of 
information and resources, opportunities to gain credibility and influence, and tools 
to help them work more efficiently and effectively. While this group of respondents 
agreed more than they disagreed that PNMWG helps them work more efficiently 
and effectively, engage new partners, be more influential and collaborate with others, 
opportunities for improvement still exist. 
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Appendix 7: Evaluation of Regional Food Systems Working Group (RFSWG)

In fall 2008, we also contacted active members of RFSWG to invite them to complete a 
quantitative survey of items developed from the extensive qualitative telephone interviews 
conducted in Year 1. 

• Participants in the Regional Food Systems Working Group (RFSWG) report they 
are spending an average of 11 percent more of their time on local and regional food 
work than they did a year ago.

• Forty-two percent say their organization is changing its organizational policies and 
guidelines to better support such work.

• Seventy-five percent of participants either initiated or participated in new collabora-
tions or projects as a result of RFSWG participation. Sixty-five percent are collabo-
rating with other RFSWG participants, while half are collaborating with people who 
are not part of the working group.

• RFSWG participants are collaborating with a diverse and varied collection of part-
ners. Most are working with non-profits (86 percent), other regional food efforts/
groups (80 percent), producers and agricultural entrepreneurs (78 percent), ISU Ex-
tension field and county agents (77 percent), economic development professionals (64 
percent), ISU faculty (62 percent), dieticians and nutritionists (59 percent), county 
government officials (58 percent), and state agencies and government officials (55 
percent). More than one-third of RFSWG food leaders also are collaborating with 
public health officials, product buyers, school officials, food service directors, Farm 
Bureau Federation, city government officials, lenders, and food processors.

• Fifty-five percent say partnering with others is helping regional food system leaders 
connect their work with public policy change. Examples of recent policy changes in-
clude the creation of “buy local” purchasing policies, changes in enforcement of state 
regulations that formerly limited health facility purchases of local food, creation of a 
county-based food policy councils and local food coordinator, and school participa-
tion in food systems work.
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Appendix 8: Evaluation of Small Meat Processors Working Group (SMWPG)

In late November and early December 2008, interviews were conducted with 10 active 
participants in the Small Meat Processors Working Group. They represented the processing 
industry, regulatory agencies, and university-based service providers such as ISU Meat Sci-
ence Extension, the Center for Industrial Research and Service (CIRAS), ISU Value Added 
Agriculture Program, and the Drake Agricultural Law Center.

The working group is:

• Providing education and training opportunities for small meat processors resulting in 
better business management decisions, 

• Helping small meat processors improve the profitability of their businesses,

• Prompting meat processors to update record keeping systems,

• Helping small meat processors find labor,

• Connecting small meat processors with human and knowledge resources to help 
them make better business decisions, and

• Improving the ability of one meat processor to secure credit for his business.

The Small Meat Processors Working Group also is building the capacity of participating 
organizations to better serve the small meat processing industry and others who serve them. 
Nearly 80 percent of respondents for whom it was relevant reported that the working group 
had changed the way their organization interacts with small meat processors and other sup-
port providers. In particular, the working group is:

• Directly connecting technical assistance providers with small meat processors, which 
creates more targeted, effective assistance;

• Helping small meat processors and others become aware of and make use of technical 
assistance providers; 

• Enabling organizational participants to make better referrals;

• Strengthening participating organizations’ ability to secure more resources for con-
tinuing the work; 

• Educating participating organizations as they gain a better understanding of different 
approaches and perspectives on how to support the small meat processing industry; 

• Prompting organizations that have never worked together before to collaborate; 

• Helping organizations provide better services not only to small meat processors but 
to others as well;

• Helping participating organizations meet their goals and missions, with measurable 
impacts on the ground; 
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• Increasing opportunities for educating small meat processors;

• Fostering exploration of future partnerships and programs that build on each organi-
zation’s skills and strengths; 

• Building the capacity of organizations to better support the processors; 

• Eliminating duplication of efforts and making more efficient use of organizational resources;

• Helping change the culture of professional business associations to be more open  
to change; and

• Changing the way participating organizations provide technical assistance. 
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Appendix 9: 2010 Fruit and Vegetable Working Group Survey Results

Introduction

In early 2010, facilitators of the Fruit and Vegetable Working Group (FVWG) e-mailed 
or mailed 104 invitations to anyone attending a FVWG meeting or FVWG-hosted event 
such as a field day to gather their input on questions jointly developed by the evaluator and 
FVWG facilitators. Those for whom we had e-mail addresses (79) received the invitation 
via e-mail and were sent a second reminder e-mail. Twenty five for whom we had no e-mail 
address received hard copies. Because of the costs associated with mailing, we did not do a 
second mailing for this group. We received 29 usable surveys, for a response rate of 28 percent. 

Like the PNMWG survey, the FVWG survey was comprised of two similar, but different 
instruments. One survey was developed for farmers and farm-related business owners in the 
fruit and vegetable industry and the other was developed for non profit, university, and agency 
partners. However, both surveys had in common questions asking respondents to rate the 
extent to which they agreed the FVWG contributed to:

• An increase in their skills and knowledge;

• Increased trust and collaboration;

• Improved professional relationships;

• Attitude changes; and 

• Organizational, business, or public policy changes.

Where they differed were additional questions directed to producers and business owners on 

• The extent to which the FVWG helped them improve their operation’s financial situation. 

Additional questions were also directed to nonprofit, University, and agency participants (or-
ganizational partners) inquiring about the extent to which the FVWG helped them 

• Build the capacity of the organizations or agencies they represented.

About Respondents

Respondents reported attending a minimum of three and maximum of nine FVWG-hosted 
events including meetings or field days while the average respondent reported attending five. 
Figure 1 shows attendance by type of meeting: formal working group meetings or field days. 
Results show strong participation in one or two field days while the majority of respondents 
have attended two, if not three, of the formal FVWG meetings. 
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Figure 1: FVWG meeting and events attendance

  
Figure 2: Occupational Affiliation of Respondents

 
Figure 2 shows the occupational affiliations of respondents. Noting that respondents can 
have multiple affiliations, nearly 7 in 10 indicated s/he was a farmer or farm-related busi-
ness owner when asked to indicate all occupational affiliations. However, when asked to limit 
their selection to only one, 55% (16) indicated they were farmers or farm-based entrepreneurs. 
University representatives comprised the next largest group, which when expanded to include 
Extension, comprises 20% of respondents claiming it as their primary affiliation. Buyers/re-
tailers, government agencies and non profits were also represented, although to a lesser extent. 
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The “other” category included an auction manager, food service distributor, and employees in 
the non farm public and private sectors.

We also collected addition information about markets in which producer respondents are 
participating and their interest in strengthening existing markets or entering new ones. Fig-
ure 3 shows the majority is involved in direct marketing with two in three selling to grocery 
stores and institutions. Over half are selling to restaurants as well. Wholesale markets are less 
popular; however one in four producers want to either strengthen or enter whole sale markets. 
Nearly the same proportion (one in five) wants to sell to institutions. There is no interest in 
selling direct to consumers among producers who are not already doing so, suggesting that 
directs markets are the easiest markets to enter.

 Figure 3: Market Involvement of Producer Respondents

As the local and regional foods movement gains momentum, there is interest from several 
camps nationwide (mostly in civic and private sectors) to ramp up local production by selling 
beyond local markets. These markets, while deemed important, are considered too small to gen-
erate the demand needed to make local and regional food production more ubiquitous and os-
tensibly more profitable. We were therefore interested in gauging producer’s impressions about 
the extent to which higher volume markets such as retail (defined as grocery stores, restaurants, 
and institutions) and wholesale markets (defined as grocery warehouses, distributors, and pro-
duce auctions) were demanding small- and mid-sized fruit and vegetable producers to aggregate 
their product before delivery and whether this served as a formidable barrier to producers. Pro-
ducer respondents largely disagreed (averaging 3.1 on a 7 point scale where 1=strongly disagree 
and 7=strongly agree) that retail and wholesale markets are demanding producers to aggregate 
their product. Only one respondent named a buyer that was making these demands, and that 
was HyVee, a member-owned grocery store chain serving the Midwest. 

So if aggregation isn’t the issue, what are the barriers preventing producers from entering 
these larger-volume markets? According to Figure 4, the greatest constraint is collaboration 
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among farmers (but not necessarily collaboration to aggregate). The second greatest constraint 
among those listed were related to finances such as limited cash flow, net worth, or availabil-
ity of credit. While food safety, product shelf life, distribution, aggregation, and scale are all 
undeniable challenges facing producers, they are not necessarily the greatest barriers impact-
ing producers’ ability to access large-volume markets. According to respondents, collaboration 
among producers is.

 Figure 4: Challenges facing producers when trying to access retail and wholesale market

 
Skills and Knowledge Benefits

Participants repeatedly report knowledge benefits from participating in the working groups, 
which in turn, helps their skill sets. We therefore set out to measure knowledge benefits to 
producers and organizational partners of the FVWG. Results in Figure 5 show that organiza-
tional partners tend to agree more than producers that they have received knowledge benefits 
of participating in the working group especially as it relates to production and marketing. 
And while producers also report direct knowledge/skill building benefits, they may be benefit-
ing more from its impact on the organizational partners who say participation prepares them 
to provide better support to the fruit and vegetable industry (and producers). 
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Collaboration among farmers is critical for increasing the production
capacity of my area to access retail/wholesale markets.

Lack of sufficient scale/production is my biggest challenge in trying to
access retail/wholesale markets. 

Aggregation of produce is my biggest challenge in trying to access
retail/wholesale markets.

Distribution/transportation is my biggest challenge when trying to
access retail/wholesale markets.

Product quality/shelf life is my biggest challenge for trying to access
retail/wholesale markets.

Lack of food safety assurance/certification is my biggest challenge when
trying to access retail/wholesale markets.

Financial constraints such as limited cash flow, net worth, or availability
of credit is my biggest challenge when trying to make changes to my

business to access retail/wholesale markets.

Mean (1=strongly disagree,  7=strongly agree)
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Figure 5: Skills and Knowledge Benefits

This set of questions relates to skills and knowledge benefits you may 
have received as a result of participating in FVWG. Please rate the extent 
to which you agree with the following statements on a scale of 1–7 where 
1 = Strongly Disagree and 7 = Strongly Agree.

Producer/
Business 

Mean 
(n=16)

Organizational 
Partner  

Mean (n=13)
Participation in the Working Group has given me a greater understanding 
of the fruit and vegetable industry in Iowa. 4.5 5.6
Participation in the Working Group has increased my awareness or under-
standing of market demand for fruits and vegetables in Iowa. 4.6 N/A*
In the Working Group, I learn things useful for my operation/company/
work that I cannot learn anywhere else. 4.4 5.5
I have gained valuable production skills as a result of participating in the 
Working Group. 4.1 N/A
I have gained valuable marketing skills as a result of participating in the 
Working Group. 4.1 N/A
I make better management decisions as a result of participating in the 
Working Group. 4.5 N/A
I communicate better with others about the fruit and vegetable industry as 
a result of participating in the Working Group. 4.9 5.4
I am more confident about the decisions I make for my operation/company 
as a result of the Working Group. 4.6 N/A
I better understand how my organization, agency, or business can provide 
better support to the fruit and vegetable industry as a result of participating 
in the Working Group N/A 5.4
I understand fruit and vegetable markets better as a result of participation 
in the Working Group N/A 5.7
I understand fruit and vegetable production better as a result of participa-
tion in the Working Group N/A 5.9
I am more qualified to serve the fruit and vegetable industry as a result of 
participating in the Working Group. N/A 5.3

*N/A is Not Asked.

Networking Benefits

FVWG participation endows participants with access to social resources. Seventy percent of 
respondents say they made new professional contacts as a result of participation in the work-
ing group. And for the most part, producers and organizational partners generally agreed on 
the extent to which they received specific networking benefits from FVWG participation 
(Figure 6). However, there are a few noteworthy differences, particularly as they relate to 
collaboration. Organizational partners were more likely to agree that they were collaborating 
with farmers or farm-based businesses as a result of participation (mean 4.9 on 7 point scale 
where 7=strongly agree) when compared to producers (3.4). Organizational partners also are 
more likely to agree than are producers that they are collaborating with other organizations or 
agencies to work on relevant fruit and vegetable issues. These results suggest that the working 
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group is helping organizations connect with each other and farmers, but there is more work 
to be done in terms of fostering collaboration among producers.

Figure 6: Networking Benefits

This set of questions relates to networking benefits you may have 
received as a result of participating in the FVWG. Please rate the 
extent to which you agree with the following statements on a scale 
of 1–7 where 1 = Strongly Disagree and 7 = Strongly Agree.

Producer/
Business 

Mean (n=16)

Organizational 
Partner Mean 

(n=13)
The Working Group is an important support network that connects me 
to people and organizations that support the fruit and vegetable industry. 5.2 5.5
As a result of participating in the Working Group, I developed new pro-
fessional relationships which benefit my operation/business/organization. 4.9 5.5
As a result of participating in the Working Group, existing profes-
sional relationships are stronger, which benefits my operation/busi-
ness/organization. 4.7 5.3
As a result of the Working Group, I have or am currently collaborat-
ing with farmers or farm-based businesses. 3.4 4.9
As a result of the Working Group, I have or am currently collaborat-
ing with organizations, agencies, or institutions to address projects/
issues related to fruit and vegetable production or marketing in Iowa. 3.8 5.2

Trust 

Trust is essential for collaboration. Although respondents may say they are willing to collaborate, 
we wanted to measure the extent to which trust is shared in the group before speculating on 
the potential for meaningful group collaboration in the future. Following the previous patterns 
of agreement from producers, organizational partners tend to rate their level of agreement with 
listed statements about trust slightly higher than producers, with one exception. Both produc-
ers and partners equally agree (5.6 on a 7 point scale) that the working group is an open and 
democratic organization whose activities and direction are determined by participants. Also 
heartening is producer agreement (5.8) with the statement that they trust other participants will 
not use information they share to intentionally harm their operation or business.
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Figure 7: Trust

This set of questions relates to trust within the FVWG. Please rate 
the extent to which you agree with the following statements on a 
scale of 1–7 where 1 = Strongly Disagree and 7 = Strongly Agree.

Producer/
Business 

Mean (n=16)

Organizational 
Partner  

Mean (n=13)
I share general information about my operation/business/organiza-
tion at Working Group meetings. 5.1 5.9
I feel comfortable voicing my thoughts and opinions at Working 
Group meetings. 5.1 5.6
I share information about my customers/buyers at Working  
Group meetings. 4.9 N/A
I am more likely to call someone I’ve met through the Working 
Group than if I have never met them before. 4.9 5.5
I trust that other FVWG participants will not use information I 
share with the group to intentionally harm my operation/business. 5.8 N/A
The FVWG is a democratic organization. That is, anyone who wants 
to participate can. Furthermore, participants are able to influence the 
group’s direction and activities. 5.6 5.6

Attitudes

Besides trust, attitudes can also influence willingness to collaborate. How open are respondents 
to the possibility of collaboration? Based on the survey results, they are very open to the idea. 
Producers and organizational partners strongly agree that collaboration among farmers and 
other value chain partners such as processors, distributors, and retailers is a way to strengthen 
fruit and vegetable businesses. Both groups are also eager to explore ways they can collaborate 
with others. However, producers are more interested in collaborating with non profit organiza-
tions and agencies (6.3) than private sector farmers (5.8) or value chain partners (5.8).

Figure 8: Attitudes

This set of questions relates to attitudes. Please rate the extent 
to which you agree with the following statements on a scale of 
1–7 where 1 = Strongly Disagree and 7 = Strongly Agree.

Producer/
Business  

Mean (n=16)

Organizational 
Partner  

Mean (n=13)
In order for my operation/business to succeed, the fruit and 
vegetable industry as a whole must succeed. 6.0 6.2
Collaboration among farmers is a viable way to create stronger 
fruit and vegetable operations and businesses. 6.2 6.8
Collaboration between farmers and others along the value chain 
such as processors, distributors, and retailers is a viable way to 
create stronger fruit and vegetable operations and businesses. 6.3 6.8
I am interested in exploring ways my operation/business/orga-
nization might collaborate with fruit and vegetable farmers to 
support the fruit and vegetable industry. 5.8 6.7
I am interested in exploring ways my operation/business might 
collaborate with others along the value chain such as processors, 
distributors, and retailers. 5.8 6.8
I am interested in exploring ways my operation/business might 
collaborate with organizations/agencies/institutions. 6.3 N/A
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Financial and Operational Benefits

We learned from Year 1 interviews with other working group participants that farmers and 
business owners sometimes receive financial and operational benefits from working group 
participation that public sector partners do not. Without asking for specific financial records 
which business owners and producers are often reluctant to provide, we tried to measure the 
extent to which farmers and business owners agreed that the FVWG contributed to increased 
production capacity, sales, profitability, and access to new markets. Figure 9 shows the results 
from those questions.

Figure 9: Financial and Operational Benefits

This set of questions relates to financial and operational benefits your oper-
ation/company may have received as a result of participating in the FVWG. 
Please rate the extent to which you agree with the following statements on a 
scale of 1–7 where 1 = Strongly Disagree and 7 = Strongly Agree.

Producer/ 
Business 

Mean
My operation/business has increased production as a result of participating 
in the Working Group. 3.4
My operation/business has sold more product as a result of participating in 
the Working Group. 3.3
I have gained access to new markets as a result of participating in the Work-
ing Group. 3.3
My operation/business enjoyed increased profits as a result of participating 
in the Working Group. 3.4
My operation/business is more financially stable as a result of participating 
in the Working Group. 3.3
My operation/business operates more efficiently as a result of Working 
Group participation. 3.5

A neutral response is the equivalent of 3.5 on a 7-point scale. Hence, farmers and business 
owners disagree that participation in the FVWG has improved their operation’s financial 
situation. However, when these data were presented to the group at a March 2010 FVWG 
meeting, participants unanimously agreed that they were not participating in the working 
group to benefit financially but to “grow the field” and improve the conditions for themselves 
and others in the fruit and vegetable industry and to access a multitude of opportunities—not 
simply financial ones. Thus, they viewed these indicators as unimportant to track in the future 
as it had no consequence on their decision to participate in joint activities.

Organizational Capacity Building

Unlike private sector participants, organizational partners do not participate in the work-
ing group to improve profitability. However, there is often an interest in leveraging financial 
and human resources for their work, and a host of other organizational benefits that we are 
categorizing as organizational capacity. Figure 10 shows the extent to which organizational 
partners agree with a list of statements about the extent to which the FVWG has contrib-
uted to building the capacity of their organization to support the fruit and vegetable industry, 
which in turn becomes an asset for fruit and vegetable producers and value chain partners.
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Figure 10: Organizational Capacity Building

On a scale of 1 to 7 where 1=strongly DISAGREE 
and 7=strongly AGREE, rate the extent to which you 
agree your participation in the FVWG in the past year 
has helped build the capacity of your organization.

Partner 
Mean 

(n=13)
Better understand fruit and vegetable production sys-
tems so we can provide better support to the fruit and 
vegetable industry. 5.8
Better understand fruit and vegetable growers. 5.9
Serve a broader array of clients. 5.3
Access a broader spectrum of people with knowledge 
valuable to my organization’s work. 5.8
Develop stronger relationships with other organizations, 
agencies, businesses, and institutions to provide better, more 
coordinated support to the fruit and vegetable industry. 5.8
Leverage new financial resources to do work in the fruit 
and vegetable industry. 4.6
Leverage new human resources to do work in the fruit 
and vegetable industry. 5.1
Improve relationships within my organization, agency, 
business, or institution. 5.8
Change attitudes or assumptions my organization, 
agency, business, or institution has about other organi-
zations, agencies, businesses or institutions doing work 
in the fruit and vegetable industry. 4.9
Occupy a position of new leadership responsibility and 
influence in the fruit and vegetable industry. 4.7
Work more efficiently by providing access to field-tested 
information, resources, strategies, and tools. 5.6
Work more efficiently by helping us find information 
more quickly. 5.7
Be more effective by helping us achieve our goals/mission. 5.5
Gain credibility for the work we do in the fruit and 
vegetable industry. 5.4
Effectively engage new partners working in the fruit 
and vegetable industry. 5.8
Leverage resources outside my community/region. 5.3

Figure 10 shows there is some level of agreement that the FVWG is helping organizational 
partners leverage new financial resources (4.6) and new human resources (5.1). However, the 
greatest impacts appear to be related to effectively engaging new partners to support the fruit 
and vegetable industry (5.8), improve relationships within organizations (5.8) and help partici-
pants develop a greater understanding of the industry (5.9) and make use of existing knowl-
edge resources (5.8) to enable organizational partners to provide better, more coordinated 
support to the industry (5.8). In sum, these results suggest that the FVWG is serving farmers 
in large part by building the capacity of organizations who support and serve farmers too.
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Customs, Practices, and Policy Impacts

Another feature of impact evaluation is measuring the extent to which participation in the 
FVWG changes the way participants do their work. These are medium-term behavioral 
changes that are important to benchmark so we can better understand the way in which sys-
temic change might be occurring. 

A surprising sixty-one percent of respondents (Figure 11) confirmed they have changed 
practices or programs related to their operation or work as a result of working group partici-
pation. Of those, 43 percent said they changed their production practices by using better pest 
control, planting different crops, or extending their season (Figure 11). One in three said they 
were partnering more (or better) with others and are making better use of available human 
resources. Two in five (21%) have adjusted their pricing structures, are crunching business 
numbers, or are exploring new marketing strategies. None have change policies per se (busi-
ness, organizational, or public) but are implementing changes to the way they do things that 
ultimately may set a new pattern of operating in the future.

Figure 11

Conclusions

When asked an open-ended question about the value of the working group, several respon-
dents acknowledged the role of the FVWG in building partnerships between diverse interests 
along the value chain. “There are a lot of ‘farmer only’ groups to network with other farmers 
and share ideas but we also need to network with groups that are interested buyers as well.” 
Another echoed this sentiment, saying that the true value of the group is the variety of part-
ners it brings to the table: educators, retailers, and farmers. 

Trust and willingness of respondents to collaborate is a tremendous asset of the group. Eighty-
two percent of respondents are interested in pursuing some kind of collaborative production, 
marketing, or distribution/aggregation project in the future, and the trust is there to make it a 
reality. This is quite an accomplishment, given the relatively young age of the group (two years) 
and the various demands on the time of participants, especially fruit and vegetable producers. 
Any collaborative project obviously would have to be timed according to the seasons, but the 
potential is there for a fruitful collaboration given the commitment of this group to the field.
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Appendix 10: Lessons Learned — Documenting the Implicit Knowledge 
of Working Group Facilitators

In January 2010, six facilitators of the four VCP working groups (Small Meat Processors, 
Niche Pork, Regional Food Systems, and Fruit and Vegetable) and a Leopold Center-sup-
ported working group (Grass-Based Livestock) responded to questions about lessons they 
learned in the process of initiating and managing each working group. The following is a list 
of highlights from those responses and the subsequent group discussion:

• The leadership capacity of CoP facilitators is greatly improved by the presence of the 
VCP Core Team. 

• The Core Team Working Group functions for VCP much like each working group 
functions within VCP in that the work each is doing is additive and creates a space 
for individuals and represented organizations to build on rather than duplicate or 
compete with the work of others. 

• Planning working group meetings and serving as a convener and catalyst is extremely 
labor- and time-intensive and involves critical skills in understanding and managing 
people and relationships. 

• Although not intentionally opaque, most CoP management is orchestrated behind 
the scenes. 

• Working group facilitators learn methods and techniques for accomplishing the day-
to-day tasks of managing working groups for each other, thereby reducing the time 
they spend on these tasks and making them more effective.

• The Core Team Working Group not only is a support network but also a problem 
solving body, combining the collective wisdom of all of the working group facilitators 
to address issues arising in one particular working group. 

• New working groups are able to launch more quickly by picking and choosing spe-
cific strategies implemented by working group facilitators who came before them. 

• Market forces are the primary reasons why CoPs have taken root in Iowa. Network-
ing and research are important but secondary reasons. 

• Three main factors make it possible to initiate a CoP: 1) a source of funding, 2) 
people passionate about the issues, and 3) shared experiences that lend coherence to 
common goals. Additional factors that contribute to successful CoP initiation are a 
local grassroots focus, formation of a dedicated steering team, and early commitment 
to deep(er) collaboration.

• An early source of funding for covering the administrative costs of initiating and 
managing a CoP is critical for the group startup. As one CoP facilitator put it: “Do 
good work, build credibility, then ask for money.”

• One crucial element necessary for effectively managing CoPs is the adoption of a 
creative servant leadership model where participants are asked to organize and lead 
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components of quarterly meetings. This increases ownership of participants in the group, 
builds the leadership capacity of individuals and represented organizations, alleviates 
some of the administrative burdens on the facilitator, more evenly distributes the work, 
allows people an opportunity to self- actualize by contributing their skills and talents to 
enhance the group, and better prepares the CoP for leadership transitions.

• The process of developing a CoP brand at the right time helps CoPs clarify goals, 
position statements, and points of differentiation, thereby providing a more focused 
strategic direction for the group.

• Individual working group evaluations inform and are informed by the evaluations of 
other working groups, thereby reducing the overall transaction costs of doing evalu-
ation. Furthermore, this enables the development of common evaluation measures 
that can be aggregated across groups to communicate potentially greater impacts than 
isolated single group impacts.

• Both quantitative and qualitative data collection methods are important for providing a 
balanced evaluation. Evaluation also must be flexible and responsive enough to modify 
measures of success over time to better reflect influences beyond the control of the project. 



Appendix 11:  
VCP Positioning Statement

Value Chain Partnerships is an Iowa-based network of food and agriculture 
working groups. These groups bring together a diverse ensemble of produc-
ers, processors, and private, non-profit, and government organizations across a 
variety of market-driven food and agriculture issues to deliver social, economic, 
and environmental benefits to clients and communities.

The working groups in Value Chain Partnerships provide four core functions: 
acting as information hubs, catalysts for cooperation, magnets for funding, 
and scouts for new opportunities (see below diagram). 

Value Chain Partnerships Core Functions
Information Hubs Catalysts for Cooperation Magnets Scouts

Provide an information 
clearinghouse

Create solutions  
collaboratively

Attract funding Identify food and  
agriculture challenges

Benefits include:
• Access to larger portfolio of 

knowledge and expertise
• Greater awareness of avail-

able programs/expertise
• Research opportunities 

available

Benefits include:
• Operate more effictively
• Coordinated use of resources
• Deconstruction of organiza-

tional boundaries
• Access to a support network

Benefits include:
• Ability to leverage resources 

within the private and  
public sectors

• Increased probability  
of funding because  
network is established

Benefits include:
• Better grasp of emerging  

challenges
• Improved decision making  

to modify strategies
• Ability to bring in new  

partners and champions

In addition, the Value Chain Partnerships leadership team relies on its broad experience with a wide range of food and 
agriculture working groups to educate others who are interested in utilizing this model.

Pork Niche Market Working Group (PNMWG): initiated 2001
This working group is comprised of niche pork companies and supporting groups.  The group works to create and main-
tain more competitive and viable operations for smaller-scale players in the pork sector.

Regional Food Systems Working Group (RFSWG): initiated 2003
This working group is comprised of practitioners and community leaders organized by geographic location.  The group 
works to increase the investment in and support for local and regional food businesses in Iowa.

Small Meat Processors Working Group (SMPWG): initiated 2006
This working group is comprised of small meat processors, state agencies, and producer groups.  The group works to  
improve the vitality of small-scale meat processing plants in Iowa.

Fruit and Vegetable Working Group (FVWG): initiated 2007
This working group is comprised of fruit and vegetable growers and buyers and their assistance providers.  The group 
works to build the production, handling, and marketing capacity of Iowa’s fruit and vegetable industries.

Grass-Based Livestock Working Group (GBLWG): initiated 2008 – a Leopold Center cross-initiative group
This working group is comprised of people from grass-based farm and food businesses and the outreach professionals 
who support them.  The group works to promote viable grass-based livestock production, diverse market opportunities, 
and environmental services in Iowa.

Contact Rich Pirog at rspirog@iastate.edu or Beth Larabee at blarabee@iastate.edu, or visit us on the web at www.valuechains.org.


